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Abstract Today Information Technology (IT) can be found in every modern 

enterprise. As IT has become one of the most crucial parts of an enterprise, it has 
made management aware of the impact IT has on the success of the enterprise. This 
has led to a significant increase on IT investments. IT governance aims at assuring 
that IT delivers more value from IT investments and enforcing IT‟s role as a business 
enabler. 

AB Storstockholms Lokaltrafik (SL) is a government owned company that is 
responsible for the general transportation system in the municipality of Stockholm.  
This master thesis aims at assessing the IT organization at SL from an IT governance 
perspective. The purpose of such assessment is to identify problem areas and suggest 
measures for improvement. The IT governance framework COBIT (Control 
Objectives for Information and related Technology) has guided the theory for IT 
governance throughout this study. A framework for the assessment of the IT 
governance maturity at SL was developed based on the IT Organization Model 
Assessment Tool (ITOMAT), a formalized method for assessing the IT governance 
maturity.  

The IT governance maturity of SL obtained the score 2,68 out of 5,00. . Considering 
the fact that SL started with the process of introducing IT governance to the 
organization as recent as 3 years ago, the result obtained is higher than expected. It 
indicates that significant progress has been achieved in their IT governance. 
Nevertheless, the organization still has great potential for improvement. 
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1 Introduction 

Each day, about 700 000 people travel with the general public transport in the city of Stockholm. AB 
Storstockholms Lokaltrafik (SL) is responsible for the public transportation in Stockholm. The public 
transportation system consists of subways, busses and local trains. Moreover, SL provides mobility 
services for the inhabitants that are entitled to it and is responsible for the infrastructure in the public 
transportation. [1]  

In today‟s expanding society it is required to have proper and functional infrastructure. Cities 
populations are increasing each year and the demands for a quality public transportation system are 
high. Due to the expansion of SL‟s IT department as well as the growing complexity in the IT 
environment, a need for governing IT emerged at SL. This has led to that SL introducing a formalized 
IT governance approach to the organization in order to facilitate for IT in their daily work. [2] 

IT governance (ITG) is one of the last few years most talked about IT concepts. There may be 
several, more or less fussy definitions, however it can be simply described as: The ability to direct and 
organize the IT - and to clarify the responsibilities between the IT and the business side. The goal is 
to assure that IT supports business in the best way possible. All this has naturally become extremely 
important in recent years, as the organizations IT environments grow more complex, while the IT 
content in business processes has increased dramatically. Research has shown that businesses with 
good IT governance have better information quality, generate higher profits and lead to more satisfied 
users of IT applications. [3] 

IT governance is the board‟s ability to direct and control that the organization‟s use of IT resources is 
in line with strategic goals and objectives. The primary goals of IT governance are to assure that 
investments in IT generate business value and to reduce risks that are associated with IT. It also 
ensures that complex projects deliver the value expected from them. IT governance and the effective 
application of an IT governance framework are the responsibilities of the board of directors and 
executive management. [4] 

Good IT governance is about providing processes and decision-making structures for the business so 
it can make reasoned decisions on IT matters. It also describes how well IT activities are 
implemented, how effectively the resources are being used and how well the effectiveness of the 
implementation of the activities is measured. A reliable measurement on good IT governance is the 
IT governance maturity (ITGM). ITGM can be measured and the given value will determine how well 
the IT investments support, coordinate and address enterprise business processes. [5]  

SL is currently in the process of restructuring the IT department and therefore this is seen as an 
opportunity to perform this study.  

1.1 AB Storstockholms Lokaltrafik (SL) 

AB Storstockholms Lokaltrafik (SL) is a publicly owned company in Sweden. SL is the general public 
transportation company in Stockholm and has the overall responsibility for all who live in, or visit the 
city of Stockholm will have access to a well-developed, easily accessible and reliable public 
transportation system. Moreover, SL is responsible for overall planning, commissioning and 
monitoring of traffic and also bears the responsibility for much of the infrastructure for the public 
transportation system in Stockholm. [1] 

SL’s IT organization has grown in a few years from a small organization with only a couple of 
employees to the current IT organization. Today SL‟s IT organization has about 70 employees and 
100 consultants. The reason for the expansion of the IT organization is due to IT being more 
integrated into SL‟s business and at the same time more complex IT solutions are being demanded by 
the business. [1][2] 

The IT organization is responsible for the acquisition and administration of IT solutions within the 
SL organization. Moreover, the IT organization also delivers IT services to SL‟s personnel and has the 
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overall responsibility for all IT on SL. The IT organization also has the responsibility to coordinate 
and govern the IT business, to administrate and suggest updated IT strategy and also participate in 
SL‟s strategic discussions.  

To facilitate for IT in its daily work, SL has developed a general IT governance model with 
processes that describe how the IT organization is to be governed. The implemented processes at SL 
are based on standards in the IT field, such as PROPS and ITIL. ITIL is an IT governance 
framework and PROPS is the project management model currently utilized at SL. SL general IT 
governance model for their IT department is illustrated Figure 1. [1][2] 

Governance
· Strategi and IT guidelines

· Management of regualtory demands

· IT security

· IT architecture

· Processes and quality

Coordination
· Detect and coordinate the 

business needs of IT support

· Monitoring of service quality

Delivery
· Operation

· Administration

· Development

Interface:

Business

Interface:

Corporate Management, Business, SLL (Stockholm County Council)

Interface:

Suppliers

 

Figure 1 – IT governance model for IT department [2] 

  

The IT department is divided into three areas according to Figure 1. The areas are governance, 
coordination and delivery. The areas respective responsibilities as well as their interfaces are illustrated 
in Figure 1. [2]  
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SL‟s IT organization is organized according to the IT governance model and can be seen in 
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Figure 2. The coordination division is responsible for ensuring that the right IT solution is developed 

by supporting and coordinating the prioritization of the business needs. Governance division is 
responsible for developing and administrating IT solutions in an accurate way by utilizing common 
methods, unified IT architecture and the right level of IT security. The delivery divisions‟ 
responsibility lies in the delivery of development and in operation of IT solutions.[2] 
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Figure 2 - SL‟s current IT Organization [2]  

 

At the moment SL is planning a complete reorganization of the entire organization in order to further 
improve its efficiency. SL is evolving from being a line organization to being a section focused 
organization with a process oriented operation. The reorganization will further integrate IT with the 
rest of SL‟s organization. In the current organization IT is a part of the technology division while in 
the new organization IT will be incorporated into several divisions. [1][2].   

SL‟s strategic investments are increasingly depending on how well IT supports the investments. It is 
therefore crucial that the IT organization is in line with the rest of the organization. This has led to 
the establishment of IT visions and goals in the document IT strategy 2007-2012.[2] 

The SL IT vision is to “support SL‟s employees, travelers and personnel in the SL traffic as well as 
contributing to an effective business”. IT achieves the vision by offering correct information at the 
right time and to the right target group. IT is a natural component of everything from infrastructure 
to marketing, sales etc. It contributes to raising the customer satisfaction as well as SL‟s image as a 
modern and a well developed enterprise. SL‟s organization and processes are integrated and in many 
cases automated with the help of IT. Faster and more simplified executions regarding follow-ups and 
the governance of the organization are performed.[2] 

SL‟s IT competencies are fully involved in projects and projects with IT components should be 
completely coordinated with IT. SL has complete and clearly documented IT processes that are used 
within all IT operations. This contributes to unified IT solutions regarding security, quality and 
architecture and thus providing a secure and (cost-) efficient IT operation. [2] 

Goals provide organizations with a blueprint that determines a course of action and aids them in 
preparing for future changes. A goal can be defined as a future state that an organization strives to 
achieve. Without clearly defined goals, organizations will have trouble coordinating activities and 
forecasting future events. 
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SL‟s IT strategy contains two types of goals 

1. Long term goals for IT 

a. Goal for an effective SL business with the aid of IT → IT development plan 

b. Goal for an effective IT business → IT action plan 

2. Measurable IT goals SL 2007-2010 (concrete measurable goals with control measurements 
and control metrics for all IT on SL connected to the strategic platform) 

[2] 

SL is today strictly a customer organization with focus on procurement. Since the IT organization is 
a part of SL‟s enterprise they have to follow the same principles. This means that the IT organization 
is also a customer organization with focus on procuring IT solutions.[1][2]  

When SL became a customer organization, they went from managing operations of their own, to 
serve as a commissioner with the task of “doing the right things”, which is to procure all SL traffic, 
large quantities of goods and services. All of the procurement is performed in full international 
competition.[1][2]  

Since SL is a publicly owned company and is active within one of the sustentation sectors (areas of 
water, energy, transportation and postal services), it has to follow certain laws and regulations when 
procuring services. When procuring services or goods, SL must do so in a competitive way. This 
means that all companies/organizations interested in signing a contract with SL, do so on equal 
conditions. This allows SL to take advantage of the competitive market and get better prices and 
quality.[1][6] 

The laws and regulations regarding public procurement are further explained in section 4 of this 
report. 
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2 Goals, scope and delimitations 

This master thesis aims at assessing the IT organization at AB Storstockholms Lokaltrafik (SL) from 
an IT governance perspective. The purpose of such assessment is to identify problem areas and 
suggest measures for improvement of the IT governance at SL.  

SL is in the midst of a complete reorganization of their IT department, the results of the master thesis 
will be important in order to ensure that the provided recommendations are aligned with the goals of 
the new IT organization. 

In developing a method for model-based IT governance maturity assessments, two main research 
disciplines are covered: IT governance and enterprise architecture.  

2.1 Scope 

The scope of this study is to develop a framework that enables the assessment of SL‟s IT governance 
maturity. To model the current IT organization at SL, an Enterprise Architecture meta model will be 
created. The meta model will be customized for maturity evaluations of the IT governance at SL. To 
assess the IT governance maturity at SL, a case study will be performed to collect the necessary 
empirical data. In order to analyze and estimate the maturity of the IT governance at SL: 

· Surveys will be created to collect empirical data. 

· A tool will be developed to analyze the data 

· The tool and surveys will be translated into Swedish 

The obtained results will then be used to provide recommendations to SL on how they can improve 
the balance of the overall maturity in their IT governance work.  

Research Questions 
 

 ”What is the IT governance maturity level at SL?”  

 ”How can the overall IT governance maturity be improved?” 

 

To answer these questions empirics will be gathered through documentation, surveys and interviews.  

2.2 Delimitations 

The main purpose of this study is to develop a framework for the assessment of the ITGM at SL. The 
framework will be able to identify problem areas within SL‟s IT organization. However, the cause of 
the problems will not be studied due to the time limitation. 

Interviews with the employees at SL will be performed to get a general view of the IT at SL. Not all 
of the employees may be available for an interview due to them being occupied with the 
reorganization of SL.  

Due to this being a thesis performed at KTH it needs to retain an academic background. This means 
that the thesis needs to be based on generally accepted methods and existing theories as well as relate 
the results to these theories. 
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2.3 Outline 

This master thesis is divided in 10 chapters. 

 Chapter 1:  Introduction – This chapter provides a short description to the background of 
the thesis as well as an introduction to IT governance and AB Storstockholm Lokaltrafik 
(SL). 

 Chapter 2: Goals, scope and delimitations – The goals, scope and delimitations of this 
thesis are presented in this chapter.  

 Chapter 3: IT governance – This chapter describes the theory behind IT Governance as 
well as different approaches to IT Governance. Also, the IT governance frameworks 
COBIT (Control Objectives for Information and related Technology) and ITOMAT (IT 
Organization Model Assessment Tool) are explained in this chapter.  

 Chapter 4: Public procurement law – This chapter will resolve around the meaning of a 
customer organization and the law of public procurement (LUF). 

 Chapter 5: Method – The method used in this thesis is described in this chapter. Also, the 
methodological aspect of the case study protocol and the data collection are described. 

 Chapter 6: ITGM Assessment Framework – This chapter describes the framework 
developed for assessing the IT Governance Maturity of SL. An overview explaining all parts 
of the framework development process is presented followed by a presentation of the 
framework itself. 

 Chapter 7: Results – The results obtained in this study are presented in this chapter. 

 Chapter 8: Analysis – The obtained results are analyzed in this chapter. 

 Chapter 9: Discussion – This chapter includes a discussion on the ITG at SL, which is 
based on the information that emerged from the interviews conducted with SL personnel. 
Also, there is a discussion regarding the obtained results as well as a discussion on the 
method for this study.  

 Chapter 10: Conclusions – The final chapter reflects on the results of the study, provides 
the ITG recommendations for SL, as well as providing recommendations for future research 
on the developed framework. 
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3 IT Governance 

This chapter revolves around the theory that this master thesis is based on. Theory regarding IT 
governance is introduced, as well as the most used frameworks regarding IT governance. Moreover, 
IT governance maturity is explained and defined.  

The way enterprises govern their Information Technology (IT) is referred to as IT Governance and it 
has gradually over time become one of the most crucial parts of an enterprise. It has also been 
increasingly recognized by top management as an essential part of enterprise governance. In today‟s 
society when the significance of information and technology is gaining higher priority, the need to 
drive more value from IT investments and manage an increasing array of IT related risks has never 
been greater. IT governance addresses these issues. However, the goal of IT governance is not only to 
achieve internal efficiency in an IT organization, but also to support IT‟s role as a business enabler. 
[3][4][5][7][8]  

Many organizations are identifying information as an area of their operation that needs to be 
protected through corporate governance plans as a part of their system of internal control. This has 
led to that the investments into IT have skyrocketed and become the highest expense for several 
companies. Although, there was a high investment in IT governance, it was still treated as an isolated 
discipline instead of being treated like an integral part of the overall enterprise governance. Proper 
guidelines were needed to make IT effective, i.e. to accomplish the demands and goals stated through 
IT governance. [3][4][5][7]  

Due to the importance of information technology increasing and it being critical to an enterprise‟s 
success, Information System Audit and Control Association (ISACA) formed IT Governance 
Institute (ITGI) in 1998. The ITGI helps enterprise leaders to understand why governance is 
important and how it is to be implemented into the company‟s strategy. According to ITGI, 
“Effective IT governance helps ensure that IT supports business goals, maximizes business 
investment in IT, and appropriately manages IT related risks and opportunities”. [5][9] 

Good IT governance is an efficient way of using information and processes, which in turn gives 
higher profits and long term benefits. The need to have the right documents containing the right 
knowledge and information i.e. it being secure, accurate and reliable at the right time to the right 
people is crucial in achieving good IT governance. According to Weill and Ross[3], firms with above-
average IT governance following a specific strategy had more than 20 percent higher profits than 
firms with poor IT governance and same strategy. This shows that with effective management comes 
good governance in all practiced areas. IT governance does not only provide a more efficient 
enterprise, it also provides opportunities to obtain a competitive advantage. IT is costly and the 
average investments by enterprises are still rising, however good IT governance structures lets 
enterprises better focus IT spending on strategic priorities. [3][4][8][9][10][11]  

One important part of IT governance is having the right people involved in IT decision making, e.g. a 
CIO, which yields both more strategic applications and greater buy-in. IT governance is the 
responsibility of the board of directors and the executive management. They have to assure that IT 
fulfills the enterprise‟s overall goals, demands and visions i.e. IT has to be aligned with the business 
strategy. They also have to report to the stakeholders and investors about the outcome to ensure that 
the investments in IT will generate the required business value and that risks associated with IT are 
mitigated. [3][4][5][7][8][9][10] 

The importance of a CIO (Chief Information Officer) role as a part of the executive committee 
with access to board of directors ensures that important IT consequences are considered at the 
earliest stage of any major strategic decision [7]. This means that the CIO participates in all major 
business relevant discussions and decisions. According to an IBM study [12], the relationship between 
the CIO, the CEO, the executive committee and the board is essential to achieve value from the use 
of IT. Due to this it is also stated that CIOs should therefore be members of the main executive 
committees and attend board meetings. According to C. Gillies [13], highly IT dependent 
organizations benefit from having a CIO in the main executive committee.[7][12][13] 
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The CIO role has evolved from being an IT technology expert to that of a business executive. 
However, a CIO is required to support the alignment of business and IT, to deliver business value 
from the use of IT and at the same time having sufficient technological knowledge. According to the 
IBM study [12], it is important that a CIO has leadership skills, both as an IT executive and as a 
business executive. It is of significance that the CEOs and the business leaders realize the increasing 
strategically effect CIOs and IT in enterprises have on the execution of business. According to ITGI 
[7], business skills are nowadays equally important if not more that the technology knowledge for a 
CIO. Therefore, a CIO should be recruited based on both the possessed business skills as well as for 
the technology knowledge [7][12][13]. Considering the evolvement of the CIO role as well as the 
reports from IBM, ITGI and Gillies, it can be concluded that a CIO should be a member of the 
main executive committees.  

3.1 IT Governance vs. IT Management 

To gain a better perspective on IT governance, the difference between IT governance and IT 
management has to be elaborated on. Since the appearance of IT governance, it has had a tendency of 
being confused with IT management; therefore a clear definition is needed. One aspect of IT 
governance definition is an important and implicit concern regarding the link between information 
technology and the present and future business objectives. Although there is a distinction between IT 
governance and IT management it is not always clear.[3][7][8] This can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

IT

 Management

IT 

Governance

Present Future

Internal

External

Business 

Orientation

Time

Orientation

 

Figure 3 – IT Governance and IT Management [3] 

The figure shows that IT management is focused on the management of present IT operations and 
effective and efficient internal supply of IT services and products. IT governance has a much broader 
range and a wider time aspect. It also concentrates on performing and transforming IT to meet the 
demands of internal business and external business (business customers) of both the present and the 
future requirements. A quote used by van Grembergen [8] was found useful when distinguishing 
between IT governance and IT management. [7][8]  

“This does not undermine the importance and complexity of IT management, but whereas elements 
of IT management and the supply of (commodity) IT services and products can be commissioned to 
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an external provider, IT governance is organization specific, and direction and control over IT cannot 
be delegated to the market. (Peterson, 2003)”[8] 

IT governance and IT management may be two separate definitions but there exist a coupling 
between them that is necessary in a successful enterprise. This coupling is illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 

Governance

The creation 

of a setting in 

which other 

can manage 

effectively

Management

The making of 

operating 

decisions

 

Figure 4 - Coupling between IT governance and IT Management [8] 

3.2 Definition of IT governance 

When IT governance first emerged in 1993, very little was known about it. Over the decades the 
definitions have differed from each other as some have a broader view and some have a more narrow 
view towards what IT governance really is. Although research has been conducted by both 
practitioners and academics there is still not a clear definition of IT governance. A good way to 
further elaborate on this definition is to start by explaining what IT governance is not. 

· IT governance is not management - Governance determines who has the authority to make 
changes while management carries out the changes. 

· IT governance is not limited in scope, time or objective - Governance is an ongoing activity 
that addresses business processes end to end and coordinates these processes across 
organizational boundaries.  

· IT governance is not limited to senior management – IT governance should be designed 
carefully to provide a clear and transparent IT decision making process. Also decisions 
throughout the enterprise should be consistent with the direction in which senior 
management is taking the organization. 

[3][4][7][8][11] 

 

The most frequent used definitions of IT governance belong to renowned writers such as Weill & 
Peters[3] and van Grembergen[7][8] but also from ITGI[4]. These definitions are represented below.  

http://library.books24x7.com.focus.lib.kth.se/viewer.asp?bkid=20760&destid=227#227
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Figure 5 - Definitions of IT Governance [3][4][7][8]  

 

As seen from the definitions above they vary in some aspects but they mainly focus on the same 
issues and organizational aspects, which are aligning business with IT and the board‟s responsibilities. 
According to Van Grembergen [7][8], even though it is implicitly also stated in his definition, a very 
important premise is that IT governance is an integral part of enterprise governance. This is clearly 
stated in ITGI‟s definition. ITGI‟s definition is also the one that captures the most important aspects 
of IT Governance and this definition will be used throughout this master thesis. Another reason for 
choosing this definition is that the COBIT framework, which this study is based on, was developed 
by ITGI together with ISACA. [3][4][7][8][10]  

IT Governance focuses specifically on information technology systems, their performance and risk 
management. The primary goals for IT governance are: 

· Assure that the investments in IT generate business value 

· Mitigate the risks that are associated with IT 

 

This leads to the five main focus areas for IT governance, all driven by stakeholder value. Two of 
them are outcomes: value delivery and risk management. Three of them are drivers: strategic 
alignment, resource management (which overlays them all) and performance measurement.  

· IT Strategic Alignment - Investment vs. strategic objectives vs. business value 

· Value delivery - Concentrating on optimizing expenses and proving the value of IT 

· Risk management - Addressing the safeguarding of IT assets, disaster recovery and 
continuity of operations 

· Resource management - Use and allocation of IT resources  

· Performance measurement - Tracking project delivery and monitoring IT services 

[3][4][7][8][10][11] 

 

 

“IT governance is the responsibility of the board of directors and 
executive management. It is an integral part of enterprise governance 
and consists of the leadership and organizational structures and 
processes that ensure that the organization‟s IT sustains and extends 
the organization‟s strategies and objectives.” [4] 

 
“IT governance is about specifying the decision rights and 
accountability framework to encourage desirable behavior in the use 
of IT.” [3] 

 
“IT governance is the organizational capacity exercised by the Board, 
executive management and IT management to control the 
formulation and implementation of IT strategy and in this way ensure 
the fusion of business and IT.” [7][8] 
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Figure 6  - Focus areas of IT Governance [3][4]  

 

As seen in Figure 6 above, IT governance is a continuous life cycle and preferred starting point is 
normally IT strategy alignment although this cycle can be entered at any point. As mentioned before 
IT governance is concerned with two main goals, the first one being delivery of value to business, 
which is driven by strategic alignment. The second one is mitigation of risk and it is driven by 
embedding accountability into the enterprise. To ensure that results are obtained, both of these goals 
need to be supported by adequate resources and measured.  

Enterprises operate in diverse environments which have different demands. According to ITGI[4] the 
environment an enterprise operates in, is influenced by the following: 

· Stakeholder values 

· The mission, vision and values of the enterprise 

· Applicable laws, regulations and policies  

· The community and company ethics and culture 

· Industry practices 

[3][4][10]  

These environment influences are extremely important for the success of the enterprise. When 
enterprises define their business strategies, the regulations of the market have to be taken into 
consideration as well as the laws and policies. All of this is a part of the definition of IT governance, 
and while there are several definitions out there all of them focus on the same perception, which is to 
make sure that business and IT not only cooperate but have a mutual respect towards each other.  
This will result in a company that is in harmony and at the same time increases their effectiveness. 

There exist several frameworks that can be used in order to implement IT governance to enterprises. 
These are presented in section 3.4  to give the reader a better overall overview. [3][4][7][8][10]  

3.3 IT Governance Maturity 

Managing IT in an enterprise today is not enough to be successful, it is also necessary to know how 
well IT is being managed. IT management is constantly on the lookout for benchmarking- and self-
assessment tools, to make sure their IT is managed in the most effective way possible. A maturity 
model provides the enterprise with a tool to evaluate the organization and assess the maturity level of 
specific processes. The maturity model gives the organization the means to grade itself together with a 
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measurement scale and obtain an indication as to where they are now. According to van Grembergen 
[8], “the scales should not be too granular as that would render the system difficult to use and suggest 
a precision that is not justifiable”. [3][4][10][7]  

The maturity model also supplies the organization with a method for identifying and comparing the 
situation as it is today against the desired situation. Also a comparison against other organizations in 
the market with international standards is possible with the evaluation of the maturity level. Given 
this, an organization can identify the gaps in the current situation against the desired. The 
organization can also identify the required actions needed to close these gaps, in order to fulfill the 
requirements set by the organization. [3][4][8][10]  

3.4 Approaches to IT Governance 

While there exists several different frameworks and guidelines for IT Governance, not all are suited 
for the present study. Even though the approaches differ on focus areas and goals, most overlap each 
other. [3][5] In order to motivate the choice of the ITG approach used as reference in this study, this 
section will elaborate and discuss the most well know and recognized approaches to IT governance as 
well as provide a comparison between them.  

ISO/IEC 27000 family of standards, is an Information Security Management System (ISMS) 
standard published by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).  It is also a framework based on best practice and most of the 
guidelines are directed at the maintenance of IT-system security. [14]  

“ISO/IEC 27001 specifies the requirements for establishing, implementing, operating, monitoring, 
reviewing, maintaining and improving a documented Information Security Management System 
within the context of the organization's overall business risks. It specifies requirements for the 
implementation of security controls customized to the needs of individual organizations or parts 
thereof.” [14]. Since the ISO framework mainly focuses on IT system security it is not a complete 
framework for IT governance, thus not suitable for the present study.[14] 

Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is a performance measurement framework originated by Dr. Robert 
Kaplan (Harvard Business School) and Dr. David Norton. A follow-up on the IT governance is also 
possible with several of the measurements.  BSC is not actually a framework but more of a different 
way to do follow-up‟s, it merely describes a framework for rational selection and prioritization of 
difference choices. It consists of four follow-up areas which also give a vision of how to view the 
organization, though IT is not mentioned specifically. The four perspectives are: 

· Learning and growth perspective 

· Business process perspective 

· Customer perspective 

· Financial perspective 

 

BSC was not developed to handle IT governance and the part that provides suggestions to numeric 
values was added later [15]. As it only consists of numeric values for following-up measurements it is 
not suitable for this thesis. 

Strategic Alignment Model (SAM) is a framework that aligns business and IT strategy and was 
developed by Hendersen and Venkatraman. SAM draws a distinction between the external 
perspective of IT (IT strategy) and the internal focus of IT (IT infrastructure and process). SAM is 
only a conceptual approach, but there are frameworks based on SAM like Luftman’s framework which 
has a more realistic approach and it has been applied in 500 case studies. On the other hand Luftmans 
framework has been criticized for its lack of validity.[5][16] Since validity is a crucial part of this study, 
these frameworks are not applicable in this case. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_security
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Management_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISMS
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Electrotechnical_Commission
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Electrotechnical_Commission
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Weill and Ross are two MIT researchers that have conducted numerous case studies in the field of 
IT governance performance. They published a book with their research methods and findings from 
more than 250 organizations. The book is perhaps the most widely cited work in the entire discipline 
of IT governance today. The framework is based on just a few questions that can be used to assign 
responsibilities for high-level IT decision making. However, their framework gives no further 
guidance on how the IT organization should actually perform their labor. It has therefore been 
criticized for being too simple and should therefore be considered only as a definition and as 
guidelines for IT governance. [3][5]  

Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is a framework developed by British 
Office of Government Commerce together with IT Service Management Forum. ITIL is a detailed 
framework that is based on best-practice of IT governance from several enterprises around the world. 
It consists of propositions on how to achieve effective IT governance and how to maintain IT. ITIL 
also supports implementation of processes related to delivery and support. Moreover, ITIL provides 
guidelines on how to gain higher quality on IT services while also setting demands on the security. 
Although ITIL has received great support from practitioners all over the world, it has little support 
for strategic IT concerns.[17] ITIL is also the ITG framework currently used at SL.  

Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT) is an IT governance 
framework and supporting toolset based on best-practice. COBIT was created by the Information 
Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) and the IT Governance Institute (ITGI) in 1996 to 
aid organizations in successfully meeting today‟s business challenges.  

COBIT gives directives on how to best structure and lead the IT activities in order to fulfill the five 
focus areas of IT governance. The framework provides an abundance of performance indicators, 
responsibility assignment suggestions, activities and goals that can be monitored in order to obtain 
good IT governance. COBIT also features a maturity model for ITG.  

The COBIT framework has been widely adopted across the globe and it is now accepted as the 
preferred model for good practices in IT. COBIT is today the most well known framework for IT 
governance and has the status as the de facto standard in the IT-governance field. [3][4][5][10][18] 

3.5 Comparison of IT Governance approaches  

In order to make an appropriate choice for the ITG approach that this study will rely on, a 
comparison between the previous discussed approaches is made. Moreover, the criterion that 
motivates the selection of the approach is discussed. Seen in Table 1 and Figure 7 below, it is obvious 
that COBIT is the most frequently used and most complete of the frameworks.  

 

Frameworks Not Used Influences Own Standards Partially Followed Thoroughly Followed 

COBIT 8% 32% 44% 16% 

ITIL 14% 30% 46% 10% 

ISO 27001 36% 24% 32% 8% 

CMM 52% 32% 14% 2% 

Table 1 - Usage of frameworks [19] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_Systems_Audit_and_Control_Association
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_Systems_Audit_and_Control_Association
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Figure 7 - Framework completeness [20] 

 

From the figures above it can be established that COBIT together with ITIL, are the most frequently 
used frameworks as well as the most complete ones. ITIL gives a more describing support as it 
emphasis on how processes should be executed rather than what should be executed. It does not cover 
the whole extent of IT governance and the decisions made by IT management.  

Although COBIT is not as detailed as ITIL, it provides a more structured approach to IT governance. 
Moreover to the contrary of ITIL, COBIT covers the strategic aspect of IT governance. 

COBIT has been chosen as the base for the theory when developing the method for assessing the 
ITGM at SL. It was found to be the most adequate considering the following:  

· Based on best-practice 

· Most well-known ITG framework 

· Status as the de facto standard in the IT governance field 

· Provides a structured approach to ITG  

· Covers the strategic aspect of ITG 

· Contains descriptions of processes, activities, documents, etc. needed to correctly represent 
ITG concerns 

· Features a maturity model for ITG 

· Provides a vast amount of metrics that can be used to assess the maturity of IT governance 

 

COBIT will be further described in section 3.6. 
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3.6 COBIT 4.1 

COBIT, Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology, is a general standard for IT 
governance, with the main purpose of defining the organizational processes necessary for IT to meet 
business objectives. The standard divides the IT operations in 34 processes, ranging from strategy to 
development, operation and support. It provides recommendations on the elements that should exist 
within IT processes, how to measure the processes maturity and identify risks. 

The COBIT framework has been under developed since 1996 by researchers and professionals in IT 
governance. It is issued by the IT Governance Institute (ITGI). Most of COBIT can be downloaded 
for free from www.itgi.org. 

The COBIT framework aids organizations in successfully meeting today‟s business challenges. 
COBIT does so by: 

· Creating a link to the business requirements 

· Organizing IT activities into a generally accepted process model 

· Indentifying the major IT resources to be leveraged 

· Defining the management control objectives to be considered 

 

According to COBIT 4.1, the business orientation of COBIT consists in linking business goals to IT 
goals, providing metrics and maturity models to measure their achievement, as well as identifying the 
associated responsibilities of business and IT process owners. COBIT subdivides IT into four 
domains, 34 high-level processes and covers numerous control objectives.  Each process consists of 
several different activities and the inter-relationship between the processes is linked together by 
documents and relations. [10][20] 

 

http://www.itgi.org/
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Business Objectives

Governance Objectives

Information Criteria

· Effectivenes

· Efficiency

· Confidentiality

· Integrity

· Availability

· Compliance

· Reliability

IT Resources

· Applications

· Information

· Infrastructure

· People

Monitor and Evaluate (ME)

Deliver and Support (DS) Accquire and Implement (AI)

Plan and Organise (PO)

ME1 Monitor and evaluate IT performance

ME2 Monitor and evaluate internal control

ME3 Ensure compliance with external requirements

ME4 Provide IT governance

DS1 Define and manage service levels

DS2 Manage third party services

DS3 Manage performance and capacity

DS4 Ensure continuous service

DS5 Ensure system security

DS6 Identify and allocate costs

DS7 Educate and train users

DS8 Manage service desks and incidents

DS9 Manage the configurations

DS10 Manage problems

DS11 Manage data

DS12 Manage the physical environment

DS13 Manage operations

AI1 Identify automated solutions

AI2 Acquire and maintain application software

AI3 Acquire and maintain technology infrastructure

AI4 Enable operation and use

AI5 Procure IT resources

AI6 Manage changes

AI7 Install and accredit solutions anfd changes

PO1Defien a strategic IT plan

PO2 Define the information architecture

PO3Determine technological direction

PO4 Define the IT processes, organization and relationships

PO5 Manage the IT investment

PO6 Communicate management aims and direction

PO7 Manage IT human resources

PO8 Manage quality

PO9 Assess and manage IT risks

PO10 Manage projects 

 

Figure 8 – Overall COBIT framework [10] 
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COBIT has three primary audiences which are considered to have use of COBIT. These three 
audiences are described as following and can be seen in Figure 9. 

· Executive and Boards: To help them better understand why IT governance is important 
what its issues are and what their responsibility is for managing it. 

· Business and IT management: Tools to help assign responsibility, measure performance 
and benchmark and address gaps in capability. With COBIT answers will be given as to 
what extent it is financially defendable to govern IT. 

· Governance, Assurance, Control and Security Professionals: Those who are in charge 
of security, risks and quality. 

[4][10] 

 

 

 

Figure 9 - COBIT three main audiences [10] 

 

As noted from Figure 8 and Figure 9, the COBIT framework is developed around three concepts: 

· Business goals/IT goals and Information Criteria 

· IT Processes 

· IT Resources 

[10]  

The main theme of COBIT is business orientation; it is there to provide extensive guidance for 
management and business process owners. Managing and controlling information is the core of 
COBIT framework and this helps to ensure alignment to business requirements. Although other 
frameworks have the same method, COBIT has made this link more apparent. COBIT has defined 
various IT resources which need to be managed: data, application systems, technology, facilities and 
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people. These resources need to be properly utilized to achieve the business objectives.  COBIT has 
something it refers to as business requirements for information i.e. information criteria. There are 
three criteria in COBIT that need to be met: quality requirements, fiduciary requirements, and security 
requirements. Based on these requirements COBIT has broken them down into seven desirable 
qualities.[10][20] 

1. Effectiveness:  the information relevant and applicable to the business process. Is it 

delivered in time, accurate, reliable and in a functional manner? 

2. Efficiency:  effective use of resources. 

3. Confidentiality sensitive: information protected from unauthorized exposure 

4. Integrity:  is the information regarding the business values and expectations valid, 

accurate and complete? 

5. Availability: is the required information available when needed by the business 

process and how is the protection of necessary resources? 

6. Compliance: are the law, regulations and contractual arrangements followed? 

7. Reliability: provisions of appropriate information for management to operate the 

entity and exercise its fiduciary and governance responsibilities. 

 

As mentioned before, COBIT subdivides IT into four domains, 34 high-level processes and covers 
numerous control objectives. These four domains together with their processes are: 

· Plan  and Organize (PO) 
Planning is all about preparing today to meet the demands of tomorrow. Therefore to meet 
the enterprises business strategy, a strategic IT plan has to be defined. This domain covers 
the strategic and tactical part of IT-resources to align these with business goals. The 
realization of the strategic vision needs to be planned, communicated and managed to aid 
the organization in understanding the business objectives for IT in relation to risks, resource 
allocation and quality. The execution requires managing investments, assessing and 
managing risk, communication, project management, quality management, human resource 
management and compliance with external requirements.[10] 
 

Process number Process name 

PO1 Define a Strategic IT Plan 

PO2 Define the Information Architecture 

PO3 Determine Technological Direction 

PO4 Define the IT Processes, Organization and Relationships 

PO5 Manage the IT Investment 

PO6 Communicate Management Aims and Direction 

PO7 Manage IT Human Resources 

PO8 Manage Quality 

PO9 Assess and Manage IT Risks 

PO10 Manage Projects 

Table 2 – Plan and Organize (PO) Processes [10] 
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· Acquire and Implement (AI) 
Plan and Organize was the planning phase while Acquire and Implement is the “do” phase. 
To execute the plans identifying and acquiring or developing solutions is needed. Not only 
do these solutions need to be implemented and integrated into the business process but they 
also have to be maintained, tested, accredited, and any changes need to be managed to 
continue to meet business objectives.[10] 

 

Process number Process name 

AI1 Identify Automated Solutions 

AI2 Acquire and Maintain Application Software 

AI3 Acquire and Maintain Technology Infrastructure 

AI4 Enable Operation and Use 

AI5 Procure IT Resources 

AI6 Manage Changes 

AI7 Install and Accredit Solutions and Changes 

Table 3 – Acquire and Implement (AI) Processes [10] 

 

· Deliver and Support (DS) 
This is the second part of the “do” phase. Here the delivery of required services, which 
includes service delivery, management of security and continuity, service for users and 
management of data and operational facilities, is implemented. Also service has to be 
continuous and uninterrupted and therefore it has to be ensured that appropriate business 
continuity plans are documented and tested, and people are trained to execute them.[10] 

 

Process number Process name 

DS1 Define and Manage Service Levels 

DS2 Manage Third-Party Services 

DS3 Manage Performance and Capacity 

DS4 Ensure Continuous Service 

DS5 Ensure Systems Security 

DS6 Identify and Allocate Costs 

DS7 Educate and Train Users 

DS8 Manage Service Desk and Incidents 

DS9 Manage the Configuration 

DS10 Manage Problems 
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DS11 Manage Data 

DS12 Manage the Physical Environment 

DS13 Manage Operations 

Table 4 – Deliver and Support (DS) Processes [10] 

 

· Monitor and Evaluate (ME) 
IT processes need to be regularly assessed over time for their quality and compliance with 
control requirements. This domain will address how to measure, report and follow up 
organizations performance over time to make sure that the quality and control demands are 
followed.[10] 

 

Process number Process name 

ME1 Monitor and Evaluate IT Performance 

ME2 Monitor and Evaluate Internal Control  

ME3 Ensure Compliance With External Requirements 

ME4 Provide IT Governance 

Table 5 – Monitor and Evaluate (ME) Processes[10]  

 

The domains are interrelated with each other according to 

Figure 10 below. 

The Plan and Organize (PO) domain provides direction to solution delivery (AI) and service delivery 
(DS), while the Acquire and Implement (AI) domain provides the solutions and passes them to be 
turned into services. The Deliver and Support (DS) domain receives the solutions and makes them 
usable for end users and finally the Monitor and Evaluate (ME) domain monitors all processes to 
ensure that the direction provided is followed. 

Plan and Organize

Acquire and 

Implement

Deliver and 

Support

Monitor and Evaluate
 

Figure 10 – Interrelation between COBIT four domains [10] 
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To be able to respond to the business requirements for IT, investments into resources is required. 
COBIT has four IT related resources that are applicable within the IT processes. 

· Applications are the automated user systems and manual procedures that process the 
information. 

· Information is the data, in all their forms, input, processed and output by the information 
systems in whatever form is used by the business.  

· Infrastructure is the technology and facilities (i.e., hardware, operating systems, database 
management systems, networking, multimedia, and the environment that houses and 
supports them) that enable the processing of the applications. 

· People are the personnel required to plan, organize, acquire, implement, deliver, support, 
monitor and evaluate the information systems and services. They may be internal, 
outsourced or contracted as required. 

[10][20] 

 

It is important that IT processes are managed and controlled properly in order to deliver satisfying 
information that aligns with the defined standards. According to COBIT, while managing IT 
resources the 34 IT processes deliver information to the business according to the business and 
governance objectives. All 34 processes in the COBIT framework are covered into four parts. The 
first part provides a description of navigation through COBIT for the processes in the form of a 
waterfall. This is shown as an example of the process PO1 in Figure 11. 

The mapping of the process to the information criteria, IT resources and IT governance focus areas is 
also shown in the Figure 11. This mapping is conducted by indicating the primary relationship (P) and 
secondary relationship (S). [10] [20] 
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Figure 11 – COBIT Navigation for process PO1 [10] 

 

The three following parts are further explained in the following sections: 

· control objectives  

· management guidelines 

· maturity model 
 

Van Grembergen and De Haes define IT control objective as “a statement of desired result or 
purpose to be achieved by implementing control procedures in a particular activity”[20], while 
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COBIT defines control objectives as “The policies, procedures, practices, and organizational 
structures designed to provide reasonable assurance that business objectives will be achieved, and that 
undesired events will be prevented or detected and corrected.”[10]. Control objectives are there to 
help build a proper management and control system into the IT environment. For COBIT which has 
34 IT processes there are control objectives described for each process.  

IT control objectives are there to ensure continuous service which can be met by implementing a 
number of control procedures like writing continuity plans or continuity plan testing etc.[10][20]  

The management guidelines in COBIT 4.1 are there to provide information for measuring 
controlling and organizing a specific IT process. The management guidelines consist of the following 

· The inter-relationship between inputs and outputs i.e. different IT processes 

· RACI Chart an overview of important tasks, including related roles and responsibilities 

· Goals and Metrics on IT-, IT process- and IT process activity level 

[10] [20] 

In COBIT there is a list in each process that defines the inputs for a process from other processes 
and what outputs that should be sent to other processes. An example is shown in Table 6, that 
represents the control objectives of process “AI5 - procure IT resources”.[10][20] 

 

From Inputs 

PO1 IT acquisition strategy 

PO8 Acquisition standards 

PO10 Project management guidelines and detailed project plans 

AI1 Business requirement feasibility study 

AI2-3 Procurement decisions 

DS2 Supplier catalogue 

 

Outputs To 

Third-party relationship management requirements DS2 

Procured items AI7 

Contractual arrangements DS2 

Table 6 – Inputs/Outputs for AI5 [10] 
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RACI stands for: 

· Responsible: who is responsible for the activity 

· Accountable: who provides direction and authorizes the activity 

· Consulted: who should be consulted for the activity 

· Informed: who should be informed about the activity 

 

Each process in COBIT has a defined RACI diagram that shows what roll has which responsibility 
related to important process activities. The activities are derived from the control objectives and are 
more detailed in their structure. According to COBIT the RACI charts are organization specific and 
depend on hierarchical structure regarding the accountabilities and responsibilities. Therefore these 
should be used as a template and discussed within specific organizations. The RACI chart for the 
control objectives process AI5 is seen in Table 7. [10][20] 
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Table 7 - RACI Chart for AI5 [10] 

 

Each IT process in COBIT is defined by goals on three levels: IT, Processes and Activities. The 
highest goal level in COBIT is the level of the IT department. The second level is the process level 
where process goals are defined. The third and last level is the activity level where activity goals are 
identified. To be able to monitor the goals, metrics are defined for each of them. Metrics are divided 
into two parts, key goal indicators (KGI) which measure the achievement of the goals and key 
performance indicators (KPI) which measure the means to achieve the goals on the activity level. An 
example is given for the control objectives process AI5 in Figure 12. [10][20] 
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Figure 12 – Goal and Metrics for AI5 [10] 

 

As mentioned before the COBIT framework defines for each of the 34 processes their control 
objectives, management guidelines and a maturity model. The control objectives and the management 
guidelines have already been explained in this section. To be able to explain COBIT‟s maturity model 
for each process it is crucial to understand the concept of maturity. [4][10][20] 

COBIT’s maturity model is a way to determine the maturity level seen from the IT governance 
perspective. It does so by providing a six-graded scale (0-5) where 0 means non-existent and 5 being 
optimized. COBITs maturity model for IT governance follows the same principles as the Software 
Engineering Institutes‟ (SEI) Capability Maturity Model (CMM), which is a framework for measuring 
the maturity. CMM was developed for software processes and how they rationalize from an immature 
to a mature process. It does so by focusing on improving an organization‟s software process‟ and 
management‟s predictability, effectiveness and control. CMM structure has also been adapted to 
explain other processes and aspects such as critical people issues, project management, risk 
management etc. CMM is also a base for the COBIT, which is the framework being used in this 
master thesis. CMM has a scale from 1-5 while COBIT has a scale from 0-5. COBIT has added 0 to 
the scale due to it being possible that no process exists at all.[10][20] 
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0 – Management processes are not applied at all

1 – Processes are ad hoc  and disorganized

2 – Processes follow a regular pattern

3 – Processses are documented and communicated

4 – Processes are monitored and measured

5 – Good practices are followed and automated

 

Figure 13 – COBIT maturity model representation [10] 

 

With the help of the scale management can map: 

 The current status of the organization ↔ where the organization is today 

 The current status of the (best-in-class) industry ↔ the comparison 

 The current status of international standard guidelines ↔ additional comparison 

 The organization‟s strategy for improvement ↔ where the organization wants to be 

 

The scales in COBIT were developed based on the generic maturity model descriptions. The 
descriptions are shown in Table 8. 
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The generic maturity model descriptions 

0 Non-existent 

Complete lack of any recognizable processes. The enterprise has not even recognized that there is 
an issue to be addressed. 

 

1 Initial/Ad Hoc 

There is evidence that the enterprise has recognized that the issues exist and need to be addressed. 
There are, however, no standardized processes; instead, there are ad hoc approaches that tend to be 
applied on an individual or case-by-case basis. The overall approach to management is 
disorganized. 

 

2 Repeatable but Intuitive 

Processes have developed to the stage where similar procedures are followed by different people 
undertaking the same task. There is no formal training or communication of standard procedures, 
and responsibility is left to the individual. There is a high degree of reliance on the knowledge of 
individuals and, therefore, errors are likely. 

 

3 Defined Process 

Procedures have been standardized and documented, and communicated through training. It is 
mandated that these processes should be followed; however, it is unlikely that deviations will be 
detected. The procedures themselves are not sophisticated but are the formalization of existing 
practices. 

 

4 Managed and Measurable 

Management monitors and measures compliance with procedures and takes action where processes 
appear not to be working effectively. Processes are under constant improvement and provide good 
practice. Automation and tools are used in a limited or fragmented way. 

 

5 Optimized 

Processes have been refined to a level of good practice, based on the results of continuous 
improvement and maturity modeling with other enterprises. IT is used in an integrated way to 
automate the workflow, providing tools to improve quality and effectiveness, making the enterprise 
quick to adapt. 

Table 8 – COBIT generic maturity model description [10] 

 

The maturity model description will aid the organization in its strive to achieve better IT 
management. It will also make the “results easily usable in management briefings, where they will be 
presented as a means to support the business case for future plans, a graphical presentation method 
needs to be provided.”[10] 

Although the COBIT framework has been chosen as the theory base for this study, there are 
disadvantages with it. COBIT is a framework designed to guide both large and small enterprises in a 
broad range of industries and at different stages of organizational maturity. However, to be relevant 
to such wide audience, the content of COBIT is generic in nature as well as being extremely 
comprehensive. Practitioners have criticized it for being too extensive and therefore hard to apply in 
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practice. The problems are as discussed, mainly the generality and the ambitiousness of the 
framework. A large amount of knowledge and experience on COBIT is therefore demanded of the 
user in order to effectively use it as a support- or evaluation tool. [5] [18] 

Mårten Simonsson, a PhD student at the Royal Institute of Technology, addresses these issues in his 
doctoral thesis by developing a formalized method for IT governance maturity assessments based on 
the COBIT framework. The proposed method is named The IT Organization Modeling and Assessment 
Tool (ITOMAT). The purpose of ITOMAT is to provide IT governance decision support using 
enterprise architecture models.  

For this study ITOMAT will be used as a reference when modeling the framework for ITG maturity 
assessments at SL. ITOMAT is described in section 3.7  

3.7 ITOMAT  

The IT Organization Modeling Assessment Tool (ITOMAT) is a method for model-based maturity 
assessments of IT governance. It was developed by Ph.D. student Mårten Simonsson at The Royal 
Institute of Technology as a part of his doctoral thesis. ITOMAT is a formalized method for IT 
governance maturity assessments based on the COBIT framework. It provides a fully transparent and 
formalized analysis framework that enables aggregation of single metrics to comprehensive maturity 
scores on both process and enterprise level.[5] Since the purpose of this study is ITGM assessments, 
ITOMAT was found suitable for this study. 

ITOMAT was developed to provide a more simplified method for assessing both the IT governance 
maturity and the IT governance performance. To aid the decision making regarding IT organization 
matters, ITOMAT provides a framework for prediction of IT governance performance given IT 
governance maturity.[5] ITOMAT is based on the COBIT framework for assessing the IT 
governance maturity and the research of Weill and Ross [3] for assessing the IT governance 
performance.[5] The correlation between IT governance maturity and IT governance performance 
will be discussed later in this section.  

As mentioned earlier, the COBIT framework has some disadvantages. ITOMAT addresses these 
issues as it leverages the benefits of COBIT and mitigates some of the weaknesses. Thus, ITOMAT 
can be viewed as an extension to the existing COBIT framework. The COBIT framework is often 
criticized for being too extensive and overwhelming. In order to use it as an assessment tool it 
requires a lot of experience and expertise in the COBIT framework. This is a part that ITOMAT has 
developed further by providing a modeling language that enables modeling to be separated from 
analysis. ITOMAT is therefore less complex and easier to get started with. [5]  

In ITOMAT the notion of processes to describe the IT organization was inherited directly from 
COBIT, where the 34 processes relevant for management, control and operation of IT are explained 
in detail.  

COBIT distinguishes between activities and detailed control objectives and even though there is an 
obvious overlap between them, they are not completely alike. ITOMAT believes that the detailed 
control objectives in COBIT are more suited for auditors performing a check-list style revision of a 
company‟s IT. Therefore the control objectives were not included in the ITOMAT modeling 
language.   

The activities proved to be better aligned with the RACI matrices and they were therefore selected for 
the modeling language. However, the RACI chart in COBIT has the activities connected to roles. In 
ITOMAT the activities are connected to their corresponding process due to the activities representing 
the actual content of the work performed within the IT organization. In general, COBIT contains a 
large amount of goals for activities, processes and IT. In ITOMAT these goals were excluded from 
the modeling language, due to not wanting to assess the existence of goals within an organization, but 
rather desired to focus on the current achievements. ITOMAT and COBIT both aim at assessing the 
maturity for IT governance of an organization and both do so by studying internal metrics. However, 
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even though COBIT provides a maturity scale it does not elaborate on how to assess the maturity 
level for each attribute within a process. Also, COBIT does not describe the aggregation from 
attribute maturity to process maturity and how to aggregate the 34 processes to obtain a mean 
maturity value. ITOMAT addresses this issue by providing a formalized analysis framework. [5]  

To assess the maturity of a process, ITOMAT‟s suggested framework is used. “The maturity models 
presented in COBIT contain only a few lines of plain text describing the characteristics for each 
maturity level, and the framework doesn‟t detail the connection between the metrics and maturity 
levels.”[5] This means that it is not explained how a single metric affects the maturity of an entire 
process. ITOMAT has identified four generic metrics: activity execution, assigned responsibilities, documents 
in place and metrics monitorin. ITOMAT also provides the means on how to obtain the maturity level for 
each generic metric, cf. Table 20. The aggregation of different attributes into a single IT governance 
maturity score is based on COBIT, however ITOMAT has made the assessment of IT governance 
maturity more transparent and formalized. 

In COBIT 19 different roles for IT governance are presented. According to ITOMAT, few 
organizations employ all 19 different roles and therefore ITOMAT features a more simplified 
representation of only 5 different roles. The distinction between executives, business and IT is 
inherited from Weill and Ross [3]. To represent IT operations and audit, ITOMAT has added two 
more roles from COBIT[5]. The distinction between roles in ITOMAT and COBIT as well as the 
presentation of roles is seen in Table 9. 

 

ITOMAT Roles COBIT Roles 

Executives The Board 

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 

Chief Financial Officer (CFO) 

Business Business Executive 

Business Process Owner 

Business Senior Management 

IT Management Chief Information Officer (CIO) 

Chief Architect 

Head Development 

Program Management Officer (PMO) 

IT Operations Head Operations 

Deployment Team 

Head IT Administration 

Training Department 

Service Managers 

Service Desk/Incident Manager 

Configuration Manager 

Problem Manager 

Compliance, Audit, Risk and Security Compliance, Audit, Risk and Security 

Table 9 – Roles in ITOMAT and COBIT[5] 

 

As mentioned before, ITOMATs base lies in COBITs 34 processes that are connected to four 
different domains. The generic metrics identified by ITOMAT can be seen as building blocks of a 
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process. The building block resulted in the creation of ITOMATs ITG model, cf. Figure 14. This 
illustrates that the obtained maturity level for the four metrics will indicate the maturity level for the 
entire process.[5] 

 

 

Activity

Maturity

Metric

Maturity

Document

Maturity

Role

Maturity

Process

Maturity

Is a part of Measures Input/Output

Responsible

Accountable

Consulted

Informed

Figure 14 – ITG model proposed by ITOMAT [5] 

 

· Documents in Place (Inputs/Outputs): Documents in place is based on COBIT‟s focus on 
quantity in documentation. The quantity is determined by the number of documents that are 
connected to a certain process.  

· Metrics Monitoring: Metrics monitoring is based on the same principles as Documents in place. 
COBIT‟s focus is on quantity in monitoring of metrics for each process.  

· Activity Execution: Each process in COBIT contains specific activities according to the RACI 
chart. However COBIT does not assess the maturity at activity level. To be able to assess 
the maturity at activity level ITOMAT generalized the maturity model defined by COBIT 
for processes. This means that the activities are connected to their corresponding process 
instead of being assigned to a role with a responsibility.  

· Assigned Responsibilities (RACI chart): In COBIT each role has a responsibility (Responsible, 
Accountable, Consulted and Informed) assigned to an activity. In ITOMAT the 
responsibility of a role is connected to a process instead of an activity. “This decision was 
made to minimize the number of relations to be modeled.”[5] To provide a role with a 
responsibility ITOMAT generalized COBITs RACI chart.  

 

ITOMAT also provides information about statistical correlations between an IT organization’s 
ITG maturity and ITG performance. The method is based on empirical data from 35 different 
organizations. [5] 

The internal IT organization efficiency is labeled as IT governance maturity while the external 
efficiency is labeled as IT governance performance. ITOMAT elaborates on the fact that internal 
efficiency metrics are of moderate interest only while the external effectiveness of services delivered 
to the business is what really matters. ITOMAT hypothesizes that there is a correlation between IT 
governance maturity and IT governance performance. ITOMAT proposes that good IT governance 
maturity provides good IT governance performance. In order to determine the strength of the 
correlation between the IT governance maturity of each of the 34 processes, and the IT governance 
performance, 35 case studies were performed. To predict IT governance performance, ITOMAT 
utilized the Bayesian network framework based on influence diagrams.[5] 

A Bayesian network, or also known as belief network, is a graphical model for modeling 
probabilistic relationships among variables of interests [25]. Bayesian networks enable modeling of 
and reasoning about uncertainty, and they are able to learn from previous observations [22]. 
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A Bayesian network consists of arcs, nodes and information of their conditional dependencies. The 
nodes represent discrete variables, whereas the arcs represent causal or influential relationships 
between variables. The relations are mathematically described by so called Conditional Probability 
Matrices (CPM). Bayesian networks provide support for modeling causality, causal uncertainty and 
empirical uncertainty. With this given, a cause and effect structure can be observed after modeling 
with Bayesian networks. [22][23][25][26] An example of a Bayesian network can be seen in Figure 15. 

 

IT Governance Performance

ME4_ITProcessMaturityPO1_ITProcessMaturity ……………...

ME4_AME4_MME4_D ME4_RPO1_APO1_MPO1_D PO1_R

 

Figure 15 - The framework for IT governance performance prediction is implemented as a Bayesian 
network. 
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Figure 16 - The Bayesian network learns from previously collected statistical data. In the example, 
five case studies on different IT organizations are used in order for the Bayesian network to learn. 
The newly calibrated network can then be used to predict the IT governance performance in a sixth 
organization. [5] 

 

To set the behavior of the Bayesian network ITOMAT used the collected statistical data on IT 
governance maturity and IT governance performance from the 35 case studies performed on 35 
different organizations. The findings were validated in 15 interviews with IT governance experts. The 
identified correlations between IT governance maturity of different processes and IT governance 
performance are shown in Table 10. The correlations are given by the Pearson correlation coefficient, 
which is a statistical approach to measure the degree of correlation. The Bayesian network in 
ITOMAT is based on this correlation.[5]   
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Process Name 
Correlation 
Coefficient 

Correlation 

PO4 

PO8 

DS6 

AI7 

ME1 

AI5 

ME4 

AI1 

DS7 

AI2 

PO9 

AI6 

Define the IT Processes, Organization and Relationships 

Manage Quality 

Identify and Allocate Costs 

Install and Accredit Solutions and Changes 

Monitor and Evaluate IT Performance 

Procure IT Resources 

Provide IT Governance 

Identify Automated Solutions 

Educate and Train Users 

Acquire and Maintain Application Software 

Assess and Manage IT Risks 

Manage Changes 

0,71 

0,71 

0,69 

0,66 

0,64 

0,64 

0,63 

0,62 

0,61 

0,59 

0,59 

 

At Least  
Medium 
Positive 

AI6 

DS12    

AI3      

ME2  

PO1      

PO5      

PO6       

PO7      

DS11    

DS13   

PO2    

DS2 

PO3 

DS5      

DS4      

PO10    

ME3     

DS8      

Manage Changes 

Manage the Physical Environment 

Acquire and Maintain Technology Infrastructure 

Monitor and Evaluate Internal Control 

Define a Strategic IT Plan 

Manage the IT Investment 

Communicate Management Aims and Direction 

Manage IT Human Resources 

Manage Data 

Manage Operations 

Define the Information Architecture 

Manage Third-Party Services 

Determine Technological Direction 

Ensure Systems Security  

Ensure Continuous Service 

Manage Projects 

Ensure Compliance With External Requirements 

Manage Service Desk and Incidents 

0,59 

0,57 

0,56 

0,56 

0,55 

0,55 

0,55 

0,54 

0,53 

0,51 

0,50 

0,50 

0,50 

0,49 

0,49 

0,48 

0,47 

0,47 

At Least  
Small 

Positive 

AI4      

DS9      

DS3      

DS1 

DS10 

Enable Operation and Use 

Manage the Configuration 

Manage Performance and Capacity 

Define and Manage Service Levels  

Manage Problems 

0,43 

0,40 

0,35 

0,28 

0,18 

None 

Table 10 – The Pearson correlations coefficient between IT governance maturity of different 
processes and IT governance performance.[5]  
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All of the 34 processes in Table 10 describe the internal structure of an IT organization according to 
COBIT. The processes that show the strongest positive correlation to IT governance performance 
are quality management, identification and allocation of cost and the definition of IT processes, 
organization and relationships. There are also processes that show almost no correlation to IT 
governance performance. These processes are the management of problems, the definition and 
management of service levels and the management of performance and capacity. 
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4 Public procurement law 

This chapter resolves around the presentation of a customer organization and the law of public 
procurement (LOU). 

To guarantee that procuring authorities, such as governance authorities, municipalities and counties 
are able to use public funds in the best way possible when financing public purchases, laws on how to 
conduct public procurement exist. In Sweden there are two laws that regulate the public procurement 
process, LOU (law of public procurement) and LUF (Law of procurement within the areas of water, 
energy, transportation and postal services). Both of these laws are similar in its tenor, although 
adjusted to their specific sector. Due to LOU and LUF, procuring authorities are able to seek out and 
take advantage of the competition on the current market to make good deals. They also aim to 
provide the suppliers the opportunity to compete on equal conditions. When the competition works 
it aids the state, county and municipality to make better deals at lower costs.  

LOU (2007:1091) is mainly based on the EU directive 2004/18/EG of public procurement. LOU is 
aimed at public organizations that are not active within the sustention sectors (areas of water, energy, 
transportation and postal services). In SL this law is only applied when procuring services or goods 
for mobility services, which is a special collective transportation for people with functional 
limitations.[2][6][28] 

LUF (2007:1092) is mainly based on the EU-directive 2004/17/EG, which promotes the free market 
within EU and making it function more effectively.  LUF is the law mostly applied in SL when 
procuring services or goods, due to SL being a part of the sustention sector. Businesses active within 
the sustention sectors are often connected to the infrastructure where organizations have some sort 
of monopoly or oligopoly. [6][28] 

There are five main principles that apply to the areas affected by LOU and LUF: 

1. The Principle of Non-Discrimination – It is forbidden to directly or indirectly discriminate 
suppliers because of nationality. 

2. The principle of equal treatment – All suppliers should be treated equally and given the same 
conditions. 

3. The principle of transparency – The procuring organization has to create openness towards 
the market by providing information regarding the procurement and how it will be fulfilled.  

4. The principle of proportionality – The demand on the supplier and the demands in the 
requirement specification need to be proportional and have a natural connection with what 
is procured. 

5. The principle of mutual recognition – The certification that has been issued by a member 
states authority also has to be valid in other EU/EES-countries. 

[6][28] 

LUF and LOU contain procedures when procuring within certain values, called threshold values. The 
threshold value is a threshold for payment that decides on which rules in LUF and LOU that the 
procuring process should conform to. Depending on if the value of the procurement is above or 
below the threshold value, different regulations within LUF and LOU are applied.[6]  

The threshold value is established by EU and is currently set to 3 849 489 SEK for LUF. If 
procurement is valued below the threshold value, national rules of procedure are applied. These rules 
are sometimes mentioned as Sweden‟s national procurement laws. [6][28] 

When procuring for less than 15 percent of the threshold value, currently 577 000 SEK for LUF, 
there are no special demands on the procuring organization. This is called direct procurement and in 
this case the organization can apply its own procedures for procuring. [6][28]  

SL has its own guidelines, requirements and policies that must not differ nor conflict with the 
regulations of LOU and LUF. This is due to the reason that if they would conflict with or differ from 
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LOU and LUF it would mean SL would be exposed to fines, lawsuits and long court processes. These 
guidelines are used as a complement to LUF and LOU. [1][2] 

In addition to LOU, LUF and SL‟s own guidelines and requirements, the ISO standards 9001:2008 
and ISO 14001:1994 are also applied. ISO 9001:2008 deals with the requirements of the organization 
and ISO 14001:1994 is aimed at the environmental requirements.[2][14] 
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5 Method 

This chapter covers the methodological aspects that have guided the development of the method for 
the present thesis. However, how the method was applied to this study is described in chapter 6.  

5.1 Method Overview 

Enterprise architecture is an approach to model the information systems and its surroundings [23]. 
Given the focus of the study, the analysis capability of an enterprise architecture framework is most 
important, as discussed in [29]. Enterprise architecture as a tool for IT management decision making 
has been subject to recent research. Publications have proposed enterprise architecture analysis with 
Bayesian networks, i.e. a graph with nodes and arcs whose relations are described as conditional 
probabilities [22][30][31][36]. The method used for the purpose of IT governance maturity 
assessments in the present thesis is based on the suggested enterprise architecture modeling approach. 
The Bayesian network analysis approach to enterprise architecture was considered; however it was not 
implemented as it was found to be over ambitious and not very practical for this study, since the 
dimension of conditional probabilities was not found necessary. 

The modeling approach is based on models that are customized to the research question and broken 
down into variables that are measurable during the empirical data collection [32]. Modeling is based 
on meta models to visualize attributes that influence the research question. The meta model concept 
introduces entities with attributes and describes how the objects relate to each other. The meta model 
is used to filter out irrelevant factors from the real world to create a model with entities of interest 
[23].  

All data collection is based on the case study protocol according to Yin [33]. He defines a case study 
as: "An empirical study that examines a contemporary phenomenon in its real context, especially 
when the border between the phenomenon and the context is unclear” [33]. The main goal behind 
Yin‟s theories is to ensure validity and reliability. The case study approach is suitable for the present 
study, since we not only need to study a complex scenario in the real-world context, but we also need 
to test the created artifact. Hence, the case study approach works as both the empirical basis of the 
study as well as a validation of the created framework. 
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Figure 17 – Method overview 

Creating a framework for assessing the ITGM at SL will be performed by enterprise architecture 
analysis. This will be performed by creating a meta model that represents the ITGM at SL. Empirical 
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data will be gathered and analyzed with Microsoft Excel software since the calculations will be 
relatively simple to compute. Finally the results and conclusions will be presented. 

The development process of the framework is presented in section 6.1 

Detailed descriptions on the methods used are discussed below. 

5.2 Enterprise Architecture 

In enterprises today there are information systems for most of the tasks performed. There are 
customer management systems, product design systems, production systems, financial systems, 
human resource systems, asset management systems and document management systems, among 
hundreds of other systems. [23] 

These systems have been integrated so extensively to each other that there is a need for an 

enterprise‐wide view of the systems, viewing them as one single system of systems rather than as 
hundreds of different systems. [23] 

"Enterprise architecture is an approach for managing the organization's information system portfolio 
and its relation and support to the business." [23] The main principle behind the approach is an 
architectural model that integrates concepts such as software components, connectors, functions, 
information, business processes, organizational units and actors. [23] 

Enterprise architecture has a model-based approach to enterprise information management. It 
focuses on models of the systems, meaning that the core of the approach is the descriptions of the 
systems and their environment. The models are used to predict the behavior and effects of change to 
the system. The focus on modeling is the main difference towards other approaches for enterprise 
information management. [23] 

Enterprise architecture has a short history and it is generally considered to begin with the article “A 
framework for Information Systems Architecture”, written by John Zachman in 1987 [23]. The 
Zachman Framework is only one of many EA frameworks available. A number of enterprise 
architecture frameworks have been proposed, such as The Open Group Architecture Framework 
(TOGAF), Enterprise Architecture Planning (EAP), Intelligrid, Federal Enterprise Architecture 
(FEA) and the military architectural frameworks such as DoDAF.  

Since the EA discipline is relatively new, there are many different views of what EA really means, 
what issues it addresses, what it should contain and how it should be applied.  In the present thesis 
EA will be considered as an analysis tool for decision making regarding the enterprise IT systems, as 
proposed in [23]. 

Decision making can be described by a process of scenario selection.  A current enterprise IT system 
will be affected by the selection of a new scenario and this decision will result in a new state of the IT 
system. The current IT system and all future scenarios of the IT system can be described by using EA 
models. 
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Figure 18 - Decision making by scenario selection 

 

The organizations main objective is to choose which of the future scenarios are best suited for their 
purpose. The enterprise architecture models allow reasoning about the consequences of various 
scenarios and thereby support decision making.  

 

 

 

Figure 19 - Enterprise analysis for decision making [23] 

 

An important part of modeling systems is to have a well-defined scope on the relevance and details of 
the models describing the IT systems. Basically, it means that only the data required for answering our 
questions should be collected. This approach will result on models that directly relate to the EA goals. 
This is referred to as Goal-Driven Enterprise Architecture. [23] 
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5.3 Enterprise Architecture Meta model 

"Metamodels are the core of enterprise architecture. They describe the fundamental artifacts of 
business and IT. Such high level models provide a common language and a clear view on the 
structure of and dependencies between relevant parts of the organization". [34] 

A metamodel is the language that describes the real world in to a model. It determines the parts of the 
real world that we choose to filter out in to the model. The entities that should be modeled and the 
relations between them are described in the metamodel. [23] 

The metamodel contains entities that may be described by a number of attributes. Meta models 
introduce the aspect of entities with attributes and how the objects relate to each other. A simple 
example is shown in the figure below. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20 – Meta modeling approach [32] 

 

With an enterprise of some size, even a minimalist metamodel would result in a very complex 
instantiated model. Therefore, the metamodel is usually presented in subsets, rather than everything at 
once. These subsets are referred to as viewpoints. [23] 

It is of great importance that the metamodel is tailored made for the management tasks it should 
support. For instance, a metamodel that is developed for the analysis of business process efficiency, 
cannot be applied for assessing the ITGM. The information required for the models differs drastically 
between the different cases. Unfortunately, today there are few methods available for the creation of 
metamodels tailored for specific purposes. [32]  

5.4 Case study methodology 

There are numerous ways of conducting research, e.g. in social science they can be conducted by 
surveys, experiments, analysis of information in archives or valid publications etc. Another method to 
perform research is to conduct case studies.  

A case can be defined in various ways. A university can be a case, a railway company, a city, and so 
on. An object with specified perspective and with a special interest is regarded as a case. Since 
scientific and practical interests are coupled to them, cases are subject to evaluation, built up by 
empirical data and analysis, and also theoretical constructs [35]. Different methods present various 
advantages and disadvantages depending on three conditions, according to Yin [33], and these 
conditions are: 

Metamodel Goal breakdown Goal breakdown 
iteration 
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Attribute Attribute 

 Goal 

Attribute Attribute 

Attribute Attribute Attribute 

Entity 

-Attribute 

Entity 

-Attribute 
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Entity 
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· The type of research question 

· The control an investigator has over actual behavioral events 

· The focus on contemporary as opposed to historical phenomena 

 

When the investigator has little control over events, when “how” and “why” questions are posed 
and/or when the focus is some real-life circumstances on a contemporary phenomenon [33][35].  

Since case studies have a semantic meaning, defining it in specific and just terms is proven hard to be 
done. Attempts have been made in the definition of the case study as a research strategy with a 
technical definition and the one chosen can be structured into two parts, according to Yin [33]. 

1) A case study as an empirical inquiry that 

 investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when 

 the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.  

2) The case study inquiry 

 copes with technically distinctive situation in which there will be many more variables 
of interest than data points, and as one result 

 relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating 
fashion, and as another result 

 benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection 
and analysis. 

 

However, there is the knowledge of understanding when to implement the case study inquiry and 
what to consider when performing it. There are different types of case studies and aspects to be dealt 
with, planned and executed regarding performing in a certain type of manner. This implies to the 
present study, where knowing what type of case study to implement is of crucial significance. The 
importance of this is discussed in the next section.  

To conduct a case study, there is a specific case study protocol to be followed [33][35]. The protocol 
is used to increase the reliability and validity of a case study research. It is also intended for guiding 
investigators to carry out the data collection from a single-case study [33]. A case study protocol is 
directed at collecting data from a single respondent or a single-case study.  

There are three major issues that separate the protocol from a survey. According to Yin [33], firstly, 
the protocol contains the instruments and also contains the general rules and procedures to follow in 
using the protocol. Then there is the statement that the protocol is directed at a different party than 
that of an instrument, as a survey is. Finally, having a case study protocol is desirable but also essential 
when performing a multiple-case study.  

The case study protocol should generally contain the following sections [33]: 

· An overview of case study project (project objectives and auspices, case issues, and relevant 
readings about topic being investigated) 

· Field procedures (presentation of credentials, access to the case study “sites”, general 
sources of information, and procedural reminders) 

· Case study questions (the specific questions that the case study investigator must keep in 
mind in collecting data, “table shells” for specific arrays of data, and the potential sources of 
information for answering each question) 

· A guide for the case study report (outline, format for the data, use and presentation of other 
documentation, and bibliographical information)  
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It is a good consideration to use case studies when more complex phenomenon are dealt with and 
when relations and interconnections are to be depicted. This also concludes for when the investigator 
does not have any control over phenomenon as well and also when a theoretical postulate is to be 
proven or counter-proven. Generally, four different types of case studies are considered [33][35]: 

· Exploratory – When the research questions focus mainly on “what” questions 

· Explanatory – When the research questions are described by key words “how” and “why”  

· Descriptive – When the research questions are described by key words “what” and “how”  

· Valuing – When an area is to be described, explained and evaluated. 

 

The present thesis research is motivated by the different case study categories and the main focus of 
the research questions. Therefore, the research will be conducted as a descriptive case study. 

Like with every type of method, there are advantages and disadvantages. The advantages with case 
studies are that several complex contexts can be covered, the investigation receives an enhanced 
depth and the study provides a good lucid picture. The disadvantages are studies not being objective, 
the lack of accuracy and logic at times, generalizations are difficult to apply or sometimes not 
applicable at all and case studies can be weary and time-consuming. This raises questions to issues in 
terms of validity and reliability regarding case studies.[33][35] 

 

An important aspect in a study is the validity and reliability of it. This is a crucial issue especially 
during the development of a framework and while conducting an empirical data collection. It is 
therefore necessary to constantly monitor the validity and reliability of the study to obtain 
scientifically correct results. This is a topic that has been subject to extensive research in social science 
for a long time. Kidder & Judd [36] suggest the following four statements for ensuring validity and 
reliability 

· Construct validity: establishing correct operational measures for the concepts being studied  

· Internal validity: establishing a causal relationship, whereby certain conditions are shown to 
lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious relationships 

· External validity: establishing the domain to which a study‟s findings can be generalized 

· Reliability: demonstrating that the operations of a study – such as the data collection 
procedures – can be repeated, with the same results 

 

These are the basis for validating and assuring the reliability and validity in research investigations by 
utilizing case studies. For the present study, these validity issues as well as reliability, have to be taken 
into consideration. One example is the choice of literature, which has a strong effect on reliability and 
validity. The chosen literature could damage the validity and reliability of the study if e.g. the 
conclusions drawn in the respective literature are not shared by other authors, are one-sided, 
misinterpreted or even criticized. For instance, the validity and reliability of the study will depend on 
which theories that have been chosen as basis for the development of the framework. [33][35][36]  

Case study data collection does not follow a formal plan, but the specific information that may 
become relevant to a case study may not be evident. As the case study evidence is collected, it must 
continually be reviewed. For instance, there are no benefits in gathering information having neither 
value nor relevance to the study. Another scenario could be that additional information is needed for 
the case study. [33][36] 
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5.5 Data Collection 

In terms of data collection there are two types of methods to conduct a study, inductive and 
deductive. The case study process determines the method to be used. If empirical data is used to 
motivate a theory, the study would be inductive. A deductive study implies that theory and postulates 
are the basis for the study. [33][35][36] The present study is a typical deductive study. 

According to [33], data collection may come from six important sources; documentations, archival 
records, interviews, direct observations, participant observation, and physical artifacts. It is stressed 
that data should be collected from as many sources as possible to ensure its credibility. 

Documentation and archival records are relevant to most case study topics. They can be reviewed 
repeatedly, are detailed, exact, and have broad coverage. However they may have low retrieve-ability, 
or are biased due to authors. The most important use of documentation is to verify information 
collected from other sources. Archival records are often computer files regarding service records, 
organizational records, survey data, or personal records. [33][35][36] 
 
Interviews are an important source of information. They can be insightful and focused directly on the 
case study topic but they are strongly influenced by the quality of questions asked by the interviewer. 
The informant may also answer what the interviewer wishes to hear. It is stressed that the interviewer 
remains neutral to the question as well as the importance of choosing the right informants for the 
interviews. [33][35][36] 
 
A less time consuming method in alternative to interviews are surveys. They provide simple but 
valuable answers that are easy to compile data from. If an informant is not available to interviews due 
to time restrictions, surveys can be used to retrieve data. The importance in designing the surveys is to 
have questions that are clear and easy for the respondent to understand. [35][36] 
 
Direct and participant observation by “field visits” can give information on the environmental 
condition of the case study topic. However this method is time consuming and events may occur 
differently when it is being observed. To increase the reliability of the data gathered, there should be 
more than a single observer. [33][35][36] 

 

Physical artifacts are technological devices such as a tools or instruments. These types of tools are 
applicable to collect data where e.g. it is time-consuming if done manually. It can reduce the amount 
of time and effort needed to collect these types of data. Physical artifacts as data collection sources are 
irrelevant for most typical case studies. However, when relevant they are an important component to 
a case study. [33][35][36] 
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6 ITGM Assessment Framework 

To be able to assess the IT governance maturity of SL, a framework capable of describing SL‟s IT 
governance is required. The framework will result in the creation of a tool for analyzing and estimating the 
maturity of the IT governance of SL. 

In order to describe the IT governance maturity at SL, models are created with the aid of Enterprise 
Architecture and meta models which are explained in sections 5.2 and 5.3. The meta models are used 
for modeling the maturity of the ITG at SL.  

COBIT has been chosen as base for the theory regarding ITG when developing the framework for 
assessing the ITGM at SL. However, it is important to mention that the purpose of this study is not 
aimed at implementing the COBIT framework to SL‟s organization. COBIT is used because it 
provides information on what needs to exist in an organization, from an ITG perspective. This fact 
makes the COBIT framework suitable as the base for the theory in this study. The motivation for the 
use of the COBIT framework is discussed in section 3.4 and the framework itself is described in 
section 3.6.  

ITOMAT, described in section 3.7, serves as the main reference when creating the models for the 
development of the ITGM assessment framework. It was found suitable for this study since it is 
entirely based on the COBIT framework and its purpose is in fact ITGM assessment together with 
EA models. Nonetheless, the model proposed by ITOMAT has been subject to changes in this study. 
These changes have been discussed and validated with the creator of ITOMAT, Mårten 
Simonsson. 

This section describes the framework developed for assessing the IT Governance Maturity of SL. An 
overview explaining all parts of the framework development process is presented followed by a 
presentation of the framework itself. 
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6.1 Development process 

The development of the framework is simply described by dividing the process in 5 steps, as shown in the following Figure 21. 

 

Customize COBIT 
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Figure 21 – Overview of the development process for ITGM assessment framework  
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Customize COBIT Processes to SL 
The COBIT framework is a general framework, suitable for many different types of enterprises, as 
discussed in section 3.6. For this reason, it was believed that the COBIT processes needed 
customization in order to better reflect the organization addressed in the present study.  

The customization could require the removal or/and the modification of processes. It was 
considered a possibility that perhaps not all of the processes of COBIT were relevant to the IT 
organization of SL, due to the generality of the framework. This assumption seemed probable 
especially considering SL being strictly a customer organization with most of its IT solutions 
outsourced. 

The process “DS8 – Manage Service Desk and Incidents”, is a perfect example of a COBIT process 
that was considered irrelevant for SL when first reviewed. Considering that SL is a relative large 
enterprise with many users that need IT support in their daily work, it is very important for SL to 
have a well managed Service Desk that operates in a satisfying way. However, like most IT solutions 
at SL, the Service Desk is outsourced and thus not managed by SL itself. Therefore, removing the 
process DS8 and/or activities that are related to it seemed reasonable.  

In order to obtain good IT governance in an enterprise, COBIT focuses on what needs to be done, 
rather than how it should be done. It is concerned with ensuring that the processes are performed.  
Returning to the Service Desk example, although it is outsourced and managed by another company, 
the responsibility of ensuring that the Service Desk operates and does so in a satisfying way lies 
ultimately with SL. Thus, it would have been incorrect to remove the process or activities related to it.  

As all 34 COBIT processes were reviewed thoroughly, it was clear that all processes were eminently 
relevant to SL and could therefore not be removed. Therefore, none of the COBIT processes were 
omitted. 

Major focus was on reviewing the “Acquisition and Implementation” domain in COBIT.  It is a very 
important area for this study since SL is a strictly customer organization that acquires all of their IT 
resources by public procurement, as discussed in section 1.1. The processes in the domain were 
reviewed thoroughly to identify processes that could be modified to better reflect SL‟s acquisition 
procedures.  

The process that is concerned with the acquisition itself is “AI5 – Procure IT Resources”. Like the 
rest of the COBIT processes, it is described in a very general way, covering the most important 
aspects of the procurement process. The consequence of the process generality is that it is not 
specific to the laws and regulations that SL must follow when procuring IT resources. This was 
addressed by modifying the activities of the process making them more specific to the procurement 
laws that SL is subject to.  

When acquiring IT solutions, SL focuses on procuring them based on their functionality. Meaning 
that SL is only concerned with the functions that the IT solutions needs to deliver rather than the 
development process of the IT solution itself. This also applies for the maintenance, implementation, 
configuration and customization of the IT solutions. Due to this, the processes “PO8 – Manage 
Quality“, “PO10 – Manage Projects”, “AI1 – Identify Automated Solutions”, “AI2–Acquire and 
Maintain Application Software”, “AI3–Acquire and Maintain Technological Infrastructure”, “AI4–
Enable Operation” and “AI7 – Install and Accredit Solutions and Changes” were modified by 
removing activities, metrics and documents that were not relevant to SL‟s function based 
procurement of IT solutions.  

One document that was found in the processes “PO8 – Manage Quality”, “PO10 – Manage 
Projects”, “AI1 – Identify Automated Solutions”, “AI2–Acquire and Maintain Application Software”, 
“AI3–Acquire and Maintain Technological Infrastructure” and “AI7 – Install and Accredit Solutions 
and Changes” was concerned with the development of IT solutions. This document is called 
Development standards and was removed from all of the mentioned processes since SL is not involved in 
the process of developing IT solutions. 
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The Service Desk service of SL is outsourced, meaning that it is not managed by SL. Therefore, 
process “DS8 - Manage Service Desk and Incidents” was modified by removing a metric that is 
concerned with the execution of the process itself. 

Some of the processes in COBIT have a document called Process performance reports. Since SL does not 
work according to the COBIT processes this document was found to be overambitious for the SL 
organization. It was therefore decided to remove the document Process performance reports. This 
document is found in the processes of the Deliver and Support domain, which consists of 13 
processes, DS1-DS13. The Process performance reports that are produced in the processes DS1-DS13 are 
served as input to process “ME1 – Monitor and Evaluate IT Performance”, where they are evaluated 
before being forwarded to process “ME2 – Monitor and Evaluate Internal Control”. Therefore the 
document Process performance reports is also removed from the process ME1 and ME2.  

The modifications of the processes were validated with the IT governance chief and the respondents 
that the processes were mapped to.  

No other processes were found to need modification when adapting the COBIT processes to SL. The 
modified processes are discussed in section 6.2. 

Create ITGM Reference Model 
In order to assess the ITG maturity of SL, a reference model is created based on ITOMAT [5]. The 
reference model is a predefined, optimal IT governance model that represents the ideal ITG 
organization.  

The reference model consists of the 34 processes defined by COBIT, which are linked to four 
domains. Each process is defined by four variables: Documents in Place, Metrics Monitoring, Activity 
Execution and Assigned Responsibilities. These are referred to as maturity indicators (MI). 

The maturity indicators have maturity scores assigned to them. The maturity score is assessed on a 
six-graded scale, varying from 0 to 5. The maturity scale proposed by ITOMAT is based on the 
maturity scale of COBIT, which is illustrated in Figure 22. 

The model for a process is illustrated in the figure below. 
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Metric

Document Process

Activity Activity Activity

Role Role Role Role

Document

responsible accountable consulted informed measures

Is a part of Is a part of Is a part of

input output

Figure 22 – Illustration of a process ITG model as proposed by ITOMAT [5] 

 

To be able to create the reference model for a process, the maturity indicators are predefined to 
represent the ideal process. This means defining the MI in order for a process to obtain the maturity 
score of 5. This is achieved by defining the maturity indicators according to ITOMAT [5]. The 
maturity indicators are described below. 

· Documents in Place (Inputs/Outputs) Maturity: Documents in place is based on COBIT‟s focus 
on quantity in documentation. COBIT suggests that certain documents should be in place to 
assure that the process is correctly executed. In order for the MI to obtain the maturity score 
5, all of the documents suggested by COBIT need to be in place.  

· Metrics Monitoring Maturity: Metrics monitoring is based on COBIT‟s focus on quantity in 
monitoring of metrics for each process. COBIT suggests that certain metrics should be 
monitored to assure that the process is correctly executed. In order for the MI to obtain the 
maturity score 5, all of the metrics suggested by COBIT need to be monitored. 

· Activity Execution Maturity: In COBIT each process contains one or more activities, which 
represent the actual content of the work performed within the IT organization. The activity 
maturity score is measured according to how well the process activities are executed. In order 
for the MI to obtain the maturity score of 5, all activities need to be executed optimally. 

· Assigned Responsibilities Maturity (RACI chart): A process has a role representation that 
features executives, business, IT management, IT operations and audit roles, according to 
Figure 22. The role is assigned with the concepts of responsible, accountable, consulted, or 
informed on the execution of the process (COBIT‟s RACI relations). In order for the MI to 
obtain the maturity score 5, all roles need to be in line with the assigned responsibilities 
suggested by COBIT. 
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An example of the reference model for process “AI5 – Procure IT Resources” is presented below. 

 

 

Figure 23 – Reference model for process, AI5 - Procure IT Resources 
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ITOMAT makes the naïve assumption that all maturity indicators influence the process equally [5]. 
However, that is probably not the case in reality. A maturity indicator could be more important than 
the other, thus influencing the process differently. Since the COBIT framework does not consider the 
subject at all, it was difficult to draw other conclusions than the one proposed by ITOMAT. Thus, 
the total maturity of a process is measured in this study, by simply aggregating the maturity scores of its 
underlying maturity indicators. 

The maturity at the enterprise level could also be computed as the average maturity of all underlying 
processes. However, there are other ways to aggregate maturity from different processes into a single 
maturity score. At this level, weights could be assigned to each process. 

As explained in section 3.7, ITOMAT implies that all processes influence the total maturity score 
differently, and what really matters is not the internal maturity of the IT organization, but rather its 
fulfillment to business requirements [5]. It is reasonable to believe that there exists a correlation 
between the quality of the internal structure of an IT organization – labeled ITG maturity, and the 
external impact of the same IT organization on the business – labeled ITG performance [5]. 
ITOMAT hypothesizes that such correlation exists. The hypothesis was proven by conducting 35 
case studies and analyzing the results.  Based on these results, ITOMAT provides statistical data on 
the strength of each process‟ correlation to IT governance performance. The correlation of each 
process is given by the Pearson correlation coefficient, shown in Table 10. These results are valuable 
as inputs when assigning weights, W, to each process. For this study, a weight W is assigned to all 
processes based on ITOMAT‟s correlation coefficients. The weights for all 34 processes‟ are 
presented in Table 11.  
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Process Name 
Assigned 

Weight, W 
Correlation 

PO4      

PO8      

DS6       

AI7  

ME1      

AI5   

ME4      

AI1            

DS7 

AI2     

PO9     

AI6         

Define the IT Processes, Organization and Relationships 

Manage Quality 

Identify and Allocate Costs 

Install and Accredit Solutions and Changes 

Monitor and Evaluate IT Performance 

Procure IT Resources 

Provide IT Governance 

Identify Automated Solutions 

Educate and Train Users 

Acquire and Maintain Application Software 

Assess and Manage IT Risks 

Manage Changes 

0,71 

0,71 

0,69 

0,66 

0,64 

0,64 

0,63 

0,62 

0,61 

0,59 

0,59 

 

At Least  
Medium 
Positive 

AI6 

DS12    

AI3      

ME2  

PO1      

PO5      

PO6       

PO7      

DS11    

DS13   

PO2    

DS2 

PO3 

DS5      

DS4      

PO10    

ME3     

DS8      

Manage Changes 

Manage the Physical Environment 

Acquire and Maintain Technology Infrastructure 

Monitor and Evaluate Internal Control 

Define a Strategic IT Plan 

Manage the IT Investment 

Communicate Management Aims and Direction 

Manage IT Human Resources 

Manage Data 

Manage Operations 

Define the Information Architecture 

Manage Third-Party Services 

Determine Technological Direction 

Ensure Systems Security  

Ensure Continuous Service 

Manage Projects 

Ensure Compliance With External Requirements 

Manage Service Desk and Incidents 

0,59 

0,57 

0,56 

0,56 

0,55 

0,55 

0,55 

0,54 

0,53 

0,51 

0,50 

0,50 

0,50 

0,49 

0,49 

0,48 

0,47 

0,47 

At Least  
Small 

Positive 

AI4      

DS9      

DS3      

DS1 

DS10 

Enable Operation and Use 

Manage the Configuration 

Manage Performance and Capacity 

Define and Manage Service Levels  

Manage Problems 

0,43 

0,40 

0,35 

0,28 

0,18 

None 

Table 11 – Assigned weights for each process based on ITOMAT‟s results on the correlation 
between the IT governance maturity of each process and the IT governance performance 
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Empirical Study 
A reference model describes a process broken down into four variables, or maturity indicators, that 
are measurable. The maturity indicators need to be measured in order to calculate a process‟ maturity. 
The processes maturity scores will together provide a maturity score for the organization, i.e. the 
ITGM for SL. Maturity indicators are measured by gathering relevant data during the empirical study. 
The collected data should provide values for all of the maturity indicators. 

Besides collecting data for measuring the processes‟ maturity, data with the purpose of enhancing the 
thesis discussion regarding the ITG of SL, will also be collected.   

The empirical study preparation consists of the following steps that need to be performed before 
the actual data needed can be gathered.  

1. Identify processes: The 34 COBIT processes need to be identified in the company assessed. 
This means mapping the COBIT processes to SL‟s own processes or equivalent tasks. 

2. Map processes with SL responsible: Identify a responsible role in SL for all processes. This is 
done in order to find an adequate respondent for the collection of data related to each 
specific process. 

3. Translate the developed framework to Swedish: All the theory behind the developed framework is 
originally in English. In order to simplify the data collection, the complete framework for 
ITGM assessments will be translated into Swedish. 

4. Create data collection documents: Interview template and survey forms are created before the 
actual data collection. 

 

For the empirical study preparation, the information needed is collected through documentation and 
archival records. The documentation is found through the intranet of SL, called Insidan.  

The actual empirical data collection is performed through interviews as well as survey-forms that 
are answered by the respondents during the same interviews. This technique of collecting data 
through two types of methods is called triangulation, which facilitates validation and credibility of 
data by cross verification of data. Respondents are selected from the empirical study preparation 
results. Suitable respondents among the employees were mapped to processes based on their general 
overview/knowledge on the process/subject. This was performed to obtain as relevant and correct 
answers as possible. The choice of respondent for each process was first validated with the IT 
governance chief at SL and then with the respondent. In total, 16 interviews were conducted with 16 
different respondents.   

The data collected through the survey-forms serves as input values for the developed tool for ITGM 
assessments at SL. The data is used for measuring the maturity indicators and consequently the 
process maturity. The instantiated maturity indicators are modeled in an instance model for a process, 
which is described in the following section. The surveys were answered together with the respondent 
to assure that there were no misunderstandings regarding the survey questions. The surveys are based 
on the exact processes, activities, documents and metrics that COBIT presents. Therefore, the 
COBIT framework was used in aiding to the explanation of the surveys. In the case the respondent 
was unable to fill in the survey together due to lack of time, it was explained how the survey should 
be completed. Also, the survey was provided with a more extensive explanation regarding the survey 
questions. The extensive explanations were taken from COBIT. Due to the survey questions being 
translated into Swedish, the English version of the survey was available for the respondent during the 
interview. This reduced the misunderstanding of the survey questions that may have been caused by 
the translation. Even though these precautions were taken to increase the credibility of this study, 
there is always a risk of misunderstanding. All of the surveys are found in Appendix E 
 
The purpose of the interviews is to collect data relevant for the study that is not covered by the 
developed tool for ITGM assessments at SL. The interview-data is meant to provide the study with 
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different aspects on the ITG and IT in general at SL. One important aspect is to obtain an overall 
understanding of how the ITG is perceived within as well as outside the IT organization.  

The interviews consist of several IT/ITG related questions to be answered by the respondents. These 
questions allowed the respondents to convey their own opinions regarding IT governance at SL. The 
interview answers will be used as part of the discussion when presenting the results of the study. The 
data collected from the interviews was found credible, since the respondents were verified before 
conducting both the surveys and the interviews. The questionnaire utilized for conducting the 
interviews is found in Appendix D. 

Create instance model 
After the empirical data is collected, an instance model can be created. If the reference model 
represented the ideal ITG process, an instance model is the representation of the actual ITG process 
at SL. It describes the actual values of the process‟ maturity indicators and is modeled in the same way 
as the reference model.  

In order to obtain a maturity score for a process, the reference model is compared to the instance 
model. For the calculation of the MI maturity scores, the criteria from Table 20 is used.  
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An example of the instance model for process “AI5 – Procure IT Resources” is presented below. 
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Figure 24 – Instance model for process, “AI5 - Procure IT Resources” 
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Analysis of the framework 
The framework analysis is performed by calculating the processes‟ maturity scores in order to assess 
the maturity of the ITG of SL. The maturity calculations are relatively simple to compute. These are 
described in section 6.5. However, the calculations become rather extensive when computing maturity 
calculations for all 34 processes and their corresponding maturity indicators, which are in total 136. 
The maturity calculations are therefore computed with the aid of computer software.  

In this study Microsoft Excel is utilized for computing the maturity calculations. Excel is also used for 
integrating the data collection forms for the processes‟ maturity indicators. The data collection forms, 
together with the Excel‟s ability to compute the data, results in a tool for ITGM assessments at SL. 
The decision for choosing Microsoft Excel is: 

1. It provides simple tools for computing the calculations, without the need for programming. 

2. The forms for collecting data can easily be integrated and presented as a tool for assessing 
the ITGM at SL. 

3. It is a commonly used software among enterprises and can therefore be used with ease by 
anyone in the enterprise. 

 

The results of the ITGM framework are analyzed in four different levels:  

1. The maturity at the enterprise level, i.e. the ITGM of SL, is analyzed, presented and 
discussed. 

2. The maturity at the domain level is analyzed, presented and discussed. 

3. The maturity at the process level is analyzed and presented. The most relevant processes are 
discussed.  

4. The maturity at the maturity indicator level is analyzed and presented. It is discussed for the 
most relevant processes i.e. the processes with the lowest maturity score 

 

The results are presented in section 7 and discussed in section 8. 

6.2 ITG processes specific to SL 

The modification of the process “AI5 – Procure IT Resources” is the addition of two activities as well 
as the removal of two. The activity “Procure in compliance with established procedures“ was 
removed and replaced by two activities. The added activities are marked as green in Table 12. The 
reason for the adding of the two activities is caused by the fact that LUF and SL‟s own procurement 
strategies can differ, which would mean that they could obtain a different maturity score. If they were 
merged into one activity, an average maturity score of the two would be obtained. With the 
breakdown of the activity both LUF and SL‟s own procurement strategy can be evaluated separately 
leading to a more specific approach. The breakdown will also make it easier to compare LUF with 
SL‟s procurement procedures, to see if they are equally matched. 

The activity “Evaluate and select suppliers through a request for proposal (RFP) process” in the 
COBIT process AI5 was removed due to the fact that the request for proposal (RFP) process is 
already required in LUF. Moreover, a direct procurement is conducted without the demand of an 
RFP process. 
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AI5 - Procure IT Resources (activities) 

Develop IT procurement policies and procedures aligned with procurement policies at the corporate level 

Establish/maintain a list of accredited suppliers 

Evaluate and select suppliers through a request for proposal (RFP) process 

Develop contracts that protect the organization‟s interests 

Procure in compliance with established procedures 

Procure in compliance with established procedures according to LUF 

Procure in compliance with  established company procedures (direct procurement) 

Table 12 – Modified and removed activities in process AI5 

 

As mentioned before, SL acquire their IT solutions from a third-party. This means that SL is not 
concerned with some of the activities, metrics and documents within the processes “PO8 – Manage 
Quality” , “PO10 – Manage Projects”, “AI1 – Identify Automated Solutions”, “AI2–Acquire and 
Maintain Application Software”, “AI3–Acquire and Maintain Technological Infrastructure”, “AI4–
Enable Operation” and “AI7 – Install and Accredit Solutions and Changes”. The removed activities 
and metrics from the different processes are marked as red in Table 13, Table 14, Table 15 and Table 
16. 

AI2 - Acquire and Maintain Application Software (activities removed) 

Translate business requirements into high-level design specification.   

Prepare detailed design and technical software application requirements.  

Specify application controls within the design.  

Customise and implement acquired automated functionality.  

Develop formalised methodologies and processes to manage the application development process.  

Create a software quality assurance plan for the project.  

Track and manage application requirements.  

Develop a plan for the maintenance of software applications.  

Table 13 – Removed activities in process AI2 
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AI2 - Acquire and Maintain Application Software (metrics removed) 

Number of production problems per application causing visible down time 

Average programming effort to deliver functionality based on measures such as functionality points or lines of code 

Percent of application software projects with appropriate review and approval of compliance with development standards 

Number of projects where stated benefits were not achieved due to poor application 

Reported defects per month (per function point) 

Percent of users satisfied with functionality delivered 

Percent of development effort spent maintaining existing applications 

Percent of development projects on time and on budget 

Average time to deliver functionality based on measures such as function points or lines of code 

Percent of development projects delivering business changes in required time frame 

Percent of application software projects with software quality assurance plan developed and executed 

Table 14 - Removed documents in process AI2  

 

In the process “AI3 – Acquire and Maintain Technological Infrastructure”, the activity marked as red 
in Table 15, is managed and maintained by third-party suppliers of SL. Due to this the activity was 
removed. 

AI3 - Acquire and Maintain Technological Infrastructure (activity removed) 

Define acquisition procedure/process.   

Negotiate acquisition and acquire required infrastructure with (approved) vendors.  

Define strategy and plan maintenance for infrastructure.  

Configure infrastructure components.  

Table 15 – Removed activity in process AI3 

  

In the process “AI4- Enable Operation and Use”, the activity of developing end-user procedure 
manuals is performed by third-party suppliers of SL. Since the activity is not performed by SL itself, it 
was removed from the process. The removed activity is marked as red in Table 16.  
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AI4 - Enable Operation and Use (activity removed) 

Develop strategy to operationalise the solution.   

Develop knowledge transfer methodology.  

Develop end-user procedure manuals.  

Develop technical support documentation for operations and support staff.  

Develop and deliver training.  

Evaluate training results and enhance documentation as required.  

Table 16 – Removed activity in process AI4 

  

Some of the processes contained the document Development standards. Since SL acquire their IT 
solutions, it has no part in the development of IT solutions. The document Development standards was 
therefore removed due to it dealing with the development of IT solutions.  The document was 
removed from the following processes: The processes that contain the document are: “PO8 – 
Manage Quality”, “PO10 – Manage Projects”, “AI1 – Identify Automated Solutions”, “AI2–Acquire 
and Maintain Application Software”, “AI3–Acquire and Maintain Technological Infrastructure” and 
“AI7 – Install and Accredit Solutions and Changes”. The removed document is shown in Table 17. 

PO8, PO10, AI1, AI2, AI3 and AI7 (document removed) 

Development standards 

Table 17 - Removed document in processes PO8, PO10, AI1, AI2, AI3 and AI7 

 

The document Process performance reports was removed due to it being overambitious for SL‟s 
organization. It was removed from the entire the processes ME1 and ME2 as well as from the 
Deliver and Support domain, which contains 13 processes, DS1-DS13. The removed document is 
marked as red in Table 18.  

DS1-DS13, ME1 and ME2 (document removed) 

Process performance reports 

Table 18 – Removed document in processes DS1-DS13, ME1 and ME2 
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In the process “DS8 – Manage Service Desk and Incidents” the metric marked as red in Table 19 was 
removed. The metric is concerned with the training days of service desk personnel and was removed 
since SL does not employ service desk personnel. Due to service desk being outsourced and managed 
by a third-party, the metric is obviously not relevant for SL. 

DS8 - Manage Service Desk and Incidents (metrics) 

Number of calls handled per service desk staff per hour 

Percent of incidents and service requests reported and logged using automated tools 

User satisfaction with first-line support (service desk or knowledge base) 

Call abandonment rate 

Percent of incidents that require local support (field support, personal visit) 

Percent of incidents resolved within agreed/acceptable period of time 

Average duration of incidents by severity 

Number of days of training per service desk staff per year 

Percent of incidents reopened 

Backlog of unresolved queries 

Percent of first-line resolution based on total number of requests 

Average speed to respond to telephone and e-mail/web requests 

Table 19 - Removed metric in process DS8 

6.3 ITGM Meta Model  

The meta model represents the IT governance maturity of the IT organization at SL. It consists of a 
number of entities, their attributes and the relations between the entities as described in section 5.3. 
The following sections present the view of the meta model for IT governance maturity. The meta 
model consists of four elements: maturity indicators (MI‟s), processes, domains and the ITGM node. 
Before the complete meta model is introduced, separate views of the four elements is provided. 
Moreover, the calculations for determining the maturity for the four elements is presented in section 
6.5 . 

ITG Process Meta Model  
There are four maturity indicators identified in this study: Roles, Documents, Activities, and Metrics. 
They are seen as the building blocks of the processes. In Figure 25 it is illustrated how the maturity 
indicators (MI) are related to their corresponding process, which in this case is an example of the 
process AI1 – Identify Automated Solutions.  
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Figure 25 – Example of the process Identify Automated Solutions (AI5) with its corresponding 
Maturity Indicators (MI) 

 

ITG Domain Meta model 

There are four domains in the meta model, each consisting of their corresponding processes. In 
Figure 26, the connection between the domain AI – Acquire and Implement and its corresponding 
processes is illustrated. The relation is described as a process is a part of a domain. All of the domains 
have the same connection to their corresponding processes  
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Figure 26 – Example of domain Acquire and Implement (AI) with its corresponding Processes  

 

IT Organization’s ITGM Meta model 

The domains in are connected to the IT organization node in the same manner as the processes are 
connected to the domains. Figure 27 describes the connection between the domains and the ITGM 
node. The relation is describes as a domain is a part of the ITGM node. This is the same relation as 
the processes have to the domains. 
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Figure 27 – IT Organization‟s ITGM and the corresponding Domains [5] 
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Complete ITGM Meta model 
When combining all of the domains, processes and the ITGM node the complete meta model of the organization is obtained. This is depicted in Figure 28. The MI‟s 
were excluded in the overall view of the meta model due to the fact that all processes contain the same MI‟s. The overall view also becomes less complex without the 
MI‟s. 
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Figure 28 – ITGM Meta Model overview of the whole organization  
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6.4 Maturity Grade Table 

ITOMAT suggests a maturity grade table for assessing the maturity indicators maturity scores. The 
table defines the requirements of the maturity levels for each MI and is presented in Table 20. The 
Activity Execution column in Table 20 has been modified in this study by incorporating headings to each 
maturity level in the same manner as the maturity scales are presented in COBIT. The reason for the 
modification is to provide a clearer and more general view of the significance of the maturity levels 
regarding the Activity Execution MI. The modified maturity grade table is presented below. A 
Swedish version of the maturity grade table for the activity execution metric is found in Appendix D. 
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Maturity 
Level 

Maturity Indicators (MI) 

Activity Execution 
Assigned 

Responsibilities 
Documents 

in Place 
Metric 

Monitoring 

0 

Never 

No awareness of the importance of issues 
related to the activity. 

No monitoring is performed. 

No documentation exists. 

No activity improvement actions take place 

No relations exist. 0% 0% 

1 

As needed (ad hoc) 

Some awareness of the importance of issues 
related to the activity.  

No monitoring is per-formed.  

No documentation exists.  

No activity improvement actions take place. 

R or A relations exist. 20% 20% 

2 

Repeatable but intuitive 

Individuals have knowledge about issues 
related to the activity and take actions 
accordingly.  

No monitoring is performed.  

No documentation exists.  

No activity improvement actions take place. 

R or A relations exist.  

At least 40 % or 
relations in line with 
ITOMAT. 

40% 40% 

3 

Defined  

Affected personnel are trained in the means 
and goals of the activity.  

No monitoring is performed.  

Documentation is present.  

No activity improvement actions take place. 

R or A relations exist.  

At least 60% of 
relations in line with 
ITOMAT. 

60% 60% 

4 

Standard 

Affected personnel are trained in the means 
and goals of the activity.  

Monitoring is performed.  

Documentation is present.  

The activity is under constant improvement.  

Automated tools are employed in a limited 
and fragmented way. 

R or A relations exist.  

At least 80% of 
relations in line with 
ITOMAT. 

80% 80% 

5 

Optimized 

Affected personnel are trained in the means 
and goals of the activity.  

Monitoring is performed.  

Documentation is present.  

Automated tools are employed in an 
integrated way, to improve quality and 
effectiveness of the activity. 

R or A relations exist.  

100% of relations in 
line with ITOMAT. 

100% 100% 

Table 20 - Maturity grade table for assessment of IT governance maturity based on ITOMAT 
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6.5 Maturity Calculations 

This section will provide information regarding maturity calculations of the processes, domains and 
the ITGM node. This is performed by an equation for each part together with a description. 

Process Maturity 
The relation of the maturity indicators to their corresponding process is shown in the previous 
section. The MI‟s maturity score is obtained according to Table 20. Also the MI‟s are all weighted 
equally. The maturity score of a process is therefore calculated by determining the aggregated mean 
value of the obtained maturity score for the process‟ corresponding maturity indicators (MI).  The 
following equation is used in this study. It is a general equation that is applicable to all processes.  

 

                           

 

   

 

 

Process Maturity = Maturity level for a process 

MI(i) = Maturity level for an indicator i 

 

Domain Maturity 
As discussed in section 6.1 all processes are assigned weights according to the affect they have on IT 
governance maturity. The maturity score of a domain is determined by its corresponding processes. 
Since processes are not weighted equally it would be inappropriate to determine the domain maturity 
according to the mean value calculation. Therefore, the maturity for a domain is calculated by 

determining the arithmetic mean value (  ) of the processes. The arithmetic mean value is used when 
the purpose is to combine average values from samples of the same population with different sample 
sizes. To calculate the arithmetic mean value, each value is multiplied with is weight, then summarized 
and finally it is all divided with the sum of all of the weights. This can be observed in the following 
equation: 

  

   
       

 
   

   
 
   

 
                

          
 

 

In the equation above,    refers to the weight assigned to a sample   . 

As a concrete example, this calculation is also shown for the domain Plan and Organize (PO), which 
has 10 processes. 

 

   
       

  
   

   
  
   

 
                  

           
 

 

PO = Domain Maturity for Plan and Organize (PO) 

pi =  Process i 

wi = Weight assigned to process i 
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IT Governance Maturity 
As seen in Figure 27 the domains are related to the ITGM node in the same way as the processes are 
related to the domains. COBIT has grouped the 34 processes into four domains and therefore the 
domains are modeled in this study. Also the domains indicate the maturity for four different areas, 
which is found useful when not wanting to assess the entire organization. The domains maturity 
illustrates the grouped processes maturity score, however the grouping of the processes itself does not 
affect to total maturity of the organization i.e. the ITGM of SL. Therefore, all of the 34 processes 
could have easily been connected to the ITGM node without the domains and the same result would 
have been obtained. This leads to a similar equation as for determining the domain maturity. However 
when calculating the ITGM all 34 processes are taken into consideration. The following equation is 
used for calculating the ITGM at SL: 

  

  

     
       

  
   

   
  
   

 
                  

           
 

 

 

ITGM = IT Governance Maturity 

pi =  Process i 

wi = Weight assigned to process i 
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7 Results 

This chapter presents the results of the study. The surveys, found in appendix E, were used to collect 
the empirical data that represent the values for the Maturity Indicators. The results were obtained by 
computing the collected data with the developed tool for assessing the ITGM at SL. The tool was 
created with the aid of Microsoft Excel and a table containing all numerical results is found in 
appendix B. The IT Governance Maturity of SL is presented in different ways and illustrated in 
various charts. The starting point of the presentation is the total ITGM of SL. It will then be broken 
down in smaller parts in order to present the different elements of the ITGM of SL.  

7.1 IT Governance Maturity at SL 

The IT governance maturity at the enterprise level i.e. the ITGM of SL is presented in the figure 
below. It is calculated as the weighted mean value of all the 34 processes, as described in section 6.5 .  
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Figure 29 – IT Governance Maturity at SL 

The ITG at SL obtained the maturity score 2,68 out of 5,00. According to the maturity scale used in 
COBIT, the ITGM of SL lays between the levels Repeatable but Intuitive (2) and Defined Process (3), 
leaning towards the latter. The definitions for the maturity scores are presented in Table 8. Based on 
these definitions, the maturity score 2,68 for the enterprise is interpreted in this study as followed: 

 Processes have been developed.  

 Processes are mostly standardized and documented, and always follow at least a regular 
pattern. 

 Standard procedures are communicated when necessary, although it is not formalized.    

 There are directives on how the processes should be followed. However, it is not 
mandated that the processes should be followed and the responsibility is to some extent 
still left to the individuals. 

7.2 Domain Maturity 

The domain maturity provides an interesting view of the ITG maturity according to the four ITG 
areas defined by COBIT 

 

· PO – Plan and Organize 

· AI – Acquire and Implement 
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· DS – Deliver and Support 

· ME – Monitor and Evaluate  

 

All processes are grouped into their respective domains. The domains maturity is calculated by the 
weighted mean value of its underlying processes, as described in section 6.5. The results are presented 
in the chart below. 

 

Figure 30 – Domain Maturity  

 

The chart shows that the maturity scores for the different domains are relatively stable with some 
minor deviations. The domains maturity scores are close to 2 and 3, which consists with the ITGM 
for the entire organization. 

The Acquire and Implement domain gained the highest maturity score. The score of 3,04 is quite 
higher than the total ITGM score of 2,68 for the enterprise. However, the Deliver and Support 
domain is not far behind with the maturity score 3,01. Both domains reach the maturity level 3 
(Defined Process). These results show that the AI and DS domain are the strongest areas of SL. 

The domain Plan and Organize obtained the maturity score 2,44. It is much lower than the highest 
domains and also lower than the total ITGM of SL. 

It is worth noticing that the Monitor and Evaluate domain obtained the lowest maturity score of the 
four domains. Its maturity score of 1,81 is also remarkable low compared to the ITGM for the entire 
organization. This implies that the monitor and evaluate area is the weakest ITG area in the 
organization.  

7.3 Process Maturity 

The ITGM at SL can be presented as the maturity scores of its processes. The maturity of each 
process is calculated as the average maturity of its underlying maturity indicators. The maturity for the 
34 processes is illustrated in the chart below. 
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Figure 31 – Process Maturity 

 

It is very clear from the chart above, that there exist large deviations between the maturities of the 
different processes. Some processes, like “ME2 – Monitor and Evaluate Internal Control” and “PO2 
– Define the Information Architecture” obtained a particularly low maturity, while processes like 
“AI3 – Acquire and Maintain Technological Infrastructure” and “DS13 – Manage Operations” 
obtained a very high maturity score. 

It can be seen that the processes of the AI domain are the most stable ones with at least a maturity 
score 2,50. This explains why the AI domain obtained the highest maturity score (3,04) at SL. 

One special process of interest is “ME2 – Monitor and Evaluate Internal Control”, which has the 
maturity score 0,0. This means that the process is non-existent. The processes maturity score affects 
the ME domain negatively, and it is likely to be the reason why the domain obtained such low 
maturity score (1,81).   
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7.4 Maturity Indicators 

Another way to present the ITGM at SL is to break down the ITGM into its building blocks. First, 
the aggregated mean value of all maturity indicators is presented together with the total ITGM at SL in 
the chart below.  

 

Figure 32 – Maturity Indicators 

 

The Metrics Monitored MI is of most interest. It stands out as it obtained the maturity score 1,60, 
which makes it the lowest MI. It is obvious that that SL‟s weakest point is the monitoring of metrics. 
The remarkably low maturity of the Metric Monitored MI affects the ITGM negatively as it decreases 
the total ITGM at SL. It is also clear from the chart that the strongest MI is Documents in Place, 
which received a high maturity score of 3,32. 

It is also interesting to study the MI‟s for all processes. The maturity score for the processes‟ 
Assigned Responsibilities maturity indicator is presented in the chart below. 
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Figure 33 – Assigned Responsibilities Maturity 

 

It can be seen that there are large deviations between the Assigned Responsibilities maturity scores of the 
different processes. However, within the Acquire and Implement domain, the maturity scores of the 
MI are both stable and high. It is also of interest to note that two processes, PO3 and AI5 obtained 
the highest maturity score 5,0. Process ME2 is not preformed in the organization, which means that 
no responsibilities were identified for the process. It is the only process with the maturity score 0,00 
for this MI. Since all other processes were performed at SL, at least a Responsible or Accountable relation 
was assigned to each process. Therefore, according to the maturity table presented in Table 20, the 
processes obtained at least the maturity scores of 1,00.  

The maturity score for the processes‟ Activity Execution maturity indicator is presented in the chart 
below. 
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Figure 34 – Activity Execution Maturity 

 

The chart shows that the MI of the processes is relatively stable. Since process ME2 is not preformed 
in the organization, no activities are performed for the process. It is the only process with the 
maturity score 0,00 for this MI. It is notable that two processes, DS11 and ME3 obtained the very 
high maturity score of 5,0  

The maturity score for the processes‟ Metrics Monitored maturity indicator is presented in the chart 
below.

Figure 35 – Metrics Monitored Maturity 

The monitoring of metrics is as discussed earlier, the weakest MI at SL. This shows clearly in the 
chart above for each process. It is interesting that most of the processes have very low maturity 
scores while a just a few have high maturity scores.  
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The maturity score for the processes‟ Documents in Place maturity indicator is presented in the 
chart below. 

 

Figure 36 – Documents in Place Maturity 

 

As discussed earlier, Documents in Place is the strongest MI at SL. This is also very clear from the 
chart above. The maturity score for the MI is consistently stable and high for most processes.  
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8 Analysis 

This chapter analyses the results of the ITGM assessment of SL. The results are related to the 
information that emerged from the interviews with personnel from the organization. Conclusions on 
the ITG of SL are drawn based on this. Mature and immature processes are identified at the end of 
the chapter. 

8.1 ITGM at SL 

Before discussing the enterprise‟s ITGM result, it is important to interpret the result in its proper 
context. The ITGM for the enterprise is the result of the total (weighted) average of all 34 processes‟ 
maturity scores. Regardless of the enterprise‟s total ITGM, some processes could be completely 
immature while others could have a very good maturity. A chart containing all processes‟ maturities is 
presented in Figure 31.  

Furthermore, the ITG maturity measures several different aspects of the IT organization. In order to 
obtain a good maturity, it is not enough to just perform the ITG related activities in a good way. 
Aspects such as how responsibilities are assigned for the activities, the existence of documents and 
metrics, are just as important as the execution of the activities itself. Hence, the result of the ITGM 
reflects the maturity of these different areas. 

As part of the study, interviews were conducted with personnel in the organization in order to obtain 
a general view of the ITG at SL. The interviewees‟ perception on the ITG conducted at SL is 
consistent and share by most. According to the respondents, ITG at SL was non-existent until 2008 
when the process of introducing ITG to the organization began. Today, the foundation for ITG has 
been laid through:  

 The developing of an IT strategy 

 The appointment of an IT governance chief  

 The introduction of a ITG model 

 Processes being developed and communicated 

 The development of an IT budgetary classification plan  

 The development of a maintenance management model  

 The establishment of an IT coordination unit.  

 

The ITG is however yet to be widely implemented and established throughout the entire 
organization, according to the interviewees. The general perception of the ITG maturity at SL is that 
it is still an immature organization and there is much to be done before ITG can be fully implemented 
throughout the organization.  

The ITG at SL obtained the maturity score 2,68 out of 5,0, as seen in Figure 29. It is clear that the 
obtained ITGM score and its definition, discussed in section 8.1, coincide quite well with the 
information that was obtained through the interviews. The result of the ITGM was therefore not 
surprising although somewhat higher than expected. 

8.2 Assigned Responsibilities 

The aggregated Assigned Responsibilities MI obtained the maturity score 3,03, as seen in Figure 32. 
The maturity score of the MI is also higher than the enterprise‟s total ITGM.  
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Of the 170 relations proposed by ITOMAT, 103 relations in the organization are in line with these. 
This means that 61% of the assigned responsibilities in the organization match ITOMAT‟s cf. Figure 
37. The results show that responsibilities are assigned quite well within the organization.  

The result is not unexpected since the interviewees were of the same opinion. The general perception 
is that the roles and responsibilities are mostly defined throughout the organization, although still 
quite unclear and need to be better delegated. When it comes to SL processes, there are generally clear 
ownerships and responsibilities defined. The development of a maintenance management model has 
also contributed by clearly defining ownership for the different systems. However, the maintenance 
management model is not complete and therefore, not all systems have a defined owner. 

It is of interest to study the results of the assigned responsibilities of each role. The following chart 
shows for all processes the percentage of roles that are in line with ITOMAT. 

 

Figure 37 – Relations in line with ITOMAT 

 

The Business, Compliance, Audit, Risk & Security, and the IT management roles obtained the lowest 
percentage, all landing below the value for the total average. This means that these roles do not 
coincide well with the relations recommended by ITOMAT.  

By looking further into the Business role, it is clear that it is often missing the consulted/informed 
relation (depending on the process) that ITOMAT consistently advocates for this role. A clearer 
consulted/informed relation for the business role would allow the IT to support and understand the 
business needs even better than today.  

When studying the Compliance, Audit, Risk & Security role, it is very clear that it generally is 
missing the consulted role that ITOMAT consistently advocates for the role. According to the results, it 
is evident that the IT organization should involve the Compliance, Audit, Risk & Security role in a 
consulting way to a greater extent than today.  

The IT Management role are for many processes assigned the responsibilities of consulted and 
informed while ITOMAT suggests a responsible and accountable role for the majority of the processes. 
This can be connected to the interviewees‟ view on the IT management responsibilities, which is 
perceived as unclear and often leaves the responsibilities to the individuals involved in the processes. 
It is important that the IT management is formally made responsible and accountable for more 
processes than it is currently.  
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The Executives and mainly the IT Operations role, are the roles that are most in line with 
ITOMAT. 

8.3 Activity Execution 

The aggregated Activity Execution MI obtained the maturity score 2,76, as seen in Figure 32. The result 
coincides with the result for the total ITGM at SL. This is reasonable since the activities represent the 
actual content of the work performed within the IT organization. The correlation between the 
processes‟ Activity Execution maturity and the processes‟ total maturity is also apparent from the 
figure below.  

 

Figure 38 – Activity Execution Maturity vs. Process Maturity 

 

However, the correlation does not apply for all processes. A good example of that is process “ME3 – 
Ensure Compliance with External Requirements”. The process obtained the maturity score 5,0 for 
the MI, while the total maturity for the processes was just 2,79. This could be explained by the 
evaluation method of the Activity Execution MI. It is the only MI that is graded based on the 
respondent‟s own view. It is based on how the respondent perceives the activities, and thereby the 
process as a whole. Since a process in this study is based on COBIT, it also considers other variables 
when assessing a process. According to the respondent‟s point of view, process ME3 is performed 
the best way possible, even though documents, metrics and role relations are not in line with COBIT 
in the same extent. Another concern is that the respondent is often the person responsible for the 
process, and could therefore unconsciously overrate the activities maturity. This does not necessary 
make the result less credible, but it is something to keep in mind.  

8.4 Metrics Monitored 

The aggregated Metrics Monitored MI obtained the maturity score 1,60, as seen in Figure 32. This 
means that the monitoring of metrics is the most immature MI at SL. Its maturity score is 
considerably lower than the other MI‟s as well as the total ITGM at SL. The organization‟s lack of 
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monitoring is also demonstrated by the absence of the process ME2, which is concerned with internal 
control and evaluation. 

As can be seen from Figure 35, the majority of the processes obtained very low maturity scores for 
the Metrics Monitored MI. Moreover, four processes completely lacked metrics, obtaining the 
maturity score 0,00. The few processes that did obtain higher maturity scores had considerably higher 
maturity than average.  

When further analyzing the processes that obtained relatively high maturity scores for the Metrics 
Monitored MI, a clear correlation appears. Processes that are directly related to the „customer-role‟ of 
SL have generally good metrics monitoring. This can be explained by considering the fact that SL is a 
strict customer organization with most of their IT solutions outsourced. Therefore, the organization 
is aware of the importance of having good acquisition procedures, as well as ensuring that their 
outsourced services and systems delivers what is expected of them. This is accomplished by for 
instance, monitoring metrics in order to follow up third-party deliveries and their performance. As an 
example, the establishing of SLA‟s for the largest suppliers can be mentioned. 

Metrics in processes that are concerned with the work within the own organization are most of the 
time very few and in some case completely absent. This means that processes concerned with e.g. 
planning, organizing, managing and evaluating the own organization had consistently very low 
maturity for this MI. However, there are a few exceptions. The processes PO1 and PO8 obtained 
good maturity for the Metrics Monitored MI.  

The following table presents the processes where the Metrics Monitored MI obtained a maturity score 
higher than 2,50. 

Metrics Monitored MI – Maturity score > 2,50 

“Customer role” related processes Other processes 

AI2 – Acquire and Maintain 

AI3 – Acquire and Maintain Technology Infrastructure 

DS2 – Manage Third-party Services 

DS3 – Manage Performance and Capacity 

DS4 – Ensure Continuous Service 

DS8 – Manage Service Desk and Incidents 

DS11 – Manage Data 

DS13 – Manage the Physical Environment  

 

PO1 – Define a Strategic IT Plan 

PO8 – Manage Quality 

 

Table 21 – Processes where the Metrics Monitored MI obtained a maturity score higher than 2,50 

 

The lack of monitored metrics throughout the organization raises concerns. The biggest concern is 
that an organization without sufficient monitoring would have difficulties assessing the benefit of its 
deliverance to the enterprise. Also, it would be difficult to make objective decisions when improving 
and developing the own organization if there are no metrics to base these decisions on.  

During the data collection, it became apparent that the respondents were aware that many important 
metrics were missing and should been monitored.  

8.5 Documents in Place 

The aggregated Documents in Place MI obtained the maturity score 3,32, as seen in Figure 32. This 
means that it is the most mature MI at SL. Its maturity score is considerably higher than the other 
MI‟s as well as the total ITGM at SL. The results coincide with the strong documentation culture that 
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was perceived at SL during this study. One example is that all of the processes established at SL have 
governing documents assigned to them. Furthermore, the intranet of the organization is extensive 
with many documents available for the personnel. Plans, reports, guidelines, templates, model 
descriptions and general corporate information are available through the intranet. Also the use of 
PROPS, the project management model used in the organization, contributes to detailed project plans 
and project status reports. Moreover, since SL is a strict customer organization, acquisition and 
procurement documents, guidelines and templates are clearly defined.  

The maturity score for the Documents in Place MI for each process can be seen in Figure 36. The 
maturity is both high and stable for the majority of the processes with few deviations. However, two 
processes stand out, “PO2 – Identify the Information Architecture” and “P03 – Determine 
Technological Direction”, which obtained a remarkable low maturity score for the MI. This is 
explained by both processes consisting generally of activities related to creating and defining different 
types of documents such as plans, standards, and dictionaries. Since both processes‟ Activity 
Execution MI obtained low maturity scores, the Documents in Place MI results are reasonable.   

During the data collection, three documents were often brought up and discussed by the respondents  

 Strategic IT plan 

It is clear that a strategic IT plan for SL exits within the organization and was therefore 
considered as “in place” for the processes that were related to it. However, its relevance is 
questioned. The documented was created in 2007 and has not been updated since. Also, the 
general opinion is that the documented should cover more aspects and cover a longer time 
period.  

 IT Sourcing Strategy 

There is no IT sourcing strategy document in place at SL today. This is surprising 
considering that SL is a strict customer organization and the existing of an IT sourcing 
strategy seems natural for such type organization. The general opinion is that such 
document is critical, considering the organization type and it is needed for reasons such as 
providing a clear view and definition on what the „customer-role‟ implies, as well as 
communicating this throughout the organization.   

 Cost-Benefit reports 

Cost-benefit reporting is not conducted for IT investments such as IT services and projects. 
This has constantly being pointed out as an issue in the organization although the IT 
management is aware of this. The problem is related to the lack of monitoring in the 
organization, as the IT investments are not followed up, hence making it difficult to assess 
their benefits. 

 

8.6 Processes of Interest 

Based on the results obtained for the processes maturities as well as their correlation to IT 
governance performance, explained in section 3.7, processes considered of special interest for SL 
were identified and selected for further study. The chart below shows the processes according to their 
correlation to the IT governance performance, grouped according to Table 10. 

In general, the processes with the highest correlation to IT governance performance, have obtained a 
maturity score that is higher than the total ITGM score of 2,68. This shows that SL‟s processes are in 
line with ITOMAT‟s results regarding the correlation between IT governance maturity and IT 
governance performance. It also indicates that SL has understood the significance of certain processes 
such as the processes “PO4 - Define the IT Processes, Organization and Relationships” and “PO8 - 
Manage Quality”  which have the highest correlation to IT governance performance and have also 
obtained high maturity scores.  
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Figure 39 – Processes grouped according to their assigned correlation to IT governance performance 

 

The process “ME2 - Monitor and Evaluate Internal Control” stands out the most due to its absence 
in SL‟s organization cf. Figure 39. This process has a relatively high correlation to IT governance 
performance and therefore it is necessary that this process is implemented into the organization. 
Effective internal control monitoring provides assurance regarding effective and efficient operations 
as well as compliance with applicable laws and regulations. The absence of the process is the main 
reason why the ME domain obtained the lowest maturity score (1,81) compared to the other domains 
cf. Figure 30.  

Among the processes that have the highest correlation to IT governance performance, the process 
“PO9 - Assess and Manage IT Risks” obtained the lowest maturity score. The chart below shows the 
maturity scores for the process‟ MI‟s. All of the process‟ MI‟s obtained maturity scores lower than the 
organizations total average MI‟s cf. Figure 40. The result indicates that risk management at SL has 
significant room for improvement. It is strongly recommended that the process be reviewed since it 
has a strong effect on the IT performance.  
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Figure 40 – Maturity Indicators for the process PO9 compared to the total process maturity 

 

The process “PO2 - Define the Information Architecture” obtained the lowest maturity score of all 
existing processes, as seen in Figure 39. This indicates that the information structure within SL has 
not yet been defined. However, the reason for the low maturity score is due to that the process PO2 
is currently under development at SL.  

In this study the IT governance maturity at SL is assessed. Since the process “ME4 - Provide IT 
Governance” is concerned with the establishment of an IT governance framework within the SL 
organization, it was found worth discussing.  As seen in Figure 41, the assigned responsibilities in the 
process ME4 are almost completely in line with ITOMAT‟s results and most of the documents 
suggested by COBIT are in place. However, the activities within the process are not executed in a 
satisfying manner, as can be seen from its low maturity score, 1,40. It is apparent from the processes‟ 
activity execution maturity score, that providing IT governance to SL is not considered fully 
established within the organization. 
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Figure 41 - Maturity Indicators for the process ME4 compared to the total process maturity 

 

SL considers themselves to be market-leading when it comes to compliance. The process that is 
concerned with compliance is “ME3 - Ensure Compliance with External Requirements”. Figure 42 
illustrates that all the activities within the process ME3 obtained the maturity score 5, meaning that 
they are optimally executed. This would also implicate the process ME3 is optimal at SL. However, 
the process‟ obtained maturity score of 2,25 out of 5, suggests the process itself is not optimally 
executed, according to COBIT. As mentioned in section 8.3, the activity execution maturity indicator 
is based on how the respondent‟s perceives the activities. This indicates that the respondent‟s view on 
an optimized process is not aligned with COBIT.  

The main reasons for the low maturity score is due to the assigned responsibilities not being in line 
with ITMOMAT‟s results and the lack of metrics within the process. It is possible that if more 
metrics were to be applied to monitor the process, they might provide a more impartial view of the 
activities, which could lead to the respondent‟s view on the processes being a bit more aligned with 
COBIT. It can also be mentioned that if the process is indeed market-leading, then there is no need 
for changes even though the process is not completely aligned with COBIT.  
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Figure 42 - Maturity Indicators for the process ME3 compared to the total process maturity 

 

The domain “Acquire and Implement” (AI) is considered to be of great importance to SL due to SL 
being a customer organization with focus on procurement. All of the processes within the AI domain 
obtained a maturity score that is generally higher than the total ITGM score cf. Figure 43. Also, it was 
the domain AI that obtained the highest maturity score compared to the other domains cf. Figure 30. 
This is in line with SL being a customer organization and therefore it is important for them to have 
well developed procurement and acquisition processes and procedures. It is also noticed that 5 out of 
the 7 processes in the AI domain are among processes with the highest correlation to IT governance 
performance cf. Figure 39. 
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Figure 43 – Processes of the Acquire and Implement domain and the total domain maturity 

 

Finally the process “DS9- Manage the Configuration” is discussed. The reason why this process is 
brought up, even though it has obtained a high maturity score (3,0) and it has very little correlation to 
IT governance performance, is due to that the results may be misleading. The maturity score of 
obtained by DS9 is valid only when the configuration management (CM) is involved in projects from 
the start. However, CM is not involved in projects to the extent that they would want. They are not 
automatically involved in projects and are therefore often left out of the projects. When CM is not 
involved, the process DS9 obtains a maturity score of 0,75.  
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9 Discussions 

The purpose of this study was to assess the IT governance maturity (ITGM) at SL as well as provide 
SL with recommendations on how they can improve their ITGM. This section includes a discussion 
on the ITG at SL, which is based on the information that emerged from the interviews conducted 
with SL personnel. Also, there is a discussion regarding the obtained results as well as a discussion on 
the method for this study. 

9.1 SL’s ITG – Based on Interviews 

The ITG of SL was almost non-existing before 2008. ITG had not been prioritized earlier by the 
enterprise since the efforts had been mostly on transitioning from being a developing IT organization 
to becoming a strict customer organization with focus on procurement of IT solutions. Due to this, 
there was no defined IT strategy and least of all IT governance. With the appointment of a new CIO 
in 2007, it was soon realized that there was a need for a clear IT strategy as well as IT governance at 
SL.  

Today, SL has come far in their ITG, especially considering the fact that SL started with the process 
of introducing IT governance to the organization as recent as 3 years ago. A vast amount of work has 
been done since starting with the introduction of IT governance at SL. Today, the foundation of the 
ITG has been laid. There is an IT strategy in place, a clear ITG model and processes have been 
developed, significant improvements have been made in the compliance and security field, as well as 
the establishing of an IT coordination for the enterprise. However, the work is far from done as the 
ITG has yet to be widely implemented throughout the organization. Due to the current 
reorganization of SL, focus was taken from the ITG implementation at a time when results began to 
show. This interrupted the work with ITG and a great deal of the work performed was “shattered‟, as 
stated by one respondent. 

According to the interviews performed, the shared opinion is that the implementation of the IT 
governance was deliberately overambitious in the beginning due to the IT management aiming high 
from the start. Many employees are discontent with that approach to the implementation of IT 
governance. A common view regarding the implementation of ITG is that several steps were skipped 
due to the development process of IT governance being “hurried up”, as stated by a respondent. 
Therefore the implementation of ITG needs to be introduced gradually and “kept simple” as quoted 
by an employee within the IT organization. Our opinion is that the implementation of IT governance 
should be performed in smaller steps and they should be evaluated and reviewed as they are 
implemented. It is important that the management realizes that organization changes take time. 

According to the respondents, the developed ITG processes have not been able to breakthrough in 
the organization due to issues regarding the directives for the processes. The general view is that “it is 
not mandated” that the developed processes should be followed and the responsibility is often left to 
the individuals. This has resulted in processes often being ignored and not applied at all. The quote 
“saying ain‟t doing” was expressed regarding the implementation of ITG at SL, meaning it is not 
enough to just develop ITG procedures if they are not to be used. Furthermore, many respondents 
expressed concerns with the processes being perceived as too “bureaucratic”. Many processes are 
sometimes also perceived as “complicated to work with on a daily basis” and „”too complex for the 
immature IT organization” as quoted by the respondents. This has resulted in individuals feeling (too) 
controlled in their work. 

A recurring concern among the employees within the IT organization is the lack of involvement and 
participation of IT when business decisions are made. Also, there is a common perception within the 
IT personnel, that the management do not have understanding regarding the complexity of IT and 
the amount of resources that are required to deliver what is expected from IT. These statements are 
further supported by the fact that the CIO role in SL is not formally part of the executive committee. 
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A reason for this could be that the management does not realize the importance of IT and its impact 
to the success of the enterprise. One clear example of this is that projects have generally started 
without the involvement of IT. The perception of the respondents is that projects have generally 
involved IT too late in the project phase leading to projects exceeding their budgets and time plan due 
to e.g. the project not meeting the IT requirements.  

Through the information that emerged through the interviews, it is clear that the IT organization has 
mixed expectations regarding the reorganization of SL. Many respondents expressed their 
disappointment in the new organization not addressing the problem with IT “being far down in the 
hierarchy”, as stated by one respondent. Instead of having the role of CIO lifted into the executive 
committee, the CIO role has been replaced with an IT development chief role in the new 
organization. The IT development chief will respond to the strategic development chief, who in turn 
responds to SL‟s executive committee. This has left the employees within IT worried that they will get 
even less „mandate‟ in the new organization.  

Nevertheless, many respondents are positive to the new organization of SL. They hope that it will 
provide better “corporate governance” with a more integrated organization as well as providing more 
distinct responsibilities throughout the organization. Also, the establishment of a project management 
office for the entire organization is perceived as positive. It will hopefully result in better project 
management and resources allocation, as well as involving IT in the projects from the start. 

9.2 Results 

The results have shown that the assessed ITG maturity at SL coincides quite well with the 
interviewees‟ perception on the ITG conducted at SL. However, it would be interesting to compare 
the result to other enterprises in order to gain an understanding on where SL stands. It would be 
beneficial to perform an external benchmarking.  

ITOMAT has performed very similar studies at 35 different organizations. Of the 35 organizations, 7 
were municipality organizations and 28 were considered to be large organizations. Since SL is a large 
publicly owned organization, the results from the 7 municipality organizations and the 28 large 
organizations are considered to be of interest for SL and best suited for an external benchmarking. 
ITOMAT presents only the total average ITGM, so such benchmarking would be very general and 
superficial, although still very interesting. 

The average maturity score of the 7 municipality organizations was 2,3 and for the 28 large 
organizations the average maturity score was 2,5. The result obtained in this study places SL above 
both averages. SL operates in a field where it has monopoly meaning that it has no competition from 
other organizations. In ITOMAT, the organizations that were subject to the studies are kept 
anonymous. Due to this it was not possible to determine if these organizations operate under the 
similar prerequisites as SL‟s organization. Thus, the external benchmarking with the results obtained 
by ITOMAT should be interpreted lightly. However, the obtained maturity score does still provide SL 
with an indication of their current status regarding IT governance. It basically shows that the ITGM 
obtained at SL is a bit higher than average, for both types of enterprises.   

The results obtained in this study raised serious concerns regarding the lack of monitored metrics 
throughout the organization. The strong metrics emphasis in the COBIT framework is perhaps 
difficult to adapt since the use of metrics can be misinterpreted. This was perceived during our data 
collection phase. Some respondents expressed that such a “monitoring environment” within the own 
organization would be perceived as very controlling in a Swedish enterprise due to individuals being 
used and expected to work relatively freely. Therefore, questions were raised concerning the relevance 
of the metrics monitoring aspect for SL‟s organization. However, there is another side of the coin. 
Perhaps the organization should incorporate metrics monitoring, as it is an important part of best 
practices frameworks that are being used with good results in countless enterprises throughout the 
world. The relevance of the metrics proposed by COBIT is also supported by the majority of the 
respondents wish to introduce more (COBIT) metrics within the organization.   
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9.3 Method 

The IT governance framework COBIT (Control Objectives for Information and related Technology) 
has guided the theory for IT governance throughout this study. The strength of using the COBIT 
framework in the study is it status of being a de facto standard in the IT governance (ITG) field. The 
framework for the assessment of the IT governance maturity at SL was developed based on the IT 
Organization Model Assessment Tool (ITOMAT), a formalized method for assessing the IT 
governance maturity. ITOMAT is based on COBIT and therefore has a solid theoretical base. 
ITOMAT has also been tested through 35 case studies on 35 different organizations.  

All of the 34 processes in the developed framework were assigned weights based on the processes‟ 
correlation to the IT governance performance, which are derived from ITOMAT‟s results. They 
weighting is performed in this study despite not being addressed by COBIT or ITOMAT. This is 
considered to add further depth to this study.  

Due the developed framework being based on COBIT and ITOMAT, it inherited their generality. It 
was therefore crucial to adapt the model to suit SL as a customer organization. With the adaptation, a 
more accurate model of SL‟s IT organization was developed with more credible results obtained. 

A weakness with the developed framework, are the vague explanations of the maturity indicators 
documents in place, metric monitored and activity execution. The vague explanations, which are inherited from 
COBIT, could lead to misinterpretations. By reading the Detailed Control Objectives, which are 
detailed explanations of a process in COBIT, a better understanding of each process‟ documents, metrics 
and activities can be obtained. However, the mapping between the MI‟s and the Detailed Control 
Objectives are not always complete.   

As discussed in section 3.7, the role relations have been simplified in ITOMAT by featuring only 5 
different roles where the responsibilities are assigned to the entire process. This made the evaluation 
for the MI easy and straightforward. Issues aroused when evaluating the data collected for assigned 
responsibilities MI. Since a role in ITOMAT is in fact a group of COBIT roles, several responsibilities 
where often assigned to a single role. The issue was addressed by making the assumption that the 
relation of a role is correct as long as one of the assigned responsibilities is in line with ITOMAT. 
Although the probability of a role being assigned the correct relation becomes higher by making this 
assumption, it is not incorrect since what is important is that the proposed responsibility is in place. 
Having more responsibilities assigned to a role does not affect that. The same principle applies for the 
case when ITOMAT does not specify a role relation. In that case, it would not matter what 
responsibility the role has in the organization is, it is still considered in line with ITOMAT and 
therefore correct. 

The data collected for the maturity indicators (MI) documents in place and metric monitoring, 
were given the value yes/no in the developed framework. However when the data was collected for 
the MI‟s the answer “partly” was sometimes obtained from the respondent. The answer “partly” is 
interpreted as the value “yes” in this study. The reason for this interpretation is that the extent of the 
documents and metrics was not taken into account in this study. Moreover, the documents actuality 
was not considered. 

To assess the ITGM at SL, a tool was developed in Microsoft Excel. Excel is widely applied among 
enterprises and most organizations are familiar with it. Furthermore, the assessment of the ITGM at 
SL was simplified by translating all the surveys into Swedish, as well as developing the assessment tool 
in Swedish.  

SL is provided with the access to the theory, methodology and results in this report. The report, 
together with the case study performed at SL, will hopefully provide SL with valuable insight useful in 
their strive to achieve higher ITGM. 

SL will be able to conduct their own study using the developed Excel tool for assessing the ITGM at 
the organization, without extensive knowledge of COBIT and ITOMAT. This makes it possible for 
SL to do regular follow-ups on their ITGM in order to monitor their improvements.  
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10 Conclusions 

This study has provided an insight into SL‟s IT organization from an IT governance perspective. This 
was achieved by developing a framework for IT governance maturity assessments at SL. Such 
framework has resulted in: 

· Models of the IT organization of SL from an IT governance perspective 

· Surveys in order to collect the empirical data 

· Interviews conducted with SL personnel  

· A tool in order to compute and analyze SL‟s IT governance maturity  

· The IT governance maturity score of SL (2,68 of 5) 

· Recommendations on how to improve SL‟s overall ITG maturity in section 10.1 

 

The results in this study have identified both positive and negative aspects of SL‟s IT organization. 
On the positive side, a solid documentation together with well-defined responsibilities in the 
organization raises the total IT governance maturity. On the negative side, an almost complete lack of 
metrics that monitor the business strongly decreases the overall ITGM at SL. This is also 
demonstrated by the absence of the process “ME2 – Monitor and Evaluate Internal Control” which 
is concerned with internal control and evaluation of the IT organization.  

There is a clear view on how IT governance should function in SL‟s organization. The appointment 
of an IT governance chief, the development of an IT governance model and ITG processes among 
others, were found very positive as it demonstrates that SL has good intentions of establishing a good 
IT governance.  

The study indicates that significant progress has been achieved in the IT governance at SL, 
considering the fact that SL started with the process of introducing IT governance to the organization 
as recent as 3 years ago. Nevertheless, the organization still has great potential for improvement. It is 
believed that if SL continues to work on the implementation of their IT governance their ITGM will 
continue to improve. This is achieved by providing clear directives on the use of procedures, 
communicating the procedures through training, making the procedures less complex and simpler to 
work with, continuously evaluating the procedures as well as improving them. 

Due to the current reorganization the work with ITG and its implementation has been upheld as 
focused was turned the new organization and the work that comes with it. Therefore, it is of great 
importance that resources are made available for the work of ITG in the new organization.  

10.1 Recommendations  

As mentioned before, the aim of this study was to assess the IT governance maturity. The purpose of 
such assessment was to identify problem areas and suggest measures for improvement. Based on the 
obtained results from this study, the following recommendations are suggested. 

The implementation of the ITG at SL received much criticism by the respondents during the 
interviews conducted in this study. The general opinion is that the implementation of the ITG at SL 
has been overambitious, meaning it has been implemented too rapidly, resulting in many steps being 
overlooked and missed. It is therefore recommended that the implementation of IT governance 
should be re-evaluated and performed gradually by setting up several smaller goals and objectives. 
These should be evaluated and reviewed as they are implemented in order to assure their success. It is 
important that the management realizes that organization changes take time. 

The IT governance procedures developed at SL are considered important and necessary by the 
individuals that are involved with them. They are however often perceived as complicated to work 
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with and too complex for the “immature organization”. To encourage the employees to apply the 
procedures in their daily work, they need to be kept simple as well as communicating them through 
training. It is also suggested to involve the people concerned with the procedures in the development 
of them. Also, the procedures should be constantly evaluated and improved. 

It is recommended for SL to implements the process “ME2 - Monitor and Evaluate Internal Control” 
since it has a high correlation to IT governance performance. This process provides assurance 
regarding effective and efficient operations as well as compliance with applicable laws and regulations. 
Since SL is a publicly owned organization, it has to comply with certain laws such as the law of public 
procurement. An effective internal control would assure SL that the laws are followed accordingly and 
that the organizational objectives are met. 

In the analysis of the metrics it was observed that SL monitor very few of the suggested COBIT 
metrics. However it is not considered realistic for to SL apply all of the metrics suggested by COBIT 
to the organization. Many metrics are very similar and can also overlap each other. In reality the 
benefits of monitoring a metric may not weigh up for the resources needed to monitor them. Instead 
the organization should view the COBIT suggested metrics as guidance to what can be measured. 
Subsequently, it is up to the organization to carefully choose metrics that are most beneficial to the 
business. The organization should also assure that the metrics really measure what is 
intended/necessary and communicate the right metric to the right target group.   

It is recommended to update the IT strategy plan and continuously reviewing it as well as developing 
an IT sourcing strategy. In the IT sourcing strategy it is also suitable to add a clear view and definition 
on what the „customer-role‟ implies for all parts of the business, as well as communicating this 
throughout the organization.  Also cost-benefit reports should be conducted for IT investments such 
as IT services and IT projects. 

To better align business and IT, it is suggested to have a CIO in the main executive committee. A 
CIO should be empowered to make strategic decisions since IT is critical for the success of the 
enterprise, and many business decisions have significant IT implications. If it is not possible for the 
CIO to be a part of the main executive committee it should be authorized that the CIO participates in 
strategic decisions in order to integrate IT with the business needs.  

To achieve a higher maturity is it recommended to utilize the study‟s developed framework as a 
check-list/guideline to select parts that would be of most importance to SL‟s organization. To 
perform this efficiently is important to weigh in the costs of increasing the maturity with the obtained 
benefits. 

10.2 Further research 

It would be motivating to perform a similar study at SL when the new organization is in place and the 
implementation of IT governance has progressed. An interesting aspect of a further research would 
be additional customization of the framework to SL‟s organization. This would best be performed by 
someone with deep insight into SL‟s organization. The customization would consist of further 
adapting the processes to the needs of SL. Another interesting aspect would be to weight the 
processes according to their importance to SL‟s organization. 

In this study only the processes were assigned weights since the theoretical base supporting this was 
found in ITOMAT. It was considered to also weight the maturity indicators (MI); however no 
theoretical base was found to support the assignment of weights to the MI. If a theoretical base that 
supports the assignment of weights to the maturity indicators was found it would provide a different 
view on the total IT governance maturity (ITGM).  

During the study it was observed that two of the MIs were often misinterpreted and needed further 
explaining. The MIs affected by this were the existence of documents and the monitoring of metrics. It is 
therefore suggested that the definition of existence and monitoring are clarified in order to obtain higher 
credibility of the results, as well as facilitating the process of gathering empirics. 
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APPENDIX A – Mapping of Roles to COBIT process 
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Consultant (IT Governance)

IT Security Chief

IT Development Chief

IT Coordinator

System Group Chief

Consultant (Coordinator)

Test Leader

Quality Coordinator

Consultant (IT investment modell)

Consultant (Service Desk)

Consultant (Configuration Manager)

PO1

PO2 PO3

PO4

PO5

PO6

PO7

PO8

PO9

PO10

AI1

AI2

AI3

AI4

AI5

AI6

DS10

DS11 DS13

DS12

ME1

ME2 ME3

ME4

AI7

DS1

DS4

PO8

DS2

DS3

DS4 DS5

DS6

DS7

DS8

DS9

Technology Administrator

Internal Audit ME2
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APPENDIX B – Numerical Results 

 

 

 
MATURITY SCORES 

  
Assigned 

Responsibilities 

Activitiy 
Execution 

Metrics 
Monitored 

Documents       
in Place 

Process Domain 

  PO1 Define a Strategic IT Plan 4,00 3,80 3,64 3,57 3,75 

Plan and 

Organize 
PO2 Define the Information Architecture 2,00 1,40 0,00 1,67 1,27 

PO3 Determine Technological Direction 5,00 1,80 0,00 1,36 2,04 

PO4 Define the IT Processes, Organization and Relationships 4,00 2,80 0,50 4,00 2,83 

PO5 Manage the IT Investment 2,00 2,20 0,83 2,92 1,99 2,44 

PO6 Communicate Management Aims and Direction 1,00 2,33 0,56 3,13 1,75 

PO7 Manage IT Human Resources 3,00 3,00 1,18 2,78 2,49 

PO8 Manage Quality 4,00 2,60 3,50 4,17 3,57 

PO9 Assess and Manage IT Risks 2,00 2,40 0,83 2,31 1,89 

PO10 Manage Projects 2,00 3,29 0,71 2,86 2,21 

       
 AI1 Identify Automated Solutions 3,00 2,38 0,63 4,55 2,64 

Aquire and 

Implement 
AI2 Acquire and Maintain Application Software 3,00 2,67 3,00 2,67 2,83 

AI3 Acquire and Maintain Technology Infrastructure 4,00 4,00 4,38 4,33 4,18 

AI4 Enable Operation and Use 4,00 2,20 1,00 4,50 2,93 

AI5 Procure IT Resources 5,00 4,00 1,25 2,50 3,19 3,04 

AI6 Manage Changes 3,00 3,00 0,77 3,85 2,65 

AI7 Install and Accredit Solutions and Changes 4,00 3,00 0,45 4,29 2,94 

       
 DS1 Define and Manage Service Levels 4,00 1,63 2,22 2,50 2,59 

Deliver and 

Support 
DS2 Manage Third-party Services 3,00 1,50 2,50 3,33 2,58 

DS3 Manage Performance and Capacity 3,00 3,33 3,89 5,00 3,81 

DS4 Ensure Continuous Service 1,00 2,36 2,78 3,64 2,44 

DS5 Ensure Systems Security 3,00 2,86 0,83 3,18 2,47 3,01 

DS6 Identify and Allocate Costs 4,00 2,25 1,11 3,57 2,73 

DS7 Educate and Train Users 2,00 3,20 2,14 4,29 2,91 

DS8 Manage Service Desk and Incidents 3,00 3,00 4,55 3,85 3,60   

DS9 Manage the Configuration 4,00 4,00 0,00 4,00 3,00   

DS10 Manage Problems 3,00 1,67 0,45 2,86 1,99   

DS11 Manage Data 3,00 5,00 3,13 4,29 3,85   

DS12 Manage the Physical Environment 3,00 3,00 0,56 3,33 2,47   

DS13 Manage Operations 4,00 3,86 4,44 4,50 4,20   

       
 ME1 Monitor and Evaluate IT Processes 3,00 3,00 0,71 2,27 2,25 Monitor 

and 

Evaluate 
ME2 Monitor and Evaluate Internal Control 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

ME3 Ensure Compliance With External Requirements 1,00 5,00 1,43 3,75 2,79 

ME4 Provide IT Governance 4,00 1,40 0,42 3,18 2,25 1,81 

        
 

                                     Total Average ITGM      3,03 2,76 1,60 3,32 2,68 
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APPENDIX C – Interview Questionnaire 

Introduction 

1. How long have you been working at SL? 
2. What is your role in the organization?  
3. What are your responsibilities in SL? IT related responsibilities?  

IT Governance 

4. How would you define IT governance?  
5. Do you believe that your knowledge in IT governance is sufficient? 
6. How has IT governance changed at SL since 3 years back? 
7. Do you believe that there is a clear and defined IT governance at SL today? 
8. Do you believe that there is confidence for IT governance at SL and if so why/why not? 
9. What effect has IT governance had in terms of: 

 
a. The way IT manages resources? 
b. Ensuring that projects are not overdue? 
c. The collaboration with other departments/units to achieve business goals? 

 
10. Do you see any drawback to how IT governance is managed at SL? 

(Regarding responsibilities and roles, project-, process-, resource management etc.)  
11. What is your view on ITIL as an IT governance framework? How do you feel the adjustment to 

SL‟s organization is working? 
Aimed at IT governance Chief and CIO 

12. Do you use any tools for measuring IT performance? In what way do you use it/Why not) 
Aimed at IT governance Chief and CIO 
 

13. Do you use any tools for measuring IT governance maturity? In what way do you use it/Why 
not? 
Aimed at IT governance Chief and CIO 

14. In what way can the master thesis results be helpful to SL? 
Aimed at IT governance Chief and CIO 

IT organization 

15. Do you believe that there are clear responsibilities in the current IT organization? 
16. What are the current problem areas within IT? 
17. Do you believe that the reorganization of the IT organization has taken into account previous 

problem areas within IT? If so, how? 
18. What do you expect of the new IT organization?  

IT and the business (Aimed at the CIO and IT governance chief) 

19. How integrated do you think IT is with the rest of the business? 
20. How is the communication between IT management and the business management? 
21. How do you believe the business perceives IT, as an asset or a cost? 
22. Do you believe IT meets the business needs and, if so, how? 
23. Is there a follow-up for the implemented business changes and IT related projects? If so, how?  

 

IT investments (Aimed at CIO and IT governance chief) 

24. In general, do you see any tendency in that IT investments often exceed costs/or resources? 
25. Are IT investments evaluated? If so, how and are the IT investments benefits measured?  
26. Do you believe that procurement of IT solutions is in line with current laws and regulations 

(LOU, specific laws etc.)? Are the established procedures and guidelines sufficient to ensure this?  
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APPENDIX D - Mognadstabell 

 

 

Mognadsnivå Aktivitetens utförande 

0 
Aldrig 
Ingen insikt om betydelsen av händelser relaterade till aktiviteten. 
Ingen övervakning utförs. 
Ingen dokumentation existerar. 
Inga förbättringsåtgärder för aktiviteten sker. 

1 
Vid Behov (ad hoc) 
Viss insikt om betydelsen av händelser relaterade till aktiviteten. 
Ingen övervakning utförs. 
Ingen dokumentation existerar. 
Inga förbättringsåtgärder för aktiviteten sker. 

2 
Upprepas men intuitivt 
Individer har kunskap om betydelsen av händelser relaterade till aktiviteten. 
Ingen övervakning utförs. 
Ingen dokumentation existerar. 
Inga förbättringsåtgärder för aktiviteten sker. 

3 
Definierad 
Berörd personal är utbildad i metoder och mål för aktiviteten. 
Ingen övervakning utförs. 
Dokumentation existerar.  
Inga förbättringsåtgärder för aktiviteten sker. 

4 
Standard 
Berörd personal är utbildad i metoder och mål för aktiviteten.  
Övervakning sker.  
Dokumentation existerar.  
Aktiviteten är under konstant förbättring.   
Automatiserade verktyg tillämpas på ett begränsat och fragmenterat sätt. 

5 
Optimerad 
Berörd personal är utbildad i metoder och mål för aktiviteten.  
Övervakning sker.  
Dokumentation är närvarande  
Automatiserade verktyg tillämpas på ett integrerat sätt, för att förbättra 
kvalitet och effektivitet av aktiviteten. 
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APPENDIX E – Surveys 

PO1 Definiera strategisk IT-plan 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Länka affärsmål till IT-mål  

Identifiera kritiska beroendeförhållanden (dependencies) och aktuell prestanda  

Skapa en strategisk IT-plan  

Skapa en taktisk IT-plan (handlingsplan)  

Analysera programportföljer och hantera projekt- och tjänsteportföljer  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Procent av IT-initiativ i taktiska IT-planen (handlingsplan) som stödjer taktiska affärsplanen  

I vilken utsträckning stämmer de strategiska och taktiska IT-planerna med styrelsens uppsatta affärs- och 
styrningskrav 

 

Fördröjning mellan uppdateringar i affärsplanen (strategisk/taktisk) och uppdateringar i IT-planen 
(strategisk/taktisk) 

 

Fördröjning mellan uppdateringar i strategisk IT-plan och taktisk IT-plan (handlingsplan)  

Procent av strategiska/taktiska IT-planeringsmöten där affärsrepresentanter aktivt har deltagit  

Procent av IT-mål i strategiska IT-planen som stödjer strategiska affärsplanen  

Procent av IT-projekt i IT-projektportföljen som kan direkt härledas till den taktiska IT-planen 
(handlingsplanen)   

Procent av taktiska IT-planer (handlingsplaner) som överensstämmer med fördefinierad struktur/innehåll 
av dessa planer 

 

I vilken utsträckning samtycker verksamhetsägarna med IT strategisk/ taktisk plan(er)  

Hur nöjd är verksamheten med aktuella statusen (antal, omfattning, etc.) för projekt-och 
applikationsportföljerna 

 

Procent av IT-initiativ/projekt som initieras av verksamhetsägarna  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Affärsstrategi och prioriteringar  

Statusrapport för IT-styrning  

Riskanalys  

Programportfölj  

Kostand/nytto rapport  

Företagets strategiska riktning för IT  

Input av IT:s prestanda till IT-planeringen  

Nya/uppdaterade tjänstekrav  

Sourcingstrategi för IT  

IT-tjänsteportfölj  

IT-projektportfölj  

Strategi för IT-anskaffning  

Taktisk IT-plan  

Strategisk IT-plan  
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PO2 Definiera Informationsarkitektur 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Skapa och underhåll företagets informationsmodell  

Skapa och underhåll företagets dataordbok  

Etablera och underhåll klassificeringsschema för data  

Förse dataägare med procedurer och verktyg för klassificering av informationssystem  

Utnyttja informationsmodell, datauppslagsbok och klassifikationsscheman för att planera optimerade 
affärssystem 

 

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Procent av applikationer som inte överensstämmer (non compliance) med informationsarkitekturen   

Hur ofta utförs datavaliderings aktiviteter  

Procent av dataelement som inte har en ägare  

Procent av redundanta/dubblerade dataelement  

Procent av dataelementen som inte ingår i företagets datamodell  

Hur ofta företagets datamodell uppdateras  

Procent av non-compliance med dataklassificeringsschemat   

Procent av tillfredsställda användare av informationsmodellen  

Användarnas deltagandenivå  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Taktisk IT-plan (handlingsplan)   

Strategisk IT-plan   

Utvärdering efter implementering   

Input av IT:s prestanda till IT-planeringen   

Förstudie av verksamhetskrav   

Prestanda-och kapacitetsinformation   

Informationsarkitektur   

Dataklassifikationsschema   

Dataordbok   

Klassificering av procedurer och verktyg    

Plan för optimering av affärssystem   

Tilldelade dataklassifikationer   
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PO3 Definiera teknikstrategi 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Skapa och underhåll teknologisk infrastrukturplan  

Skapa och underhåll teknologiska standarder  

Publicera teknologiska standarder  

Övervaka teknologisk utveckling  

Definiera (framtida) (strategisk) användning av ny teknologi  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Hur ofta är möten initierade av IT arkitekturstyrelsen   

Hur ofta sker uppdateringar i den teknologiska infrastrukturplanen  

Procent av non-compliance med teknologistandarder   

Antal teknologiplattformar per funktion inom företaget  

Hur ofta möten är initierade av det teknologiska forumet   

Antal och typ av avvikelser från infrastrukturplan  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Strategisk IT-plan   

Prestanda-och kapacitetsinformation   

Taktisk IT-plan (handlingsplan)   

Informationsarkitektur   

Optimerade affärssystem planer   

Uppdateringar för teknologistandarder   

Infrastrukturkrav   

Teknologisk infrastrukturplan   

Regelbundna 'state of technology' uppdateringar   

Teknologistandarder   

Teknologiska möjligheter   
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PO4 Definiera IT-processer, organisation och beslutsvägar  

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Etablera IT-organisationsstruktur, inklusive kommittéer och kopplingar till intressenter och leverantörer  

Designa ett IT-processramverk  

Identifiera systemägare  

Identifiera dataägare  

Etablera och implementera IT-roller och ansvarsområden, inklusive övervakning och uppdelning av 
uppgifter 

 

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal affärsprocesser som inte stöds av IT-organisationen men som borde stödjas enligt strategin   

Antal centrala IT-aktiviteter utanför IT organisationen som inte godkänns eller inte faller under IT-
organisationsstandarder 

 

Hur ofta har styrelsen strategimöten   

Antal försenade verksamhetsinnitiativ p.g.a. IT-organisatorisk inaktivitet (inertia) eller avsaknad av 
nödvändig kapacitet 

 

Procent intressenter nöjda med IT responsförmågan (t.ex. svarstid)   

Procent av IT-funktioner/processer som är kopplade till verksamhetsförvaltnings strukturen  

Procent av roller med dokumenterade positioner och beskrivning av befogenhet   

Antal behörighetskonflikter med avseende på fördelning av arbetsuppgifter   

Nöjdhetsindex för intressenter (genom enkäter)   

Antal olösta konflikter pga. avsaknad av ansvarsfördelning  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Katalog med lagmässiga krav och förordningar relaterade till IT   

Arbetsbeskrivningar   

Taktisk IT-plan (handlingsplan)   

HR-procedurer och HR-policyer för IT   

Handlingsplan för kvalitetsförbättringar   

IT-kunskapsmatris   

Åtgärdsplaner   

IT-relaterade risker och lösningsförslag   

Strategisk IT-plan   

Rapport av IT-kontrollseffektivitet (effectivness of IT controls)   

Förbättringar av processramverk   

Dokumenterade roller och ansvarsområden  

Dokumenterade systemägare  

IT-organisation och relationer  

Ramverk för IT-processer  
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PO5 Hantera IT-investeringar 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Upprätthålla programportfölj   

Upprätthålla projektportfölj   

Upprätthålla tjänsteportfölj   

Skapa och upprätthålla en IT budgeteringsprocess   

Identifiera, kommunicera och övervaka IT-investeringar, kostnader och affärsvärde  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal budgetavvikelser   

Procent av budgetavvikelsernas värde i jämförelse med den totala budgetens värde  

Procent av projekt med utvärdering i efterhand   

Procentuell reducering av styckvis kostnad av levererade IT-tjänster   

Procent av IT-projekt där fördelar som skall uppnås finns fördefinierade   

Procent av IT-investeringar som levererar de fördelar som definierats i förväg   

Procent av kostnadsberäknade (recorded costs) IT-tjänster   

Hur ofta sker förmånsrapportering (nyttoanalyser)   

Procent av IT-spenderingar som uttrycks i ”business value drivers” (tex. ökad försäljning)   

Procent av projekt där information om prestation (kostnad, riskprofil) finns tillgänglig  

Procent av IT ”value drivers” mappade mot ”business value drivers”   

Procent av IT-investeringar som överskrider eller uppnår fördefinierade affärsfördelarna  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Förstudie av affärskrav   

IT-tjänsteportfölj   

Förväntade affärsutfall av affärsinvesteringar som möjliggörs av IT   

IT-projektportfölj   

Taktisk IT-plan (handlingsplan)   

Infrastrukturkrav   

IT- finansieringar   

Strategisk IT-plan   

Rapport över prestanda och kapacitet   

Utvärdering efter implementering   

Kostand/nytto rapport    

IT-budget  
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PO6 Kommunicera mål 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Etablera och underhåll IT-kontrollmiljön och ramverk   

Utveckla och underhåll IT-riktlinjer   

Kommunicera IT-kontrollramverk samt IT-mål och riktning   

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Procent av intressenter som inte är i linje med policyn   

Procent av intressenter som förstår företagets IT-kontrollramverk  

Hur ofta uppdateras IT-policyn   

Nivå av förståelse för IT-kostnader, fördelar, policy och tjänstenivåer   

Antal avbrott i verksamheten pga. IT-tjänster avbrott   

Hur ofta sker granskning/uppdatering av IT-kontrollramverket   

Tidsfördröjning mellan godkännande av policy och kommunikation till användare   

Procent av intressenter som förstår IT-policy   

Antal gånger då känslig information äventyrats   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Strategisk IT-plan   

IT projekt portfölj   

Taktisk IT-plan (handlingsplan)   

Riktlinjer gällande IT-relaterad riskhantering   

IT-tjänsteportfölj   

Rapport av IT-kontrollseffektivitet (effectivness of IT controls)   

Företagets ramverk för IT-kontroll   

IT-policy   
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PO7 Personalhantering  

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Identifiera IT-färdigheter, positionsbeskrivningar, lönenivåer och personalprestanda "benchmarks"   

Genomför HR-policyer och procedurer relevanta för IT (anställa, hyra, avskeda, utbilda, kompensera, 
befordra, berömma)   

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Procent av IT-anställda vars bakgrund har undersökts   

Procent förlorade arbetsdagar pga. oplanerad frånvaro   

Verkligt förhållandet (ratio) mellan konsulter och anställda, i jämförelse med planerade förhållandet (ratio)   

Antal arbetsdagar som krävs för att fylla vakanta IT-positioner   

Procent av IT-positioner med arbetsbeskrivningar och anställningskvalifikationer   

Procent IT-personal som slutförde den planerade årliga utvecklingsplanen   

Intressenters tillfredsställelsenivå med IT-personalens expertis och färdigheter   

Procent av IT-personal med dokumenterade och validerade prestationsgranskningar   

Procent av IT-personal som slutfört professionella utvecklingsplaner   

Procent av IT-roller som är tillsatta   

Procent av IT-roller med kvalificerad back-up personal   

Procent av IT-personal certifierade enligt arbetsbehov   

Genomsnittligt antal utvecklingsdagar per person per år  

IT-personalens rotation ratio   

Procent IT-personal som är tillfredsställda   

Omsättning av IT-personal   

Procent IT-personal som når upp till kompetensprofilen för rollen som den är definierad i strategin  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

IT-organisation och relationer   

Förstudie av affärsbehov   

Dokumenterade roller och ansvarsområden   

IT:s personalhanteringspolicy (HR-policy)   

Användarens färdigheter och kompetens, inklusive individuell träning   

Specifika utbildningsbehov   

IT-kompetensmatris   

Arbetsbeskrivningar   

Roller och ansvarsområden   
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PO8 Kvalitetsstyrning  

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Definiera ett kvalitetshanteringssystem   

Etablera och underhåll kvalitetsstyrningssystemet   

Skapa och kommunicera kvalitetsstandarder genom organisationen   

Skapa och hantera kvalitetsplan för kontinuerliga förbättringar   

Mät, övervaka och utvärdera om kvalitetsmålen efterföljs  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Procent av upptäckta fel före produktion   

Procent av sponsorer(stakeholders) som deltar i kvalitetsundersökningar   

Procent av sponsorer(stakeholders) tillfredsställda med IT-kvaliteten   

Procent av projekt med en QA-analys   

Procent av IT-personal som erhåller utbildning  i kvalitets- medvetande/hantering   

Procent av IT-processer som formellt reviderats periodiskt genom QA och som uppnår kvalitetsmål och 
syften   

Procentuell minskning i antal allvarliga incidenter per användare per månad   

Procent av IT-processer och projekt med aktivt QA deltagande av sponsorer(stakeholders)   

Procent av processer med en QA analys (kvalitetssäkringsanalys)   

Procent av IT-projekt reviderade och godkända av QA som uppnådde kvalitetsmål  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Åtgärdsplaner   

Detaljerade projektplaner   

Strategisk IT-plan   

Anskaffningsstandarder   

Kvalitetsförbättringsåtgärder   

Kvalitetsstandarder   
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PO9 Riskhantering  

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen?  Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Fastställa riskhanteringsstandard   

Förstå relevanta strategiska affärsmål   

Förstå relevanta affärsprocessmål   

Identifiera interna IT-mål och etablera risk-kontext   

Identifiera händelser som associeras med mål  

Utvärdera risker förknippade med händelser  

Utvärdera riskrespons   

Prioritera och planera kontrollaktiviteter  

Godkänna och försäkra finansiering för riskåtgärdsplaner  

Upprätthålla och övervaka riskåtgärdsplan  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal     Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal åtgärdade riskövervakningsrapporter inom överenskommen tidsram   

Procent av identifierade kritiska IT-händelser som har utvärderats  

Procent av budget som spenderas på riskutvärderingsaktiviteter   

Antal nyidentifierade IT-risker   

Antal signifikanta händelser orsakade av risker som inte har identifierats i riskutvärderingsprocessen   

Procent av identifierade IT-händelser som används i riskutvärderingen   

Procent av riskhanteringsplaner som godkänns för implementering   

Procent av riskutvärderingar som godkänns   

Procent av identifierade kritiska IT-risker med utvecklade handlingsplaner   

Procent av IT-riskutvärderingar integrerade i IT riskutvärderingens tillvägagångssätt  

Hur ofta revideras riskhanteringsprocessen för IT    

Procent av kritiska IT-mål som täcks av riskutvärderingen  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Resultat av beredskapstest   

Leverantörsrisker   

Riskhanteringsplan för projekt   

Historiska risktrender och händelser   

Företagets acceptansnivå för IT-risker   

Taktisk IT-plan   

IT-tjänsteportfölj   

Strategisk IT-plan   

Säkerhetshot och sårbarheter   

Riskutvärdering   

Riskrapportering   

Handlingsplan för förebyggande av IT-relaterade risker  

Riktlinjer för att hantera IT-relaterade risker  
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PO10 Projekthantering  

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Definiera ett ramverk för program/portfölj hantering av IT-investeringar   

Etablera och underhåll IT-projekt hanterings ramverk   

Etablera och underhåll system för övervakning, mätning och hantering av IT-projekt   

Skapa projekt stadgar(charters), tidsplaner, kvalitetsplaner, budget, kommunikations och riskhanterings 
planer   

Försäkra att intressenter deltar och engagerar sig  

Försäkra effektiv kontroll av projekt och förändringar i projekt  

Definiera och implementera metoder för att säkerställa och utvärdera projekt  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Procent certifierade eller utbildade projektledare   

Procent av projekt som följer projektledningsstandarder och metoder  

Procent av projekt som uppnår sponsorernas förväntningar   

Procent av projekt som uppnår sponsorernas förväntningar (inom tidsram, inom budget osv. viktade på 
betydelse)   

Procent av projekt inom tid och budget   

Procent av projekt som blir utvärderade efter införandet   

Procent sponsorer inblandade i projekt (inblandningsindex)   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

IT-kunskapsmatris   

Utvärdering efter implementering   

IT-projektportfölj   

Riskhanteringsplan för projekt   

Projektstatusrapport   

Detaljerade projektplaner   

Riktlinjer för projektledning   
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AI1 Identifiera automatiserade lösningar  

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Definiera funktionella och tekniska verksamhetskrav   

Etablera processer för integritet/generell acceptans av krav   

Identifiera, dokumentera och analysera risker för verksamhetsprocess   

Utför förstudie/effekt av utvärdering m.a.p. implementering av de föreslagna affärsbehoven   

Utvärdera IT-operativa fördelar av de föreslagna lösningarna  

Utvärdera verksamhetsfördelar av de föreslagna lösningarna  

Utveckla process för godkännande av krav  

Godkänna och skriva på föreslagna lösningar  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal projekt som inte levererade fördelarna på grund av felaktiga antaganden i förstudien   

Procent av applikationsportföljen som inte överensstämmer med arkitekturen  

Procent av projekt i den årliga IT-planen som genomgår en förstudie   

Procent av intressenter och är tillfredsställda med noggrannheten av förstudien   

Procent av förstudierna som undertecknas av affärsprocessägaren   

Utsträckning till vilken nyttodefinitionen förändras från förstudie till implementering   

Procent av förstudierna levererade i tid och inom budget.   

Procent av användarna tillfredsställda med levererade funktionaliteten   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Regelbundna 'state of technology' uppdateringar   

Technology standards   

Strategisk IT-plan   

Prestanda och kapacitetsplan (krav)   

Riktlinjer för projektledning   

Taktisk IT-plan   

Detaljerade projektplaner   

SLA (service level agreements)     

Anskaffningsstandarder   

Beskrivning av ändringsprocessen   

Förstudie av verksamhetskraven   
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AI2 Anskaffa och underhåll applikationer och mjukvara 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Översätta affärsbehov till hög nivå design specifikationer  (high level design specifications)   

Utarbeta detaljerade design- och teknisk applikationskra   

Specificera applikationskontroller inom design   

Anpassa och implementera inköpt automatisk funktionalitet   

Utveckla formaliserade metoder och processer för hantering av programutvecklingsprocessen  

Skapa mjukvara kvalitetskontroll plan för projektet  

Följa och hantera applikations krav.    

Utveckla metod för underhåll av mjukvaruprogram.   

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal produktionsproblem per applikation som skapar tydlig "down time"   

Genomsnittlig programmeringsinsats för att leverera önskad funktionalitet baserad på antal rader kod  

Procent av mjukvaruprojekt med lämplig utvärdering och godkännande av compliance med 
utvecklingsstandarder   

Antal projekt där fastställda förmånerna inte uppnåddes p.g.a. otillfredsställande design och utveckling   

Rapporterade defekter per månad   

Procent av användarna som är tillfredsställda med levererad funktionalitet   

Procent av utvecklingsansträngning som gick till underhåll av existerande applikationer   

Procent av projektutveckling i tid och inom budget   

Genomsnittstid för leverans av funktionalitet baserade på rader av kod   

Procent av projekt som levererar affärsförändringar inom angivna tidsramar och budget   

Procent av mjukvaruprojekt med utvecklad och genomförd kvalitetsplan   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Regelbundna 'state of technology' uppdateringar   

Förstudie av affärsbehov   

Optimerad affärssystemplan   

Beskrivning av förändringsprocess   

Dataordbok   

Riktlinjer för projekthantering   

Kostnad/nytto rapport   

Anskaffningsstandarder   

Detaljerade projektplaner   

Data klassifikationsschema   

Tillgänglighet-, kontinuitets-, återställandespecifikationer  

Upphandlingsbeslut  

Kunskap om applikationer och mjukvarupaket   

Specifikation av säkerhetskontroll av applikationer   

Initialt planerade SLA  
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AI3 Anskaffa och underhåll teknisk infrastruktur 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Definiera anskaffningssprocedurer/processer   

Förhandla upphandlingar och anskaffa nödvändig infrastruktur från (godkända) leverantörer   

Definiera strategi och planera underhåll av infrastruktur   

Konfigurera infrastrukturkomponenter   

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal och typ av akuta förändringar till infrastrukturkomponenter   

Procent av infrastrukturkomponenter anskaffade utanför anskaffningssprocessen  

Antal obesvarade(outstanding) anskaffningsförfrågningar   

Antal kritiska affärsprocesser som stöds av föråldrad infrastruktur   

Antal olika teknologiska plattformar på företaget   

Procent av plattformar som inte är i linje med definierad IT-arkitektur och teknikstandarder   

Antal infrastrukturkomponenter som inte längre stöds (eller inte kommer att stödjas inom kort)   

Genomsnittstid för konfiguration av infrastrukturkomponenter   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

"Regelbundna 'state of technology' uppdateringar   

Teknisk infrastrukturplan   

Prestanda och kapacitetsplan (krav)   

Detaljerade projektplaner   

Beskrivning av förändringsprocess   

Anskaffnningsstandarder   

Förstudie av affärsbehov   

Riktlinjer för projektledning   

Kunskap om infrastruktur   

Uppdateringar för teknologistandarder   

Konfigurerade system för test/installation  

Krav på fysisk miljö  

Systemövervakningsbehov   

Initialt planerade OLA   

Upphandlingsbeslut  
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AI4 Möjliggör användningen av systemen 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

SL Ledning Verksamhet IT ledningen IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Utveckla en strategi för att möjliggöra användningen av lösningen   

Utveckla metod för kunskapsöverföring    

Utveckla procedurmanualer för slutanvändaren   

Utveckla teknisk supportdokumentation för drift och supportanställda   

Utveckla och leverera träning/utbildning   

Utvärdera träningsresultat och förbättra dokumentation vid behov  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal applikationer där IT-procedurer är perfekt integrerat med affärsprocessen   

Nöjdhet (satisfaction scores) över utbildning/träning och dokumentation relaterad till användar-och 
driftprocedurer 

 

Nivå av närvaro under träningsaktiviteter för användare och operatörer för varje applikation   

Antal övningssamtal som utförs av service-desk   

Tillgänglighet, fullständighet och noggrannhet av användarmanualer   

Antal applikationer med lämplig träning i support för användare och förvaltare   

Antal incidenter orsakade pga. avsaknaden av användar- och förvaltnings dokumentation och träning   

Procent av verksamhetsägare som är nöjda med applikationsträningen och support materialet   

Minska kostnader för att producera/upprätthålla användardokumentation, drift procedurer och 
träningsmaterial   

Fördröjning mellan ändringar och uppdateringar i träningsprocedur och dokumentation   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Mjukvarukunskap   

Nödvändiga dokumentuppdateringar   

Förstudie av affärsbehov   

Kända och accepterade fel   

Detaljerade projektplaner   

Kunskap om infrastruktur   

Riktlinjer för projektledning   

Kunskapsöverföringsbehov för implementationslösningar    

Träning/utbildningsmaterial   

Användarmanualer   
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AI5 Anskaffa IT-resurser 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Utveckla IT-upphandlingsspolicy och procedurer i linje med upphandlingspolicyer på företagsnivå    

Etablera och underhåll en lista på godkända leverantörer   

Utveckla avtal som skyddar företagets intressen   

Upphandla i enlighet med fastställda procedurer enligt LUF  

Upphandla i enlighet med företagets egna fastställda procedurer (direkt upphandling)  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal tvister relaterade till inköpsavtal.   

Reducera inköpskostnader (total)   

Procent av huvudintressenter nöjda med leverantörerna   

Reducerad  styckvis kostnad av inköpta varor/tjänster   

Antal inköpsförfrågningar avslutade i tid   

Procent av initiala krav åtgärdade av den valda lösningen.   

Antal RFP som behöver utvecklas efter svar från leverantör   

Antal mottagna svar på RFP   

Antal inköpsförfrågananden tillfredsställda genom den godkända leverantörslistan   

Antal utbytta leverantörer för samma typ av varor/tjänster   

Antal inköp i linje med inköpsregler och procedurer   

Tid mellan förfrågan om inköp och undertecknandet av avtalet eller inköpet  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Anskaffningsstandarder   

Detaljerade projektplaner   

Förstudie av affärsbehov   

Leverantörskatalog - lista på dessa   

IT-anskaffningsstrategi   

Upphandlingsbeslut   

Riktlinjer för projektledning   

Krav på tredjeparts relationshantering   

Överenskommelser i kontrakt   

Upphandlade objekt   
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AI6 Förändringshantering 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Utveckla och implementera en process för att konsekvent registrera, utvärdera och prioritera 
förändringsförfrågor   

Utvärdera påverkan och prioritera förändringar efter affärsbehov   

Säkerställa att akuta och kritiska förändringar följer den godkända processen    

Auktorisera förändringar   

Hantera och sprid relevant förändringsinformation  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal och typ av akuta förändringar av infrastrukturkomponenter   

Antal olika versioner av varje affärsapplikation eller infrastruktur som upprätthålls   

Procent av totala förändringar som är akuta förändringar   

Eftersläpning i antal förändrings förfrågningar   

Antal förändringar som inte följs upp, inte rapporterats eller inte godkänts   

Antal och typ av uppdateringar av infrastrukturkomponenter   

Procent av förändringar som följer formella förändringskontrollsprocesser   

Minskningen av tid och insats som krävs för att utföra förändringar   

Ratio av accepterade/avböjda efterfrågade förändringar   

Antal störningar eller datafel orsakade av otillräckliga specifikationer eller otillräckliga effektanalyser   

Behov av omarbete på grund av opassande förändringsspecifikationer   

Procent av förändringar som är sparade och följs upp med automatiska verktyg   

Procent av misslyckade förändringar av infrastruktur pga. otillräckliga specifikationer  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Åtgärder för kvalitetsförbättring   

Riktlinjer för projektledning   

Felanmälningar / Förändringsförfrågningar (RFC)   

Förändringsförfrågningar (RFC) (var och hur skall vi applicera det)   

Behov av säkerhetsförändringar   

IT-projektportfölj   

Detaljerade projektplaner   

IT-related risk remedial action plans   

Behov av förändringar   

Problemregister   

Auktorisering av förändringar   

Statusrapporter över förändringar  

Processbeskrivning av förändringar  
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AI7 Installera och verifiera lösningar och ändringar 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Skapa och granska implementeringsplaner   

Definiera och granska en teststrategi och en testplanerings metod   

Skapa och underhåll affärs- och teknikbehovsförvaring (repository) samt testa fall av ackrediterade system   

Genomför systemförändrings- och integrationstest i testmiljö   

Lansera testmiljö och utför slutacceptanstester  

Rekommendera avancemang till produktion baserat på överenskomna akrediteringskriterier  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal förändringar som inte behöver undertecknas av ledningen före implementering   

Procent av fel funna under kvalitetssäkringsrevision av installerade och godkända funktioner  

Till vilken grad är intressenter involverade i installations- och godkännande processen   

Procent av system som uppnår förväntningarna som mäts efter implementeringsprocessen   

Omarbete efter implementering på grund av otillräckligt acceptanstest   

Samtal till IT-support på grund av användarnas låga utbildningsnivå   

Procent av projekt med dokumenterad och godkänd testplan   

Procent av intressenter som är tillfredsställda med dataintegriteten i nya system   

Antal funna fel under intern eller extern revision som berör installations- och godkännandeprocessen   

Tid som applikationerna inte fungerar på grund av uppdateringar eller otillräckliga tester   

Antal erhållna lärdomar vid utvärdering efter implementering   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Användarmanualer   

Upphandlade objekt   

Detaljerad projektplan   

Konfigurerade system för test/installation   

Teknologistandarder   

Auktorisering av förändringar   

Riktlinjer för projektledning   

Dokumenterade systemägare   

Släppta konfigurationsobjekt   

Kända och accepterade fel   

Intern Kontroll övervakning  

Avancemang till produktion   

Granskning av implementering i efterhand  

Mjukvaruleverans och distributionsplan  
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DS1 Definiera och hantera servicenivåer 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter     Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Skapa ett ramverk för definiering av IT-tjänster   

Skapa en IT-tjänstekatalog   

Definiera ”service level agreements” (SLAs) för kritiska IT-tjänster   

Definiera ”operating level agreements” (OLAs) så att SLA kan uppnås   

Övervaka och rapportera prestanda för “end-to-end” servicenivåer  

Granska SLA och stödjande dokument (UCs)  

Granska och uppdatera IT-tjänstekatalog   

Skapa en förbättringsplan för tjänster  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal     Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal levererade tjänster som ej finns med i IT-tjänstekatalogen   

Procent av servicenivåer som rapporteras   

Procent av intressenter som är nöjda med att tjänsteleveransen uppnår överenskomna nivåer   

Procent av användare som är nöjda med att tjänsteleveransen uppnår överenskomna nivåer   

Procent av servicenivåer som rapporteras genom automatisering   

Procent av servicenivåer som mäts   

Procent av tjänster som uppnår servicenivåer   

Antal formella granskningsmöten för SLA med affärsenheten per år   

Antal arbetsdagar det tar för att justera en service nivå efter överenskommelse med kund   

 

Dokument     Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Tilldelade dataklassifikationer   

SLAs   

Tjänstebehov vid krissituationer inkl roller och ansvar   

IT-tjänsteportfölj   

Taktiska IT-planer   

OLAs   

Prestanda input till IT-planering (performance input to IT-planning)   

Strategisk IT-plan   

Rapport av avtalsrevidering   

Nya/uppdaterade tjänstekrav   

Prestandarapport för processen   
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DS2 Hantera tredjeparts-tjänster 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter     Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Identifiera och kategorisera tredje-parts tjänsterelationer.     

Definiera och dokumentera leverantörshanteringsprocesser.    

Etablera utvärdering-och urvalspolicyer samt procedurer, för leverantörer   

Identifiera, utvärdera och minska leverantörsrisker   

Övervaka leverantörens leverans av tjänster   

Utvärdera långsiktiga mål av tjänsterelationer för alla intressenter  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal     Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal formella konflikter med leverantörer   

Antal signifikanta incidenter av leverantörers ”non-compliance” under en tidsperiod  

Procent av huvudleverantörer som har tydligt definierade krav- och servicenivåer   

Antal användarklagomål p.g.a. inköpta /kontrakterade tjänster   

Procent av huvudleverantörer som uppfyller definierade krav- och tjänstenivåer   

Procent av inköpen som är föremål för upphandling i konkurrens   

Procent av huvudleverantörerna som utvärderas och övervakas   

Nivån av verksamhetens tillfredsställelse m.a.p. kommunikationseffektiviteten från leverantören   

Nivån av leverantörstillfredsställelse m.a.p. kommunikationseffektiviteten från affärsverksamheten   

Procent av leverantörsfakturor som är omtvistade   

 

Dokument     Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Inköpsstandarder   

Krav på tjänstenivå vid katastrof inkl roller och ansvar   

Tredjepartsrelationer (kravhantering)   

Rapport över avtalsrevidering   

Strategi för IT-sourcing   

Överenskommelser i kontrakt   

SLAs   

Prestandarapport för processen   

Leverantörsrisker   

Leverantörslista   
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DS3 Kapacitets- och prestanda hantering 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter     Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Etablera en planeringsprocess för att granska prestanda och kapacitet av IT-resurser   

Utvärdera nuvarande prestanda av IT-resurser och kapacitet   

Utföra förhandsgranskning (forecast) av prestanda och kapacitet av IT-resurser   

Utföra ”gap analyser” för att identifiera IT-resursers olikheter (mismatch)   

Utföra eventualitetsplanering för potentiella otillgängligheter av IT-resurser.   

Kontinuerligt övervaka och rapportera tillgänglighet, prestanda och kapacitet av IT-resurser  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal     Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal kritiska affärsprocesser som ej täcks av definierade tjänstetillgänglighetsplanen (service availability 
plan)   

Procent av responstider i SLA som möts  

Maximal belastning (peak load) och totala kapacitetsutnyttjandet   

Hur ofta prestanda- och kapacitetsprognos utförs   

Procent av toppar där målutnyttjandet (target utilization) överskrids. (Ett effektivitetsmått)   

Grad av transaktionsfel   

Procent av tillgångar som övervakas via centraliserade verktyg   

Antal timmar som går förlorade under en månad p.g.a. otillräcklig kapacitetsplanering   

Procent av tillgångar som inkluderas i kapacitetsutvärderingar   

 

Dokument     Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Tilgänglighet-, kontinuitet- och återuppbyggnadsspecifikation   

Systemövervakningsbehov   

SLAs    

Förändringskrav   

Prestanda och kapacitetsinformation   

Prestandarapport för processen   

Prestanda- och kapacitetsplan (krav)   
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DS4 Kontinuitetsplanering 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter     Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Utveckla IT-kontinuitetsramverk   

Genomföra konsekvensanalys och riskbedömning av verksamheten    

Utveckla och upprätthålla IT-kontinuitetsplan   

Identifiera och kategorisera IT resurser baserat på återhämtnings mål (recovery objectives)    

Definiera och utför kontrollprocedurer vid ändringar för att försäkra att IT-kontinuitetsplanen är aktuell  

Testa IT kontinuitetsplanen regelbundet    

Utveckla åtgärdsplaner för uppföljning baserade på testresultat   

Planera och utföra IT-kontinuitets träning   

Planera IT-tjänsters återhämtning och återupptagande (IT sevices recovery and resumption)   

Planera och implementera säkerhetslagring    

Skapa procedur för att utföra utvärderingar efter återhämtning  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal     Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal kritiska affärsprocesser beroende av IT som ej täcks av kontinuitetsplanen   

Fördröjning mellan tester av valfritt element ur IT kontinuitetsplanen  

Procent av kritiska infrastrukturkomponenter med automatisk övervakning av tillgänglighet   

Frekvens av tjänsteavbrott av kritiska system   

Antal förlorade timmar per månad pga. oplanerade avbrott   

Procent av tester som uppnår återhämtningsmålen (recovey objectives)   

Procent av tillgänglighets SLA som uppnås   

Hur ofta utvärderas IT-kontinuitetsplanen    

Antal timmar för IT-kontinuitetsträning per år per relevant IT anställd    

 

Dokument     Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Tilldelade dataklassifikationer   

SLAs    

Användar- , operations-, support-, tekniska- och administrationsmanualer   

OLAs   

Riskutvärdering   

Tillgänglighets-, kontinuitets och återställningsspecifikationer   

Prestandarapport för processen   

Servicebehov vid katastrof, inkluderar roll och ansvarsfördelning   

Back-up förvaring och skyddsplan   

Resultat av beredskapstest   

Kritiska IT-konfigurationselement   

Incident/Katastrof tröskelvärden  
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DS5 Hantera systemsäkerhet 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter     Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Definiera och upprätthåll säkerhetsplan för IT   

Definiera, etablera och förvalta en process för indentitetshantering (account management)   

Övervaka potentiella och faktiska säkerhetsincidenter   

Periodiskt revidera och validera användarrättigheter och behörigheter   

Skapa procedurer för att upprätthålla och säkra kryptografiska nycklar  

Implementera och underhåll teknik-och procedurkontroller för att skydda informationsflöde genom nätverk  

Utföra regelbundna sårbarhetsbedömningar (vulnerability assessments)   

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal och typ av skadlig kod som förhindras   

Hur ofta revideras typen av säkerhetshändelser som skall övervakas  

Antal överträdelser i segregering av uppgifter   

Antal system där säkerhetskrav ej möts   

Procent av användare som inte följer lösenordsstandarder   

Tid det tar att godkänna, ändra, och ta bort behörighetsrättigheter   

Antal och typ av misstänkta och verkliga tillträdesöverträdelser (access violation)   

Antal icke-auktoriserade IP adresser, portar och trafiktyper som nekas   

Procent av äventyrade och återkallade kryptografiska nycklar    

Antal incidenter med tydliga effekter på affärsnivå   

Antal behörighetsrättigheter auktoriserade, återkallade, återställda eller ändrade   

Antal och typ av föråldrade konton  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Specifikation av säkerhetkontroll för applikationer   

OLAs   

Informationsarkitektur   

Riskutvärdering   

Teknologistandarder   

Tilldelade dataklassifikationer   

Behov av säkerhetsförändringar   

IT säkerhetsplan och policyer   

Prestandarapport för processen   

Definition på säkerhetsincidenter   

Säkerhetsrisker och sårbarheter   

Specifika utbildningsbehov med avseende på säkerhetsmedvetande policier   
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DS6 Identifiera och fördela kostnader 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Mappa IT-infrastruktur till levererade tjänster / affärsprocesser som stöds   

Identifiera alla IT-kostnader(anställda, teknik osv.) och mappa dessa till IT-tjänster per styckkostnadsnivå   

Etablera och underhåll IT-budget och kostnadskontroll   

Etablera och upprätthåll policyer och procedurer för förändring   

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Procent av kostnader som fördelas automatiskt/manuellt   

Procent av totala IT-kostnader som fördelas enligt den överenskomna modellen.  

Hur ofta sker revisioner av kostnads fördelningsmodellen   

Hur tillfredsställd är verksamheten med IT tjänsters kostnadsmodell (enkät)   

Procent affärsanvändare inblandade i definitioner av kostnadsmodell   

Kostnad per tjänsteenhet över tiden   

Procent av IT-kostnader som är ifrågasatta av verksamheten   

Procent av variationen mellan budget, prognoser och faktiska kostnader   

Procent IT-tjänster som accepterades/betalades av affärsledningen   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Kostand/nytto rapport   

OLAs   

SLAs   

Detaljerade projektplaner   

IT-budget   

Dokumenterade systemägare   

Prestandarapport för processen   

IT-finansieringar   
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DS7 Användarutbildning 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Identifiera och karakterisera behoven av utbildning för användarna   

Skapa ett utbildningsprogram   

Genomför medvetenhets-, utbildnings och träningsaktiviteter   

Utför utbildningsutvärderingar   

Identifiera och utvärdera de bästa leveransmetoderna för utbildning och verktyg för dessa  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal service-desk anrop för utbildning/träning eller för att svara på frågor   

Hur ofta träningsschema/läroplaner uppdateras   

Mätbar förbättring i anställdas produktivitet som resultat av bättre förståelse av systemen   

Ökad användarnöjdhet med utbyggandet av tjänster, system eller ny teknologi   

Procent av intressenter som är nöjda med den levererade utbildningen/träningen   

Procent av anställda som utbildas/tränas   

Fördröjning mellan identifiering av träningsbehov till det att träning levereras   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Krav på kunskapsöverlåtelse   

Användarens färdigheter och kompetens, inklusive individuell träning   

Rapport av användarnöjdhet   

Utbildningsmaterial   

Specifika utbildningsbehov   

OLAs   

Prestandarapport för processen   

Nödvändiga dokumentuppdateringar   
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DS8 Hantera support och incidenter 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Skapa klassifikations (allvarlighet och påverkan) och eskaleringsprocedurer (funktionellt och hierarkisk)   

Upptäcka och dokumentera incidenter / service efterfrågningar / informations efterfrågningar   

Klassificera, undersöka och diagnostisera förfrågningar (queries)   

Lös, återskapa och avsluta incident   

Informera användare (t.ex. statusuppdateringar)  

Producera hanteringsrapportering  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal telefonsamtal som hanteras per timme per service desk anställd   

Procent av incidenter och tjänstekrav rapporterade och noterade mha. automation  

Användarnöjdhet av first-line support (tex. service desk)   

Hur ofta samtal ej besvaras (abandonment rate)   

Procent av incidenter som kräver lokal support (fältsupport, personligt besök)   

Procent av incidenter som löstes inom överenskommen/acceptabel tidsperiod   

Genomsnittlig varaktighet av allvarliga incidenter   

Antal utbildningsdagar per service desk anställd per år   

Procent av incidenter som återöppnas   

Antal olösta förfrågningar (queries)   

Procent av first-line lösningar baserat på totala antalet efterförfrågningar   

Genomsnittlig tid för respons av efterförfrågningar via telefon/mail  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Auktorisering av förändringar   

Kända problem, kända fel, och lösningsförslag   

Användar- , operations-, support-, tekniska- och administrationsmanualer   

OLAs   

Definition av säkerhetsincident   

Katastroftröskel   

IT-konfiguration / detaljerade tillgångar   

Släppta konfigurationselement   

Incident ärenden (tickets)   

SLAs   

Prestandarapport för processen   

Incident rapporter   

Användarnöjdhetsrapporter   

Felanmälningar / Förändringsförfrågningar (RFC)  
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DS9 Konfigurationshantering 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Utveckla planeringsprocedurer för konfigurationshantering   

Samla in initial konfigurationsinformation och etablera nivåer för konfiguration   

Verifiera och granska/revidera konfigurationsinformation   

Uppdatera konfigurationsförvaringen (repository)   

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal business ”compliance” frågor orsakade av olämplig konfiguration av tillgångar   

Procent av konfigurationsobjekt i linje med servicenivåer för prestanda, säkerhet och tillgänglighet  

Procent av uppköpta licenser som inte finns redovisade i förvaringen (repository)   

Antal identifierade avvikelser mellan konfigurations örvaringen (repository) och verkliga tillgången av 
konfigurationer   

Antal avvikelser som beror på otillräcklig eller avsaknad av konfigurationsinformation   

Fördröjning mellan tidpunkt då störning/avvikelse identifieras och tidpunkten för korrigering   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Kritiska IT-konfigurationselement   

Användar-, operations-, support-, tekniska och administrationsmanualer   

Släppta konfigurationsobjekt   

Prestandarapport för processen   

Förändringsförfrågningar (RFC) (var och hur skall vi applicera det)   

IT-konfiguration   
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DS10 Problemhantering 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Identifiera och klassificera problem   

Utföra grundorsaksanalys (root cause analysis)   

Lösa problemen   

Granska status av problem   

Utfärda rekommendationer för förbättring och skapa relaterade förändringsförfrågningar (RFC)  

Upprätthålla problemregister  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal verksamhetssstörningar/avbrott förorsakade av system i drift   

Procent av problem som återkommer (inome en tidsperiod) pga.hög allvarlighetsgrad  

Genomsnittlig och standardavvikelse av tidsfördröjningen mellan problemlösning och avslut   

Hur ofta sker återkoppling för ett pågående problem, baserat på allvarlighetsgraden   

Genomsnittlig och standardavvikelse av tidsfördröjningen mellan identifiering och lösning av problem.   

Genomsnittlig tidsåtgång mellan att ett problem är registrerat till identifiering av dess grundorsak (root 
cause)   

Antal återkommande problem med effekter på affärsnivå (business impact)   

Procent av problem som är lösta inom nödvändig tidsperiod   

Procent av problem som registreras och spåras    

Antal öppna/nya/avslutade problem, baserat på graden av allvarlighet   

Procent av problem där grundorsaksanalys (root cause) genomförs   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Auktorisering av förändringar   

Incidentrapporter   

Logg över felmeddelanden   

IT-konfiguration / detaljerade tillgångar   

Kända problem, kända fel, och lösningsförslag   

Prestandarapport för processen   

Problemregister   

Förändringsförfrågningar (RFC) (var och hur skall vi applicera det)   
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DS11 Datahantering 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Översätta datalagring- och kvarhållningskrav (retention) till procedurer   

Definiera, underhåll och implementera procedurer för att hantera databibliotek   

Definiera, underhåll och implementera procedurer för säker avskaffning (disposal) av media och utrustning   

Köra back-up på data enligt plan   

Definiera, underhålla och implementera procedurer för data återskapande  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal incidenter av data ”downtime” eller dataintegritet pga. otillräcklig lagringskapacitet   

Procent av lyckade återskapanden av data  

Hur ofta ”backup media” testas   

Genomsnittstiden för återskapande av data   

Hur ofta misslyckades återskapandet av data som är kritiska för affärsprocesser   

Antal incident där känslig data återskapats efter att media avskaffades (disposed)   

Incidenter där lagar bröts/överträdes pga. problem med hanteringen av lagrad data   

Hur nöjda är användarna över tillgängligheten av data   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Tilldelade dataklassifikationer   

Dataordbok   

IT-säkerhetsplan och policyer   

OLAs   

Plan för backup lagring och skydd   

Användar-, operations-, support-, teknologiska- och administrationsmanualer   

Operatörsinstruktioner för datahantering   

Prestandarapport för processen   
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DS12 Hantera fysisk miljö 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller    Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Definiera kravnivån för fysisk skydd   

Välj och utrusta platsen (datacentral, kontor, etc.).    

Implementera metoder för att säkerställa den fysiska miljön   

Övervaka den fysiska miljön (inkl. underhåll, övervaka och rapportera)   

Definiera och implementera procedurer för fysisk behörighet och underhåll.   

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal incident pga. brister eller fel i fysisk säkerhet   

Säkerhetsrisker pga. incidenter i den fysiska miljön  

Antal incident förorsakade av obehörigt tillträde till datorer   

Hur ofta personal tränas i säkerhet och skydd av data   

Antal skador förorsakade av den fysiska miljö   

Avbrottstid (down time) pga. incidenter i den fysiska miljön   

Hur ofta utvärderas och rapporteras fysiska risker   

Procent av personal som tränas i säkerhet och skydd av data   

Antal tester för riskreducering (risk mitigation) som utfördes det senaste året   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Tilldelade dataklassifikationer   

Fysiska miljökrav   

Riskutvärdering   

Prestandarapport för processen   
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DS13 Drifthantering 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Skapa/modifiera förvaltningsprocedurer såsom: manualer, checklistor, skiftplanering, överlämnings- 
dokumentation   

Schemalägga arbetsbörda och samla ihop jobb (batch jobs)   

Övervaka infrastruktur och dess processer (processing), och lös problemen   

Hantera och säkra fysisk output (papper, media osv.)   

Tillämpa åtgärder eller ändringar till scheman och infrastruktur  

Implementera/upprätthåll en process för säkerhetsåtgärdning av ”authentication devices” mot störningar, 
förlust och stöld 

 

Schemalägga och utför förebyggande åtgärder   

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal ”down time”-fördröjningar/incidenter pga. avvikelse från drift procedurer   

Antal dagar som förvaltnings personal tränas per år  

Procent av schemalagda/begärda arbeten som inte avslutas i tid   

Antal servicenivåer som påverkas av drift incidenter   

Hur ofta förvaltningsprocedurer uppdateras   

Antal timmar av oplanerad ”down time” pga. drift incidenter   

Procent av hårdvarutillgångar som inkluderas i förebyggandescheman (preventive maintenance schedules)   

Antal ”down time”-fördröjningar/incidenter pga. olämpliga drift procedurer   

Procent av arbetsscheman som är automatiserade   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Plan för backup lagring och skydd   

Utgivning av mjukvara och distributionsplaner   

Avancemang till produktion   

IT-konfiguration / detaljerade tillgångar   

Användar-, operations-, support-, tekniska- och administrationsmanualer   

Operatörsinstruktioner för datahantering   

OLAs   

SLAs   

Incident ärenden (tickets)    

Prestandarapport för processen   

Logg över felmeddelanden   
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ME1 Övervaka och utvärdera IT:s prestanda 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Etablera tillvägagångssätt för övervakning   

Identifiera och samla in mätbara mål som stödjer verksamhetsmålen   

Skapa styrkort (scorecards)   

Utvärdera prestanda   

Rapportera prestanda   

Identifiera och övervaka förbättringsåtgärder för prestanda  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal orsak-och-verkan förhållanden identifierade och integrerade i övervakning   

Fördröjning för uppdatering av mätetal för att reflektera verkliga prestationsmål, mätetal, mål och 
”benchmarks” 

 

Antal problem som ej upptäcks genom mätprocessen   

Tidsfördröjning mellan rapportering av brister och initiering av åtgärder   

Antal uppnådda prestandamål   

Antal mätetal (per process)   

Antal förbättringåtgärder som satts igång av övervakningsaktiviteter   

Procent mätetal som kan ”benchmarkas” till industristandarder och satta mål   

Hur nöjda intressenter är med mätprocessen   

Procent kritiska processer som övervakas   

Hur stor ansträngning (amount of effort) krävs för att samla in mätetalsdata.   

Minskade antal av ej åtgärdade(outstanding) brister i process   

Antal ändringar av uppsatta mål för IT-processers effektivitet och deras effektivitetsindikatorer   

Hur tillfredsställda är styrelsen och ledningen med prestandrapporteringen  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Statusrapport över förändringar   

Kostand/nytto rapport   

Rapporter över tillfredställelse av användare   

Projektstatusrapport   

Rapporter av effektivitet av IT-kontroll   

Statusrapporter av IT-styrning   

Rapport över IT-aktiviteters compliance med externa krav för lagar och regelverk   

Prestanda och kapacitets plan (krav)   

Åtgärdsplaner   

Prestanda input till IT-planering   

Prestandarapporter för processeer (DS1…DS13)   

Historiska risktrender och händelser  
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ME2 Övervaka och utvärdera intern kontroll 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller    Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Övervaka och kontrollera IT:s intern kontroll aktiviteter.     

Övervaka självutvärderings processen    

Övervaka prestanda av oberoende granskningar, revisioner och undersökningar.    

Övervaka processen för att erhålla försäkran över kontroller som hanteras(controls operated) av tredje part   

Övervaka processen som identifierar och utvärderar kontroll undantag   

Övervaka processen som identifierar och åtgärdar kontroll av undantag   

Rapportera till huvud intressenter    

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal och täckning av självbedömnings kontroller   

Antal, frekvens och täckning av interna compliance rapporter  

Antal åtgärder i tid för intern kontroll problem   

Antal och täckning av interna kontroller som är föremål för eftergranskning (supervisory review)   

Andel ledande befattningshavares (senior management) tillfredsställelse med rapportering avseende 
övervakning av intern kontroll   

Hur ofta inträffar intern kontroll incidenter    

Tidsförskjutning mellan rapportering av brister och de åtgärder som inletts   

Antal initiativ för kontroll förbättringar   

Antal svagheter (weaknesses) som identifierats av externa kvalifikations- och certifieringsrapporter   

Antal allvarliga överträdelser av intern kontroll   

Antal händelser med rättsliga eller juridiska överträdelser   

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Processprestandarapport   

Intern-Kontroll övervakning   

Rapport av IT-kontrollseffektivitet (effectivness of IT controls)   
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ME3 Säkerställ att lagar och förordningar uppfylls 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen?  Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Definiera och utför en process för att identifiera lagliga, kontraktsmässiga, regelmässiga och policy krav   

Utvärdera hur bra IT-aktiviteter överensstämmer med IT-policy, standarder och procedurer    

Rapportera positiv compliance mellan IT-aktiviteter och IT-policyer, standarder och procedurer   

Förse med input att anpassa IT-policyer, standarder och procedurer  enligt compliance krav   

Integrera IT-rapportering för regelverkskrav med liknande output från andra affärsområden  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal     Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal kritiska fall av non-compliance ärenden identifierade per år   

Träningsdagar per IT-anställd per år, relaterade till compliance   

Genomsnittlig tidsfördröjning mellan publicering av ny lag och initiering av revision av compliance   

Antal  non-compliance ärenden rapporterade till styrelse eller som orsakat offentligt missnöje   

Hur ofta sker revision av compliance   

Kostnad för non-compliance, inklusive böter   

Genomsnittlig tidsfördröjning mellan identifiering av interna fel och lösning   

 

Dokument     Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Compliance krav för lagar och regelverk   

IT policyer   

Katalog av lag och regelkrav relaterade till IT-tjänster   

Rapport över IT-aktiviteters compliance med externa  krav för lagar och regelverk   
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ME4 Skapa förutsättningar för IT-styrning 

Datum: 

Namn: 

Roll: 

Roller     Hur är ansvarsfördelningen inom organisationen? 

Ledning Verksamhet IT ledning IT drift & förvaltning 
Compliance, revision, 

risker & säkerhet 

     

U=Utförare, A=Ansvarig, K= Konsulterad, I=Informerad 

Aktiviteter    Hur moget är utförandet av aktiviteter inom organisationen? Mognadsnivå 
(0-5) 

Etablera översyn för ledning och styrelse för förenkling av IT-aktiviteter   

Revidera, kommunicera IT-prestanda, IT-strategi, resurser och riskhantering med verksamhetsstrategin   

Skaffa periodiska utvärderingar av prestation och överensstämmelse med policyer, standarder och 
procedurer   

Lösa fynd från oberoende revision och försäkra om ledningens implementation av de överenskomna 
rekommendationerna   

Skapa IT-styrningsrapporter  

Graderas enligt mognadstabell 

Mätetal  Vilka mätetal övervakas inom organisationen? Övervakas 
(Ja/Nej) 

Antal etiska chefer per avdelning   

Hur ofta rapporterar styrelsen om IT till intressenter  

Procent av de anställda utbildade i styrning (tex. codes of conduct)   

Antal styrnings överträdelser   

Antal gånger IT kommer upp på styrelsemöte på ett föregripande sätt   

Hur gamla är de överenskomna rekommendationer   

Hur ofta sker rapportering till styrelse av undersökningar av intressenter nöjdhet   

Hur ofta sker rapportering från IT till styrelsen (inkl mognad)   

Antal återkommande IT-frågor på styrelsens agenda   

Procent av styrelsemedlemmar utbildade eller har erfarenhet av IT-styrning   

Hur ofta sker oberoende revision av IT-överensstämmelse   

Hur ofta kommer IT-styrning upp på agendan på IT-strategimöten  

 

Dokument    Vilka dokument existerar inom organisationen? Existerar 
(Ja/Nej) 

Katalog över lag och regelkrav relaterade till IT-tjänster   

Kostand/nytto rapport   

Rapport av IT-kontrollseffektivitet (effectivness of IT controls)   

Riskutvärdering   

IT-processramverk   

Riskrapportering   

Rapport av IT-styrningsstatus   

Företagets IT-riskbenägenhet   

Förväntade affärsutfall av investeringar som möjliggörs m.h.a. IT   

Förbättringar av processramverk   

Företagets strategiska riktning för IT   
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APPENDIX F – Uppdelning av arbetet 

 

Detta examensarbete har utförts av två studenter, vilket har inneburit att arbetet har delats upp för att 
försäkra om att två enskilda arbeten har utförts.   

Uppdelningen har skett enligt följande: 

 

Felipe Castillo 

· Haft ansvaret för teorin kring ramverket COBIT 

· Varit ansvarig för processerna inom domänerna ”Plan and Organize” och ”Acquire 

and Implement”, dvs haft ansvaret för att samla in data till dessa processer samt 

utvärderingen och analysen av dessa 

· Haft ansvaret för det utvecklade verktyget, som använts vid analysen av det 

insamlade datan i denna studie 

Petar Stanojevic 

· Haft ansvaret för teorin kring utvärderingsverktyget ITOMAT 

· Varit ansvarig för processerna inom domänerna ”Deliver and Support” och 

”Monitor and Evaluate”, dvs haft ansvaret för att samla in data till dessa processer 

samt utvärderingen och analysen av dessa 

· Haft ansvaret gällande förberedelserna inför insamlandet av data 
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